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Abstract
This thesis presents the development and implementation of an integral field oriented
intelligent control for an induction motor (IM) drive using Fuzzy Logic Controller
(FLC), and an Artificial Neural Network (ANN), employing a finite element controller
and making use of a Proportional Integral (PI) adaptive controller as well. An analytical
model of an induction motor drive has been developed. In order to prove the superiority
of the proposed controller, the performance of this controller is compared with
conventional PI-based IM drives. The performance of the proposed IM drive is
investigated extensively at different operating conditions in simulation. The proposed
adaptive PI-based speed controller’s performance is found to be robust and it is a
potential candidate for high performance industrial drive applications. The novel work
focuses on using a Finite Element Controller map (FECM) to manipulate adaptive
controllers for motor control drives.
A digital signal processing (DSP) board DS1104 and laboratory induction motor were
used to implement the complete vector control scheme. The test results have been
compared with simulated results at different dynamic operating conditions. The
effectiveness of this control scheme has been evaluated, and it has been found to be more
efficient than the conventional PI controller.
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Control of Motor Drives

1.1

Introduction

Induction Motors (IMs) have been increasingly used with variable speed drives (VSDs)
due in large part to their solid construction, relative affordability, ease of maintenance,
and reliable service. The controller plays a key role in VSD applications in order to
enable the motor to adhere to reference trajectories without major deviations. High
performance drive systems require a controller that can offer fast speed response and
easily deal with uncertainties and disturbances. Fixed gain proportional-integral (PI)
controllers, along with some adaptive controllers, have typically been used in industry
despite their disadvantages in dealing with uncertainties.
To improve the control performance, intelligent algorithms have been incorporated in the
controller design. Intelligent algorithms, including fuzzy logic (FL), neural network (NN)
and neuro-fuzzy (NF) algorithms, attempt to replicate human logic, making them suitable
for applications that have poorly defined mathematical models. The intelligent systems,
which are also known as high performance drive systems (HPDS), are characterized by a
high degree of adaptive behaviour, robustness, and efficiency, as well as by high torque
to current ratio and high power to weight ratio [1-6].
Due to advantages of HPDS, intelligent control of electric motor drives has attracted
the attention of electrical engineers in recent years. In the present research, a neural
network has been devised for IM speed control. Indirect field orientation control is used
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to decouple the torque and flux controls in the complete drive. In this way, the
induction motor can be operated like a DC motor and high performance can be
obtained, but current which flows through the induction motor is a time varying current.

1.2 Literature Review
Induction motors are widely used in various industrial sectors, the control of IMs remains
a challenging issue as the dynamic system is non-linear and two of the state variables,
rotor fluxes and currents, are not always measurable. The rotor resistance varies
significantly caused by heating, which has a major effect on the system dynamics. Over
the past few decades, in response to IM challenges faced by industry, researchers made
concentrated efforts to develop a high-performance control theory for AC drives [3-7].
One task in the process of IM control system design involves two levels: first, choosing a
control strategy, and second, designing a proper controller. IM control strategies can be
broadly classified into two categories: scalar control and vector control. In the scalar
control, only the magnitude and frequency (angular speed) of voltage, current, and flux
linkage space vectors are controlled. The most common scalar technique is constant
volts/frequency ( V / f ) control [1]. In the V / f control method, the magnitude of the
stator voltage is adjusted in proportion to the frequency in order to maintain a constant
stator flux in the IM. The V / f method consists of controlling the speed of the rotating
magnetic field of the stator by changing the supply frequency. However, because the
scalar control strategy is based on a steady-state principle, its transient performance is not
optimized. A vector control is a more efficient IM control strategy [3] [63-65].
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1.3 Vector control based Drive
Variable frequency drives (VFDs) provides significant advantages for the operation of
induction motors. These advantages include reduced starting currents, variable speed
control, and improved energy efficiency. VFDs mainly have two types of controllers, one
is called a Direct Torque Controller (DTC), and the other one is vector control. Both are
used to obtain high performance drive. The two types of controllers have advantages and
disadvantages. For instance, in the direct torque con
troller, the torque is attained directly and independently to the flux linkage, through the
selection of the optimal switching modes. Advantages of the DTC is the fast torque
response, low inverter switching frequency, and low harmonic losses, in contrast, the
main disadvantages are high torque and flux ripples and variable switching frequencies
[60-61].
Secondly, vector control, also named field oriented control (FOC), is considered to be
a variable frequency drive (VFD), which provides significant advantages for the
operation of induction motors. These advantages include reduced starting currents,
variable speed control, and improved energy efficiency.
Vector control is developed to obtain high performance operation of AC motor drives.
FOC is used to control any application of AC motors either induction or synchronous
that requires to operate precisely and smoothly over the full speed range, generate
maximum torque at low speed, and have high dynamic performance including fast and
accurate speed response as well as quick recovery speed from any disturbances, and
possess insensitivity to parameter variations. By this method the induction motor can be
controlled similar to a separately excited dc motor. In a vector control method, the three3

phase stator currents are converted to two orthogonal current components. One
component defines the magnetic flux of the motor, the other defines the torque. The
corresponding flux and current components references provided by the drive’s speed
controller is calculated by the control system of the drive. Typically proportional-integral
(PI) controllers are used to keep the measured current components at their reference
values. The pulse-width modulated variable-frequency drive generates gate signals,
which will fire the transistor switching of the three-phase inverter to produce the actual
voltages to the motor.

1.4 PI, PID and Adaptive Controllers
Commonly used industrial control drives for IMs include proportional-integral (PI)
controllers, proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers, and adaptive versions of
both PI and PID [9] [11] [30-34] [70-76] [90]. Due to their simplicity and ease of
implementation in real-time experimental systems, conventional PI and PID controllers
have been widely used as speed controllers. Moreover, Space Vector Pulse Width
Modulation (SVPWM) technique that utilizes Digital Signal Processing (DSP) is also
commonly used to control IM. SVPWM can prevent harmonic distortion in currents and
output voltage, and enabled more efficient use of DC supply voltage than sinusoidal
modulation techniques. However, the motor control scheme needed three PI controllers,
and it was often difficult to identify any gains made by the controllers. The fixed gains
were also impacted by parameter variations [10].
In [1], Talib et al. [11] used different means for measuring speed performance. Namely,
they looked at the Indirect Field Oriented Control (IFOC) induction motor drive by
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utilizing (1) PI control, (2) PI with anti-windup (PIAW), and (3) pre-filter (PF). Their
aim was to compare the controller performance on the motor in relation to speed tracking
and load rejection capability in speed operations designated as low-, medium- and highrated. Conventional or linear PI controllers usually do not have output magnitude
limiters, as these could damage the physical system because of their large output values.
In this regard, introducing integrator limiters and saturation limiters could offer some
protection to the system. However, saturation limiters can also cause errors such as
system instability, sizeable overshoots, and slow settling time.
To prevent high overshoots and long settling times, PI controllers with anti-windup were
introduced, following on the notion that inserting a pre-filter block can equalize the
behaviour of the closed speed loop system in relation to the desired second order system.
While it can get rid of the zero from the loop gain, this strategy still required three PI
controllers: one for the outer speed control loop and two for the inner current loops. The
motor performance is based on PI controller gains, so the controllers must be accurately
tuned. However, any gains made must be gauged by time-consuming trial-and-error
tuning techniques, such as the Ziegler-Nichols method and the first-order-plus-time-delay
method. A certain degree of basic knowledge of process control is required to utilize
these methods, even though they rarely provide the best performance control.
Furthermore, the wind-up phenomenon leads to inconsistencies between the real plant
input and the controller output.
Most published work in the literature concerns conventional PI- and PID-based speed
controllers for IM drive performance in the normal range [62] [69-70]. The primary
advantage of these types of controllers is their ease of implementation in real time.
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However, they are highly sensitive to changes in parameters caused by sudden shifts in
command speed, load, saturation, temperature, etc. Because of this inherent sensitivity,
precise tuning of the controller parameters can be challenging, so these types of
controllers are not optimal choices for high-performance applications.
The controllers are highly sensitive to uncertainties such as changes in parameters due to
saturation, variations in temperature, sudden changes in command speed, and load
disturbances. It is also difficult to precisely tune controller parameters for
implementations on- and off-line, so these types of controllers are generally unsuited for
high performance applications. In response to these limitations, researchers [12-15] are
looking into developing adaptive control schemes for IM drive systems that enable the
controller to adapt its parameters to system parameter variations and load disturbances.
The ready availability of cost-effective digital signal processors (DSP) has enabled
researchers to add these adaptive controllers to IM drives.

1.5 Adaptive and Intelligent Control of Induction Motor Drive
Rather than adopt a typical approach to speed-controlled drives that use PI-type
controllers, industry can use a variable structure control (VSC) scheme to boost product
speed and robustness through a sliding mode of control. The main objective is to limit the
controlled variables to the tolerance band by inciting an immediate reaction to a
disturbance. There are two main types of such control mechanisms – the relay type and
the relay-linear type – while the adaptive control techniques themselves are usually
characterized as having self-tuning control, model reference adaptive control (MRAC)
[77-78] [80] [86] [118], sliding mode control (SMC) or variable structure control [8],
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expert system control, fuzzy control [5] [22-23], neural control [24] [99-102] , or various
combinations of these approaches.
The latest advances in electronic technologies and VSI techniques have resulted in the
use of microprocessors in IM drive controls. This has led to computing power being
applied to IM drive control and the implementation of complex control strategies, such as
using the basic principles of machine intelligence (MI)-based controllers in highperformance drives (HPD). The core notion behind MI systems is to mimic human
cognitive abilities, which makes them highly effective in complex applications and
mathematical models that are poorly defined. Due to inherent adaptive and robust
features, they are especially useful in high-performance IM drives.
There are three main types of controllers: neural controllers, fuzzy controllers, and a
combination of the two called hybrid neuro-fuzzy controllers. As its name implies, this
latter combination type includes the operating principles of both neural and fuzzy
controllers and it is positioned to become the most significant approach to managing
control systems in the future. Because this thesis focuses on the application of a variety
of adaptive controllers (e.g., NN, Finite Element Controller Map [FECM] and the
adaptive PI controller in the IM drive), the literature review follows the development of
these control techniques, in particular.
Numerous researchers have published work on the development of high performance
induction motor drives. Most of the control techniques that have thus far been developed
feed the IM via either a voltage source or current source inverter. Plunkett and Plette [1617] created a control scheme that utilized the stator current rather than inverter voltage
control via the flux loop. The voltage-fed inverter drive was developed with the torque
7

and flux control at the outer-loop, and the hysteresis-band current control at the inner
loop. Moreover, instead of applying a constant rated flux, to enhance the efficiency, the
flux is programed as a function of torque.
In [20], Boussak used the model-reference adaptive system (MRAS) to estimate IM
speed from measured terminal voltages and currents. Boussak’s method proved to be
more effective as well as less complicated when compared with similar approaches.
Meanwhile, Rowan et al. [21] presented a method for online IM-drive tuning that makes
use of the model reference adaptive control (MRAC). In their approach, they compared
the reference model’s output and that of either an adjustable or adaptive model. The
comparison proceeds until any errors between the two models are eliminated. Although
this type of system is characterized as robust, the model functions adequately only if the
machine parameters are constant; if parameters vary, the control system decreases. .
Several other adaptive techniques address indirect field-oriented IM drives, but each has
advantages and disadvantages, none of them have provided ideal all-round decoupling
control combined with the maximum efficiency, nor have they offered a viable solution
to detuning issues.
In the wake of Zadeh’s [22-23] delineation of fuzzy logic control principles in 1965,
several applications of fuzzy controllers in power electronics and drives have emerged
[24] [27-29] [36-37] [66]. FLCs have some advantages compared to the conventional
PID. These are: they have the ability to handle nonlinearity of arbitrary complexity; they
do not need an accurate mathematical model; they are occasionally more robust against
load disturbance, and system parameter variation than conventional controllers [143];
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and finally, they are designed based on human logic through applying linguistic rules
with an IF–THEN structure, which is the basis of human logic.
Even though FOCs have their advantages, they also have their critics, particularly among
the conventional PI controllers. However lacks of analysis methodologies as well as a
lack of formal design are considered common weakness. This includes the rigors in
obtaining stability and robustness [144-145]. Furthermore, the application of an FLC has
encountered some disadvantages during hardware and software implementation due to
high computational burden [93] [145-146]. To reduce the real time computational burden
of an FLC, a method based on simple membership functions (MFs) and rules has been
implemented in [5] [38] [93].
The Fuzzy logic (FL) has emerged as a complement to conventional strict methods. Design
objectives, which are mathematically hard to express can be incorporated into FLC by
linguistic rules. The FLC have been developed and can be split into two groups [120].
Improving the design and performance of the standard FLC was the one of concentration
of the first group, While the second group of approaches combine the advantages of FLC
and those of conventional adaptive techniques [28] [38] [120].
Most FLCs were initially designed by trial and error. Because the complexity of an FLC
raising exponentially particularly when it is developed to control complex systems, it is
troublesome to design and tune FLCs manually for most industrial problems like control
of motors. That is why, the conventional nonlinear design method [114] was adopted in
the fuzzy control area, such as fuzzy sliding control [75-76] [149], fuzzy gain scheduling
[118], various forms of self-tuning and self-organizing FLCs [36], and adaptive fuzzy
control [98] [148], in order to alleviate difficulties in constructing the fuzzy rule base and
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improve the performance of the drive under severe perturbations of model parameters
and operating conditions.
Furthermore, Bose [24] has proposed fuzzy control of vector-controlled induction
motor. In his study, fuzzy control is used to achieve robustness against parameter
variation and load torque disturbance effects. Various control look-up rule tables are used
to improve the transient response and system settling time. The disadvantage of the
scheme is the large number of fuzzy rules that require huge computational burden.
In the same vein, Masiala et al. [120] have reported Self-Tuning fuzzy Speed Control of
an Indirect Field-Oriented Control Induction Motor Drive to improve and reduce the
sensitivity of the drive to motor parameter changes and load disturbances. The controller
has the ability to adjust its parameters online relative to the error between actual speed
and model reference. On the application of fuzzy logic controller for inverted fed IM,
Mir and Zinger [21] have used fuzzy logic to select switching states whose variables
include: flux position, errors in flux magnitude and torque. The enhancement of system
performance at low speeds is achieved with a fuzzy resistance estimator which eliminates
the error due to the change in stator resistance. A change in stator resistance of the
induction machines would lead to an error in the stator current. This error is utilised by
the fuzzy resistance estimator to correct the stator resistance used by the controller to
match the machine resistance.
The study on fuzzy logic application for intelligent control of a variable speed
drive was made by Tang and Langya [27]. They developed a direct fuzzy logic controller
and an adaptive fuzzy controller, based on model reference adaptive control for the
doubly excited machine and converter system. Fuzzy logic was applied for the intelligent
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control of a slip power recovery system. In comparison with the field orientation control,
the intelligent control of the complex slip recovery system reduces costs and enhances
robustness and desired performance. Ibaliden and Goureau [150] have experimented with
the static and dynamic fuzzy controller for the speed control of an induction motor by
comparing it to the conventional PI controller. They suggested the use of a dynamic
controller consisting of two fuzzy controllers in order to enhance the performance of
static fuzzy controller during parameter variations. Lai and Nakano [151] highlighted in
their work, the use of a phase-locked loop IM speed drive incorporating a fuzzy logic
controller. The relatively good speed regulation of the phase-locked loop techniques is
combined with the advantages of fuzzy logic to obtain a robust, fast and precise control
of induction motor speed. The results of their experiment demonstrated that the
combination of a fuzzy logic controller and the phase-locked loop in IM drive could
achieve precise speed control with fast response.
Heber et al [152] have used fuzzy logic scheme for field orientation control of IM
to enhance speed control. The fuzzy logic design approach was used to overcome field
orientation detuning caused by parameter uncertainties.
F. Barrero et al. [153]. This paper presents a new approach to indirect vector control of
induction motors. Two types of nonlinear controllers are used, one is sliding mode type
and the other one is PI-fuzzy logic-based. These two controllers are combined by means
of an expert system based on Takagi–Sugeno fuzzy reasoning. The sliding-mode
controller acts mainly in a transient state while the PI-like fuzzy controller acts in the
steady state. The new structure embodies the advantages that both nonlinear controllers
offer: sliding-mode controllers increasing system stability limits and PI-like fuzzy logic
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based controllers reducing the chattering in permanent state. The scheme has been
implemented and experimentally validated.
Liyong et al. [154] describes how to use a fuzzy logic controller (FLC) for indirect
vector control induction motor (IM) drive. The fuzzy logic controller is employed in the
outer speed loop. In this approach, two input variable are used, one represents the speed
error and other represents the rate of change of the speed error. The output variable of the
FLC controller is the torque. Though this work illustrates experimental results and
shows comparisons between PI and FLC, it still lacks in results.
Likewise, Mishra et al. [155] compared Hysteresis Current Control (HCC) with Space
Vector pulse modulation (SVPWM) to generate pulse width modulation (PWM) signals
for voltage source inverter in vector controlled Induction Motor Drive. The dynamic
performance and ripple content is analyzed using FLC based SVPWM and HCC IM
drive and compared at different operating conditions. However, experimental tests are
not provided, and its work only shows simulation results.
Zaky et al. [156] proposed a fuzzy logic controller (FLC) to alleviate the negative effects
of motor parameter variation influence on indirect rotor field oriented control (IRFOC)
without proposing a tuning method. The variation in stator resistance and load inertia is
demonstrated. However, the critical parameters that essentially affect the vector
orientation performance have not been investigated neither rotor nor magnetizing
inductances were investigated.
Using a fuzzy logic controller based on indirect vector control, Rahman et al. [38]
successfully developed a real-time application of the fuzzy logic controller for a high
performance IM drive system. The researchers applied the fuzzy-logic speed controller
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utilizing a digital signal processor board. This approach has been shown to be more
robust and thus a prospective replacement for conventional PI controllers in highperformance industrial applications. However, this method is often constrained by oversimplification due to the assumption of the direct axis control current being zero. As a
consequence, the motor draws higher than the rated current, resulting in a significant
number of fuzzy rules and adding to the computational burden. Due to these unwanted
side effects, the experimental implementation of this method was speed-limited.
Furthermore, because the condition id = 0 is not a realistic constraint for an indirect motor
controller at rated load conditions, there is clearly a gap in the research that points to the
necessity of finding an approach that meshes with the presented scheme.
Many studies have attempted to use fuzzy logic principles along with other types of
intelligent controllers (e.g., artificial neural networks [ANN]) to control IM drives at
standard working conditions [37]. These are typically referred to as artificial intelligence
(AI) controllers, as they utilize software programming that simulates human thought
patterns in motor control [24-26]. However, there were primary issues surrounding the
implementation of ANN control related to the heavy dependence on computerization.
Most researchers use the Matlab ANN tool box to implement ANN control with many
neurons. They only study control in simulation, and experimental results are often not
provided for a system operated by ANN controller. This is due to the high computational
burden required for these application. There is a connection between experimental
results and designed controller. When the controller is simple, it is easy and does cost to
be implemented. In response to this problem, subsequent studies were mostly theoretical
in nature and based on simulations or low-speed experimental results. Such controllers
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can be self-adaptive and do not require precise data on system parameters, even in cases
where one parameter depends on another or on operating conditions. Furthermore, since
intelligent controllers are created to be self-optimised and adaptive, they do not require
information regarding system non-linearity.
More recent research projects have seen an increase in the application of ANN for IM
drives as adaptive controllers by exploiting their non-linear input and output [4] [24-25]
[99-102]. Tang and Xu [27-28] as well as Fonseca et al.[29], built a direct fuzzy logic
controller and an adaptive fuzzy controller based on the model reference adaptive control
for the doubly excited machine and converter system. They applied fuzzy logic to the
intelligent control of a slip power recovery system. Compared to field orientation control,
the intelligent control of a complex slip recovery system decreases costs while boosting
robustness and performance levels.
Additionally, in order to achieve more improved performance and increased robustness,
recently artificial neural networks is being used in designing such controllers [25-26]
[98] [130-131]. Sathishkumar et al [157]. presents a neural network intelligent controller
for a vector controlled induction motor drive. Comparison is made between a neural
network and fuzzy logic. An evaluation of the drive performance is made when the
system is subjected to disturbance effects. It is found that neural network based speed
controller gives better tracking of speed of induction motor. A two-layer ANN has been
trained off line to estimate the slip, the direct and the quadrature current commands that
are to be used in implementing an indirect FOC.
Rahman and Hoque [130] have proposed an on-line adaptive ANN based controller for
permanent magnet motor drive. Backpropagation learning algorithm is used in artificial
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neural networks to calculate the gradient that is needed in the calculation of the weights.
In this approach, two neural networks were used. One neural network’s output gives the
command signal while the other neural network’s output gives the estimated signal. The
weights and biases are calculated and updated according to the error resulting from the
difference between the two output neural networks. Combined mixes of online and offline training types were used. Vector control based on hysteresis current controller was
used in this experiment. There were two weaknesses that appeared, the first weakness in
the system was the controller since it was not able to push the speed of the motor above
its speed limit. This along with the neural network combines with the vector control
makes the system complex and not suitable for robust operation particularly during
online training.
Online and offline neural models have their own advantages and disadvantages. Even an
offline model can handle large data as computation time that not critical to their
structure, it only robust to small variation, but fail to adapt to larger changes in the
system. While, the online model quickly adapts to variation in the non-linear behavior of
the system. The use of an offline training of NN to emulate the function of FOC has been
proposed in [130] [158]. It shows that NN presents new solution to simplify the
implementation of FOC. The input and output signal for training the NN are extracted
from FOC of IM. The NN has been trained using a several condition to update their
weight because of their limitation to larger changes of the system so that it can follow the
speed trajectory specified by reference model.
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Bohari et al. [159] proposed improvement performance from offline towards online
neural network scheme for speed control of induction motor field oriented control based
on load disturbance and parameter variation.
Likewise, Saxena et al. [160] designed an artificial neural network controller for a vector
controlled induction motor drive. Back-propagation algorithm was used for training to
update and obtain optimum weight and bias values. Also, the results were compared with
conventional PI controller. However, while his work was good, it was limited only to the
simulation results and lacks the experimental results.

Similarly, Ba-razzouk et al. [131] [161] an artificial neural based field oriented control
of induction motors was presented. Learning algorithm is accomplished by the
Levenberg-Marquart training algorithm which provided by the MATLAB Neural
Networks toolbox. The second part of this paper presented a new scheme to estimate the
rotor flux and the rotor time constant. This scheme involves only measurement of rotor
mechanical speed and two stator voltages. Simulation results for this scheme are very
attractive. However, experimental tests are not provided in [12].
Although much research work has been reported on the use of ANN and fuzzy logic for
induction motor drives [53-76], one of the prominent works was described by Bose and
Patel. They developed a combined algorithm, neuro fuzzy techniques to obtain a highperformance stator flux oriented speed sensorless for direct vector-controlled induction
motor drive. The stator flux oriented drive starts from stand-still condition using
stationary frame current model equations that do not require speed signal. The direct
vector controlled drive synthesizes the stator flux vector signals from the machine
16

terminal voltages and currents. Some improvement is facilitated due to the use of this
approach. Both simulation and experimental results are provided. On the other hand, this
scheme has some drawbacks as it thoroughly relies on the look-up table and, to be
practically carried out, it requires a powerful computational system to handle both online ANN and fuzzy logic processes at the same time.

1.6 Problem Identification
High Performance Drive (HPD) systems are widely used in robotics, machine tools, air
conditioners, tractions, rolling mills etc. Among many specifications, there are three
primary specifications for HPD systems to provide: (1) quick and accurate response
times; (2) fast recovery to reference speed across a broad spectrum of potential sudden
disturbances; and (3) relative immunity to variations in parameters. So far, existing HPD
systems have experienced issues, which require further development of control
algorithms and methods.
Compared to conventional motors, the most significant advantages of high performance
induction motor drives are reliability, high torque to inertia ratio, high power to weight
ratio, robustness, and high load ability. However, accurate mathematical model of IM
should be considered nonlinearly due to the saturation effect involved with the practical
application of IM drives.
. A main objective of this study is to build and implement an IM drive system for use in
HPD applications. An indirect vector control scheme has been utilized which includes a
speed controller as well as a current controller. This approach permits for the decoupling
of the torque and flux, thus offering quicker and more transient responses and making
control easier.
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As discussed previously in the literature review, fixed-gain proportional integral (PI),
proportional integral derivative (PID) controllers, model reference adaptive controllers
(MRAC), variable structure controllers (VSC), and sliding mode controllers (SMC)
require precise knowledge of system model parameters. Fixed-gain PI and PID
controllers are especially sensitive to changes in parameters, along with load changes and
similar disturbances. Thus, to handle a large number of potential variables and significant
system nonlinearity, a suitable speed control system for IMs is needed.
Unlike the conventional PI, the adaptive controller changes parameter settings according
to any differences between the desired and actual responses of the system. Specifically,
an integrated squared difference is calculated and parameters are minimized to fit the
adaptive controller, including handling non-linearities. The intelligent controllers of
artificial neural network (ANN), finite element controller and adaptive PI controller are
investigated in this study to gauge their potential for optimal IM speed control.
Some prior research on ANN applications for IM drives has already been done, but given
the iterative nature of neural networks, the algorithms need to be trained either off- or online. In off-line training, ANN controllers require a significant amount of data in order to
cover all operating conditions. Moreover, it is difficult for an off-line-trained ANN
controller to deal with highly variable environments or system parameters. At the same
time, online training algorithms require large amounts of computational overhead and
thus restrict the frequency of the overall system. Therefore, to shorten the execution time
of the ANN controller, a network structure with fixed weights has been developed. The
main benefits of such a network structure are low execution time, high accuracy
(compared to traditional ANN-based speed drives that are complex and labour-intensive,
18

particularly for on-line training control applications), and overall simplicity. The primary
challenge here is that the values of the fixed weights rely on the mathematical models
being accurate, which is not always possible.
In the basic PID controller, the parameters that can be adjusted are its three gains.
Usually, the saturation limit is a controller parameter that is fixed. However, there is a
limited amount of adjustment that can be done with just three parameters. A nonlinear
polynomial type PID controller with more parameters can give a more complex map, and
thus, a better fit to the desired response. Also, a piecewise PID controller can be
developed where the gains change when PID inputs cross certain thresholds. In a
situation when the gains are made a function of disturbance levels, the process is
generally referred to as gain scheduling.
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1.7 Thesis Objectives
This thesis presents several adaptive controllers design schemes for induction motors
including a conventional PI Controller, a Fuzzy Logic (FL) PI Controller, an Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) PI Controller, and a novel Finite Element PI Controller. Most
works in the literature use MATLAB Toolboxes for Fuzzy Logic and Neural Network
controllers. In this thesis, Matlab M code developed by the author is used to implement
the controllers, this gave more control over the controller structure and parameters. It is
found through this research that both FL and ANN controllers can be reduced to a
standard PI controller. To make each controller self-tuning, only a few parameters in
the controller map are allowed to be adjustable, which allows it to be easy
implemented.
Few researchers develop controllers from basic concepts. No other researchers have
used Finite Element controllers, which can have local character and could give robust
control. The simple structure made the controllers easier to make adaptive.

1.8 Scope of Thesis Work
There were short and long term goals of the thesis work. The short term goal was to
develop intelligent controllers that could mimic the conventional PI controller. This
would prove that the intelligent controllers were developed properly. The structure of
each controller was deliberately made simple to help make it adaptable. Coding was
developed for each controller so that parameters would be accessible. Simulations and
experiments showed that each controller could be made to mimic closely the
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conventional PI controller. So they were developed properly. Since others mimic it, it is
believed that they could also be made adaptive. The work to date shows that the
intelligent controllers have been developed properly. The long term goal is to make the
controller maps more complex so they can give performance beyond the conventional PI
controller.

1.9 Organisation of the Thesis
This thesis consists of seven chapters:
In Chapter one, introduction and literature review of vector control techniques for IM
drives, as well as the objectives of this work have been covered.
Chapter two introduces the indirect field orientation control (FOC) of VSI fed based
induction motors. Following an introduction to principles and equations of the IM, the
indirect FOC of the IM is presented and discussed. A current control method based on
VSI is also presented.
Chapter three presents an adaptive PI based speed controller for the IM along with drive
simulation results. In order to compare the adaptive PI based speed controller to the
conventional PI controller, simulation results of an existing traditional PI controllerbased IM drive are also presented.
Chapter four presents Adaptive PI Controller with Gain Scheduling, additionally, it is
introduces Grid Search Method incorporated with PI controller.

Chapter five describes two simple designs of a Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC), one using
four rules and other one using nine. For comparison purposes, simulation results of a
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traditional PI controller-based IM drive are also presented. Simulation results of the two
designs are then discussed, and experimental implementation results are described.
Chapter six presents an ANN-based speed controller for the IM along with drive
simulation results. For comparison purposes, simulation results of a traditional PI
controller-based IM drive are also presented. Simulation results are then discussed, and
experimental implementation results are described.
Chapter seven presents a novel Finite Element speed controller for the IM along with
drive simulation results. For comparison purposes, simulation results of a traditional PI
controller-based IM drive are also presented. Simulation results are then discussed, and
experimental implementation results are described.
Chapter eight presents a comparison of the controllers based on rise time, settling time
and rms error. The commands, disturbances and saturation levels were the same for each
controller.
Chapter eight gives conclusions, contributions and recommendations for future work.
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Introduction to Induction Machines

2.1 Principle of Operation
Induction machines have been considered the workhorse of modern industry. When
three-phase balanced voltage has been applied to the stator windings of the machine, a
rotating magnetic field will be established in the airgap. If the rotor is held stationary, a
voltage will be induced in the rotor windings. The resulting driving force will have a
constant magnitude, and it will rotate in the forward direction. The interaction of the
stator rotating field and rotor induced field will create the driving force. The speed of the
rotor will be lagging behind the stator synchronous field by a slip, S
The slip S is defined as
S

ns  nr
ns

(2.1)

where, ns is the synchronous speed of the stator rotating field and nr is the rotor speed.
Synchronous speed is defined as
ns 

120 f
P

where f is the frequency in hertz and P is the number of poles.
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(2.2)

2.2 Classification of the Induction Machine
The general classification of the induction machine is given in figure 2-1

AC Machines

Generators

Motors

Figure 2-1: Classification of Induction Machine

In the case of a generator the slip is negative, while in the case of the induction motor
(IM) the slip is positive.

2.3 Types of Induction Motors


Wound - rotor type



Squirrel - cage rotor type
The advantages of wound-rotor induction motors, when compared to squirrel-cage

motors, are that they have access to rotor terminals, and therefore it is possible to insert
additional resistance in the rotor circuit. Consequently, they have high starting torque and
additionally they have a means of allowing variable speed by using external rotor
resistance. The disadvantage is that it requires slip rings and a brush gear assembly. In
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contrast, the advantages of the squirrel-cage induction motor are that it is a solid-rotor
type, and it has many built-in features. There features are simplicity, ruggedness,
reliability, low cost, and compactness [31-34]. The challenge of the induction machine is
the method of control. The induction motor is a highly coupled and non-linear device,
particularly when it’s saturated. The dynamic models of the saturated induction motor
and its applications in the area of speed control have been traditionally limited. The speed
control of an IM through changing the number of poles has been known for a long time.
However, this method is considered complex, expensive and therefore is not an efficient
technique for high performance applications.

2.4 Dynamic Modelling of the Induction Motor
In this section, a dynamic model of the three-phase induction motor in synchronously
rotating and stationary reference frames is described. This model is further used to
develop reliable controllers for induction motor drives. The stator circuit equations can be
modeled as follows [31-35] [40]:

where

vdss  Rs idss 

d s
 ds
dt

(2.3)

vqss  Rs iqss 

d s
 qs
dt

(2.4)

 dss and  qss are the d-axis and q-axis stator flux linkages, respectively. The

equations (2.3) and (2.4) are further transposed into (𝑑 𝑒 -𝑞 𝑒 ) frames as
vds  Rs ids 

d
 ds  e qs
dt
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(2.5)

vqs  Rs iqs 

d
 qs  e ds
dt

(2.6)

The superscript ‘e’ denotes the synchronous rotating frame parameters. It should be noted
that when the synchronous speed is zero

e  0 , the equations return to the stationary

form. Because the rotor moves at speed

r  0 ,

which rotates at a speed
in the

the d  q axes are fixed on the rotor

e  r , relative to the synchronously rotating frame. Therefore,

d e  qe frame, the rotor equations are modified:

vdr  Rr idr  p dr  (e  r ) qr

(2.7)

vqr  Rr iqr  p qr  (e  r ) dr

(2.8)

The flux linkages in terms of the currents can be written using an equivalent circuit
shown in figure 2-2.

Vds

Llr

(e  r ) qr
+

+

ids e qs Lls
+

Lm

d
 dr
dt

-

Rs

idr

Rr
+
Vdr

-

(a)
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Vqs

Llr

Lls

(e  r ) dr

-

+

iqs e qs
+ -

Lm

+

Rs

iqr

d
 qr
dt

Rr
+
Vqr

-

-

(b)
Figure 2-2: The dynamic equivalent circuit (d-q) of an induction machine, (a) direct axis circuit,
(b) quadrature axis circuit

The associated equations characterizing this circuit are as follows:

 ds  Llsids  Lm (ids  idr )

(2.9)

 qs  Llsiqs  Lm (iqs  iqr )

(2.10)

 s  ( ds )2  ( qs )2

(2.11)

 dr  Llr idr  Lm (ids  idr )

(2.12)

 qr  Llr iqr  Lm (iqs  iqr )

(2.13)
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 r  ( dr )2  ( qr )2

(2.14)

Equations (2.15) and (2.16) define the stator and rotor self-inductances as the
combination of leakage and magnetizing inductance terms. The magnetizing inductance
is due to the effective air gap flux. The stator and rotor leakage inductances are caused by
the stator and rotor leakage flux. This is leakage flux generated by the stator or rotor that
fails to cross the air-gap.

Ls  Lls  Lm

(2.15)

Lr  Llr  Lm

(2.16)

Combining equations (2.9)-(2.16) and substituting into equations (2.5)-(2.8), the transient
model in terms of v, i for a three-phase wye-connected induction machine is given in
matrix form as [33] [36-39].

 vdse   e Ls
  
 vqse   Rs  pLs
 
vdre   (e  r ) Lm
  
v e  
pLm
 qr  

Rs  pLs

e Lm

e Ls

pLm

pLm

(e  r ) Lr

(e  r ) Lm

Rr  pLr
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e
 ids 
 
e Lm  iqse 
 
Rr  pLr  idre 
 
(e  r ) Lr  iqre 

pLm

(2.17)

vdse   e Ls
  
vqse   Rs  pLs
 
 0   (e  r ) Lm
  
 0  
sLm
 

Rs  pLs

e Lm

e Ls

sLm

sLm

(e  r ) Lr

(e  r ) Lm

Rr  pLr

e
 ids 
 
e Lm  iqse 
 
Rr  pLr  idre 
 
(e  r ) Lr  iqre 

sLm

(2.18)

During steady-state, all s-related terms in the above matrix become zero, and all variables
in the synchronously rotating reference frame appear as DC quantities with sinusoidal
excitation. Also note that for a squirrel cage induction motor vqr  0 ,

vdr  0 as indicated

in equation (2.18).
The dynamic model in a stationary frame can be derived simply by substituting

e  0

in equations (2.17) - (2.18).
Electrical rotor speed can be related to torque by the following expression

Te  TL  J

dr
 Br
dt

(2.19)

where TL is the load torque, J is the moment of inertia, and B is friction.
Equations (2.20) and (2.21) define torque expressions produced by the induction motor.
Equation (2.20) defines the torque as the cross product of rotor flux and stator current,
(2.21) defines the torque as the cross product of stator flux and stator current.

3 P L
Te    m ( dr iqs  qr ids )
2  2  Lr
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(2.20)

3 P
Te    ( ds iqs  qsids )
2 2 

(2.21)

The equations detailed in this section describe the complete model of the electromechanical dynamics of an induction motor in a synchronously rotating frame.

2.5 Transformation of Induction Machine Quantities
Current, voltage and flux are usually described as three sinusoidal waves
representing the three AC phases (a, b and c). Calculations in the abc phasor form are
complex due to the sinusoidal phases and their variability in the time-frame.
That is why the a-b-c phases can be transformed into basic d-q-o form.

Figure 2-3: abc-dqo axis transformation
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Figure 2.3 shows the basic abc-dqo axis transformation, where d is the direct axis, q is
the quadrature axis and o is the neutral axis quantities, respectively.
Therefore, in order to reduce this complexity and the coupling effect, a change of
variables is often required. It consists in transferring the IM equations to a quadrature
rotating reference frame such that the mutual inductance is no longer time dependent.
There are several methods for doing this. In this thesis, the well-known Park and Clarke
transformations

are used, modelled

and implemented digitally.

Using

these

transformations, many properties of an IM can be analyzed without complexities in the
voltage, current and flux equations. Furthermore, Park and Clarke transformations make
it possible and easy for control algorithms to be implemented on real-time DSPs [33] [4044]. The following section illustrates how these transformations are performed for an IM.
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2.5.1

Clarke Transformation

The Clarke transformation, developed by E. Clarke [33] [40], transforms stationary
circuits to a stationary reference frame by converting balanced three phase quantities into
balanced two phase orthogonal quantities in a stationary reference frame represented by
 ,  . Figure 2-4 demonstrate Clarke transformation

iβs
is

b

iαs

α

𝑐
Figure 2-4: Clarke Transformation

i  2 1
  
i  3 0

1 2
3 2
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ia 
1 2   
 ib 
 3 2   
 ic 

(2.22)

2.5.2

Inverse Clarke Transformation

A two-axis orthogonal stationary reference frame can be transformed to a three-phase
stationary reference frame using the inverse Clarke transformation. The inverse Clarke
transformation is expressed by the following equations

 1
ia  
   1
ib   
   2
 ic  
 1
 2


0 

3  i 
 
2  i 
 

3

2 

(2.23)

2.5.3 Park Transformation

ib

is

q-axis

e

r

i qs

2
3

2
3

e

d-axis

i ds

e

ia

2
3

ic
Figure 2-5: Park Transformation
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Park’s transformation converts balanced three-phase quantities into two phase quantities
in synchronous machine analysis [33] [40-45].
Under balanced conditions, the current zero sequence component i0, is zero, and therefore
it produces no flux at all. Under these conditions, we may write the d-q transformation as



 Ia 
 cos e  cos e  2 / 3 cos e  2 / 3 
2 
 
I

 sin e   sin e  2 / 3  sin e  2 / 3 
b
 


3
I 
1
1
 1

 c
2
2
2



 Id 
 
 Iq 
I 
 0

(2.24)

The Park transformation transforms the 2-axis orthogonal system quantities given in the
stationary reference frame (  ,  ), into the rotating reference frame ( d , q ), as shown in
figure 2-5. For the current vector, the relationship is expressed by the following
equations:

ids  i s cos e  i s sin e
iqs  i s sin e  i s cos e

(2.25)

where  e is the rotation angle, ids , iqs are rotating reference frame quantities, and i s , i s
are orthogonal stationary reference frame quantities.
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2.5.4 Inverse Park Transformation
The quantities in the rotating reference frame are transformed to the two-axis orthogonal
stationary reference frame using the inverse Park transformation. The inverse Park
transformation is given by the following equations:

i s  ids cos e  iqs sin e
i s  ids sin e  iqs cos e

(2.26)

2.6 Hysteresis Current Controller
For the hysteresis controller, when the actual phase currents are allowed to vary
within the hysteresis band, this results in variations of the switching frequency of the
inverter over the fundamental period. This is due to the sinusoidal nature of the command
phase current which causes an irregular operation of the inverter with respect to time and
an increase in switching losses which corresponds to some other types of current
controllers. Such controllers remain in use due to their excellent dynamic response and
simplicity.
Hysteresis controllers are divided into two categories, fixed-band and sinusoidalband. For the sinusoidal-band controllers, the hysteresis band variation is sinusoidal over
the fundamental period; as a result, the current has low harmonic content. However, this
scheme produces very high switching frequency of the inverter close to zero crossings.
On the other hand, in the fixed-band hysteresis controller, due to the switching frequency
of the inverter being minimized, the harmonic content of the current is increased.
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Considering that it is desired to maintain switching frequency of the inverter to a
minimum, allowing the use of IGBT-based inverters producing accurate dynamic
command current tracking, the fixed-band hysteresis controller has been selected for use
in this work.
The operating principle of the fixed-band hysteresis controller is illustrated in figure 2-6.
In the figure,

N1 , N3 and N5 are the logic signals for the upper transistors of the inverter

and N4 , N6 and N2 are the logic signals for the corresponding lower transistors of the
inverter. Transistor
signal

i∗a

T1 is on when the logic signal N1 is 1, and it is off when the logic

N1 is 0. Similarly, the other transistors follow logic signals.

1

+
-

N1
N4

0

i∗b

NOT
1

+
-

N3
N6

0

i∗c

NOT
1

+

T

-

0

N5
N2

NOT

I𝑎

I𝑏

I𝑐

Actual Currents

Figure 2-6: Fixed-band hysteresis current controller schemes
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The operational logic of the fixed-band hysteresis controller is illustrated in figure 2-7. It
can be described as follows:

ia*  0 , 𝑁4 = 0: if 𝑖𝑎 > 𝑖𝑢𝑝 , then 𝑁1 = 0, else if 𝑖𝑎 < 𝑖𝑙𝑜 , then 𝑁1 = 1.

ia*  0 , 𝑁1 = 0: if 𝑖𝑎 > 𝑖𝑢𝑝 , then 𝑁4 = 1, else if 𝑖𝑎 < 𝑖𝑙𝑜 , then 𝑁4 = 0.
*
where i∗a is command current, 𝑖𝑎 is actual phase 'a' current, iup = ia + H is the upper band,

il o  ia*  H is the lower band, and H is the fixed hysteresis band.

Sine reference
*
wave ( ia )
current

Hysteresis
band 2HB

Upper band
HB (iup)

Lower band
HB (ilo)

PWM logic
signal NA Actual
Current
(ia)

Figure 2-7: Hysteresis current controller waveforms

For example, in the case where the actual pulse current reaches the lower limit, the upper
transistor of the half bridge for that particular phase is turned ‘ON’ and the lower
transistor is turned ‘OFF’ (for instance, T1 would be turned ‘ON’ and
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T4 turned ‘OFF’ in

the case of phase ‘a’). This switching action causes the phase current to increase
positively in that phase. Consequently, when the phase current reaches the upper limit of
the hysteresis band, the upper transistor is turned ‘OFF’, as the lower one also remains
‘OFF’. As a result of its inductance, the current in the machine winding cannot go to zero
instantaneously; therefore, as the upper transistor turns ‘OFF’, the freewheeling diode
across the lower transistor begins to conduct, changing phase ‘a’ voltage from

Vdc / 2 to

Vdc / 2 . The phase ‘a’ current is therefore forced to decrease negatively. The same
*

principle is used when ia < 0 , and control of the transistors operates with a similar logic.
Table 2.2 summarizes the switching logic of the VSI for phase ‘a’.
Table 2-1: Switching logic of VSI for phase ‘a’
𝐢∗𝐚

𝐢𝐚

𝐒𝟏

𝐒𝟒

≥0

ia ≤ (𝑖𝑎∗ − 𝛥𝑖)

ON

OFF

Vdc / 2

≥0

ia ≤ (𝑖𝑎∗ + 𝛥𝑖)

OFF

OFF

Vdc / 2

<0

ia ≥ (𝑖𝑎∗ + 𝛥𝑖)

OFF

ON

Vdc / 2

<0

ia ≥ (𝑖𝑎∗ − 𝛥𝑖)

OFF

OFF

Vdc / 2

𝐕𝐚

The operation of phases ‘b’ and ‘c’ would be similar. In this approach, the actual current
wave is forced to track the command current wave within the hysteresis band.
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2.7 Simulation of Induction Motor
The rapid advance of power electronics has allowed induction motors, the conventional
solution for constant speed rotating power applications, to also be used efficiently in
variable speed drive systems. In such cases, though, the motor must be fed by means of a
static frequency inverter, rather than directly by the (sinusoidal) power line [46-53]. The
utilization of squirrel cage induction motors with electronic inverters presents great
advantages in costs and energy efficiency, compared with other industrial solutions for
varying speed applications. However, the inverter affects the motor performance and
might introduce disturbances into the main power line. Inverters using Pulse Width
Modulation (PWM) switching use semiconductor devices to transform the DC power into
controlled AC power. The PWM waveform is generated by comparing a reference signal
and a carrier waveform. The PWM waveform controls the Insulated Gate Bipolar
Transistor (IGBT) switches to generate the AC output. PWM switching is an efficient
way to generate. However, all PWM methods inherently generate harmonics and noise
originating in the high dv/dt and di/dt semiconductor switching transients. In order to
reduce harmonics and switching noise, external filtering needs to be added [164] [40].
The increasing number of applications with induction motors fed by PWM inverters
operating in variable speed duty thus requires a good understanding of the whole power
system, as well as of the interactions among its parts with one another (power line –
frequency inverter – induction motor – load).
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The purpose of the study in this section is to compare the waveform characteristics of an
induction motor model powered by a voltage inverter with one being powered directly by
a three voltage supply [208V, 60Hz].
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Figure 2-8: Simulated speed of the motor

Figure 2-10: Simulated speed of the motor

when it is powered by a voltage inverter

when it is directly powered by a voltage
source supply
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Figure 2-9: Simulated torque of the motor
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Figure 2-13: Simulated flux of the motor

Figure 2-15: Simulated flux of the motor
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2

2.8 Discussion of Simulation Results
Initially, without load, the results obtained, as illustrated in figures 2-8, 2-10 show that
the speed increases almost linearly and then reach a value close to the synchronous
speed. These figures are both for actual motor speed obtained by simulations, one
attained when the motor voltage is supplied though voltage inverter as illustrated in fig
2-8. While the other one is obtained when the motor is directly supplied by voltage
supply as illustrate in fig. 2.10. Though their performance is very close, the motor which
fed by voltage inverted has a low rise time than the other one.
During the transient state, the electromagnetic torque, as demonstrated in figures 2-9 and
2-11 exhibit oscillations, after which it stabilizes at a zero value (zero load). The current,
as demonstrated in figures 2-12 and 2-14, shows successive oscillations at start-up. After
the transient state these oscillations will decrease. Finally, the rotor flux, as illustrated in
figures 2-13 and 2-15, is in sinusoidal form with almost constant amplitude.
When a load torque of (2 N.m at t = 1 sec.) is applied, the speed decreases, and the
electromagnetic torque reaches its reference value to compensate for the oscillations with
an almost instantaneous response before stabilizing to the nominal torque value. The
rotor flux retains its shape with a slight decrease in its modulus and the stator current
exhibits an increase in amplitude due to the increase in the load.
The figures of the two simulations of the machine supplied by the source supply and by
the voltage inverter are almost identical to the oscillations which are distinguished in the
figures of the machine fed by the inverter, due to the switching frequency of the
switches.
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2.9 Summary
This chapter has presented the development of the mathematical model of the induction
motor using vector control, including Clark and Park transformations, through a PWMcontrolled VSI utilizing a fixed-band hysteresis current controller. Further chapters will
develop intelligent speed control methods for the IM drive to be used with the vector
control scheme outlined here.
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Speed Drives Control Methods for Induction Motors

3.1 Basic IM Drive Concepts
There are many methods of speed control of induction motors. Traditionally IMs were

designed for constant-speed applications for the following reason. At constant supply
voltage and frequency, based on the torque-speed characteristics of equation (3.1), the
operating speed is very close to (less than 5% away from) the synchronous speed [54-55]

Vs2
T  R
Te  3   r
2
 2  ss 
Rr 
2
2
 Rs    s  Lls  Llr  
s 



(3.1)

where Te is the total developed electrical torque in a three phase motor , P is the number of
poles, s is the slip. Vs is the stator supply voltage, Rs is the stator resistance per phase, Rr is the
rotor resistance per phase, s is the synchronous speed in radian per second, Lls is the stator
leakage inductance and Llr is the rotor leakage inductance.

If the load torque is increased, the speed drops by only a very small amount, making IMs
very suitable for constant-drive systems. However, many industrial applications require
variable speeds or a continuous variable range of speeds. With modern power electronics
and Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) technologies it is possible to provide the necessary
variable voltage and frequency that an IM requires for efficient and dynamic variable
speed control. Modern power electronics, although more complex than those used for DC
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drives, have not only made IMs suitable for many drive applications but also extended
their applications and enabled users to take advantage of their low purchase and
maintenance costs. The practical effect is the possibility for the IM to achieve a dynamic
performance higher than that of a phase-controlled separately-excited DC drive. In order
to understand how power electronics schemes are used to achieve such performances, it
is important to analyse the fundamental concepts behind IM drives in general.
A careful analysis of equation (3.1) indicates that in general the speed and/or torque of an
IM can be controlled by one of these methods, stator voltage, frequency, or voltage and
frequency, depending on how the measured variables (current, voltage, and frequency) of
the motor are manipulated in the controller.

3.2 Stator Voltage Control Operation
The torque equation as was demonstrated in (3.1) shows that the torque is proportional to
the square of the supply voltage. Hence, a very simple method of controlling speed is to
vary the supply voltage while maintaining constant supply frequency. This can be
achieved through either a 3-phase autotransformer or a solid-state voltage controller.
The autotransformer method has the advantage of providing sinusoidal voltage for the
IM, contrary to solid-state controllers. In large power applications, an input filter is
required to reduce the harmonic currents flowing in the supply line if a solid-state
controller is used. However, currently, solid-state approaches have become the most
often used particularly with small squirrel-cage IMs. This is because they can be used as
“Soft-Starters” for constant speed squirrel-cage IMs, where the starting voltage is applied
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gradually to limit the stator inrush current. Variable frequency drives (VFD) adjust
motor speed to match load fluctuations, reducing energy costs [51-60].
A solid-state voltage control consists of series-connected power switches (SRCs, GTOs,
IGBTs, etc.) in the IM. The instant of applying voltage can be delayed by controlling the
gating signals to the power switches. If the speed command is changed, the firing angles
of the switches will change accordingly in order to generate a new voltage supply to the
IM and thus a new operating speed.
Induction motors have to be driven by a Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) to be able to
run at different speeds. Control methods for electric motors can be divided into two main
categories, depending on what quantities they control. The scalar control algorithm
controls only magnitudes, whereas the vector control algorithm controls both magnitude
and angles. These two main methods can be further divided into a number of different
methods depending on their functionality. An overview of different control methods can
be seen in figure 3-1.[3] [61-62].
VFD

Vector

Scalar

DTC

FOC

V/f

IDFOC

DFOC

DSC

Figure 3-1: Overview of available control strategies
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SVM

3.3 Scalar Control Methods
In order to overcome the limitations of voltage and frequency control methods, the scalar
controller method is used to independently control the torque and speed; this is
accomplished by varying the frequency and supply voltage to maintain constant air-gap
flux. The key feature of this method is based upon an analysis of equation (3.1); thus, by
maintaining constant air-gap flux at variable frequency, the stator voltage can be changed
accordingly. This causes the control of IM drives to be more complex and sets them apart
from DC drives, which require only voltage control.
A detailed study of these schemes is beyond the scope of this thesis, for further details
refer to [51] [57] [63].
It is well-known that scalar methods provide good steady-state but poor dynamic
responses, and that they only meet the requirements of industrial applications for which
details of transient behaviours are not so important.
The poor dynamic responses obtained with scalar methods are due to the deviation of airgap flux (in both phase and magnitude) caused by the inherent coupling effect of flux and
torque. The coupling effect between the flux and torque in IMs makes their control
system design very challenging. The foregoing problems can be solved by FOC
techniques with real-time processors and an accurate IM model.
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3.4 Vector Control Schemes
Traditional scalar control techniques have shortcomings due to the nonlinearity of
the IM mathematical model and inherent coupling between direct and quadrature axis
quantities. The consequences of this are inaccuracy and slow response, which are
unacceptable in high performance drive applications [56-58]. In order to overcome this
problem, direct torque control (DTC) or field-oriented control techniques, have been
widely accepted for control of AC drives [59-62]. The vector control technique, which is
based on employing a current controlled voltage source inverter (VSI), provides a
method of variable speed control for the IM that has fast response and follows command
speeds with precision and accuracy.
In the vector control technique for IM drives, the magnitude and phase angle of
the phase currents are controlled to provide high precision control of the motor. This is
an evolution of control techniques developed in the 1970s by Blaschke [162] and Hasse
[163] for AC drives. However, implementation of these schemes was difficult due to
technological limitations at that time. Currently, with the availability of advancing power
electronics and microprocessor technologies, the practical implementation of the vector
control scheme is no longer a problem.
The operating principle of vector control is based on elimination of the coupling
between the direct (d) and quadrature (q) axes. This can be achieved by coordinate
transformation, producing control very similar to that of a DC motor that is separately
excited. Unlike DC machine control, both the magnitude and phase angle of the stator
current need to be controlled in an AC machine. This is achieved by deploying a time-
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varying vector that matches a sinusoidal flux wave moving in the air-gap of the machine,
which explains the name “vector” control.
Vector control or the Field Oriented Control (FOC) of an induction machine is
generally implemented to achieve a high-performance drive control. This is characterized
by smooth rotation of the motor over the entire speed range. In vector control of
induction motor drives, the three phase stator currents are decomposed into two
components, the torque producing component and the flux producing component [62-64].
These two current components are orthogonal to each other. This allows independent
control of flux and torque by the two orthogonal current components so that the operation
becomes similar to that of a self-excited DC generator. To decompose the stator current,
the position of the rotor flux must be known. There are two methods to obtain the rotor
flux:
 Direct Field Oriented Control (DFOC): the rotor flux is either directly measured
using sensing coils or estimated from the terminal measurements. Because it is not
possible to directly sense the rotor flux, it is necessary to employ some type of
computation to obtain the desired information from a directly sensed signal.
However, it is not convenient to install a flux sensor inside the motor, and it is not
practical for most industrial applications. Also, it will definitely decrease the
reliability of the drive system [33] [51] [59]. A preferable approach is to use the flux
observer to estimate or calculate the rotor flux to implement the field orientation
control.
 IFOC (Indirect Field Oriented Control): the rotor flux position is calculated from the
reference values and mechanical speed.
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Indirect Field Oriented Control has been used in this research and described in detail in
this chapter.

3.5 Derivations of the Field Oriented Control (FOC):
The basic principle of field oriented control is that if the d-axis of the arbitrary
reference frame is aligned to any of the available flux vectors ( s , r ), the situation will
become similar to that of separately excited DC motors. For the purpose of the field
oriented control, the synchronously rotating reference frame has to be considered. Figure
3-2 illustrates the fundamental principle of vector control with the help of the phasor
diagram. The stationary frame  d s  q s  axes are fixed on the stator. The  d r  q r  axes
are fixed on the rotor and are rotating at the speed of the rotor  r  . The synchronously
rotating reference frame  d e  q e  is rotating at synchronous speed  e  and is ahead of
the  d r  q r  axis by a positive slip angle  sl corresponding to slip frequency sl . Since
the rotor pole is directed along the d e axis and  e  r  sl  , it can be expressed as

e   e dt   (r  sl )dt  r   sl
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(3.2)
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Figure 3-2: Principle of field oriented control
For the purpose of decoupling control, the mathematical modelling of the
induction motor in the synchronously rotating reference frame is necessary. The
corresponding stator and rotor voltage equations are given as [33]:

Vdse  Rs idse 

d e
 ds  e qse
dt

(3.3)

Vqse  Rs iqse 

d e
 qs  e dse
dt

(3.4)

Vdre  Rr idre 

d e
 dr  (e  r ) qre
dt

(3.5)

Vqre  Rr iqre 

d e
 qr  (e  r ) dre
dt

(3.6)

The torque equation can be written as

Te 

3P
Lm (iqse idre  idse iqre )
22
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(3.7)

The rotor flux linkage equation can be given as

 dre  Lr idre  Lmidse

(3.8)

 qre  Lr iqre  Lmiqse

(3.9)

From equation (3.8) and (3.9), the following currents are defined

idre 

i 
e
qr

 dre  Lmidse
Lr

 qre  Lmiqse
Lr

(3.10)

(3.11)

Putting the values of idre and iqre in equation (3.7), the expression of torque obtained is
given as

Te 

3 P Lm e e e e
(iqs dr  ids qr )
2 2 Lr

(3.12)

For the rotor field oriented control, the d e axis of the synchronously rotating reference
frame is aligned with the rotor field and the q-component of the rotor flux will be zero.
Thus  qre  0 and  dre   r . The torque equation is obtained as
Te 

3 P Lm e e
(iqs dr )
2 2 Lr

(3.13)

Considering the d-axis rotor voltage equation (3.5),
Vdre  Rr idre 

d e
 dr  sl qre
dt

where sl  (e  r )
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(3.14)

For the squirrel cage induction motor, the rotor bars are short circuited. Hence,
the voltage across the d-axis rotor and the q-axis rotor is zero, i.e., Vdre  Vqre  0 . The qaxis component of the rotor flux is 0, i.e.,  qre  0 . Equation (3.5) can be written as

Rr idre 

Substituting idre 

 dre  Lmidse
Lr

d e
 dr  0
dt

(3.15)

in equation (3.15) and inserting the value of idre in equation

(3.13), yield the following equations

where  r 

  dre  Lmidse  d e
Rr 
   dr  0
Lr

 dt

(3.16)

d e 1 e Lm e
 dr   dr  ids  0
dt
r
r

(3.17)

Lr Lm  Llr
is the rotor flux time constant.

Rr
Rr

Taking the Laplace transformation of equation (3.15), results in equation (3.18)

 dre 

Lmidse
1 r s

(3.18)

Taking the other rotor voltage equation (3.6),
Vqre  Rr iqre 

d e
 qr  sl dre
dt
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(3.19)

For the squirrel cage induction motor, the rotor bars are short circuited. Hence the
voltage across the d-axis rotor and the q-axis rotor is zero, i.e., Vdre  Vqre  0 . Further

 qre  0 and iqre 

 qre  Lmiqse
Lr

. Inserting the values of Vdre , qre and ieqr in equation (3.17),

the following equations are derived:
 0  Lmiqse
Rr 
 L
r



e
  sl dr


e
 Lm  iqs
 e
  r   dr

(3.20)

sl  

(3.21)

From equation (3.18), it is observed that the time constant   r  of the rotor flux is very
slow compared to the current. Therefore, the steady state value of the rotor flux  dre can
be obtained as

 dre  Lmidse

(3.22)

Putting equation (3.22) in equation (3.21), the slip frequency is obtained as:

1
sl  
r

 iqs
 e
 ids
e

(3.23)

From equation (3.11), it can be concluded that the electromagnetic torque can be
independently controlled by the q-axis component of the stator current, if the rotor flux is
considered constant (i.e., at steady state). Similarly, the rotor flux can be independently
controlled by the d-axis component of the stator current, at steady state. Thus,
independent control of flux and torque by the two orthogonal current components has
been achieved by this indirect field oriented control technique.
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Given a desired value of the rotor flux

 dre * , the reference d-axis current

component can be obtained as

 dre * 

Lm e
ids
1 r s

(3.24)

The desired value of the electromagnetic torque Te* is obtained from the PI
controller output of the outer speed control loop, at a certain value of rotor flux. The
reference value of the q-axis current component can be obtained as
Te* 

3 P Lm e * e *
(iqs  dr )
2 2 Lr

(3.25)

Thus, the above analysis shows that the vector control strategy can provide the
same performance as is achieved from a separately excited DC machine; this is achieved
by formulating the stator current phasor, in the two-axis synchronously rotating reference
frame, to have two components: flux producing current component and torque producing
current component.

3.6 Indirect FOC IM Drive
Figure 3-3 shows the schematic diagram of the investigated IFOC IM drive. Two
stator motor phase currents are measured. These measurements feed the Clarke
transformation module. The outputs of this projection are designated as i s and i s .
These two components of the current are the inputs of the Park transformation that
provide the current in the d , q rotating reference frame. The induction motors require a
rotor flux creation in order to operate. Thus, the flux reference must not be zero. The

torque command which produces the current component iqs could be the output of the
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speed controller when a speed FOC is used. These reference current components ids , iqs

will be transformed to I a* , I b* and I c* , and then will be compared with the measured
stator currents. The resulting errors are the inputs to the hysteresis bands. The outputs of
this block are the signals that drive the inverter.

Figure 3-3: Configuration of the block diagram of indirect field oriented control scheme
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3.7 Optimal PI Parameters
A PI controller is used to achieve speed control with the Indirect Field Oriented
Control (IFOC) illustrated in figure 3-3.

Unity gain

𝜔𝑟∗

+

+−

𝑒
𝑇𝑒

−
𝜔𝑟

𝑇𝑙

𝑃/2
𝐽𝑠 + 𝐵⬚

𝜔𝑟

Inner Current Loop

Figure 3-4: Block diagram of Speed Control Loop
The following mechanical equation governs the outer speed loop:
J

dωr
P
 Bωr   Te  Tl 
dt
2

(3.26)

where B and J denote the viscous friction coefficient and moment of inertia respectively,
Tl is the external disturbance load, 𝜔𝑟 is the rotor mechanical speed in angular frequency,
and P is the number of poles in the induction motor.
The electromagnetic torque can be expressed in a number of ways. Some of the
commonly used expressions are
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 3P
 ( ds iqs  qs ids )
 2
 3PLm
Te  
(iqs idr  ids iqr )
2

 3PLm
 2 L ( dr iqs  qr ids )

r

(3.27)

When the field-oriented control is applied by aligning the d-axis of the
synchronous reference frame with the rotor flux vector  r as illustrated in figure 3-2, the
resultant d- and q-axis rotor flux components are  qr  0,  dr   r
where  r is the magnitude of  r .Substituting rotor flux components into the equation of
(3.25) yields
*
*
Te  Kt dr iqs  Kt r iqs

(3.28)

the resulting mechanical equation can be described as
J

dωr
P
P
 Bωr  Tl  Kt r iq*s
dt
2
2

(3.29)

K t is called the torque constant and is defined as

Kt 

3P Lm
2 Lr

(3.30)

The reference torque is the output of the speed controller. The reference torque is
∗
then transformed into a corresponding current component (𝑖𝑞𝑠
) to be used by the inner

current control loop. It should be noted, though, for the purpose of simplification, that the
inner current control loop can be treated as a unity gain, while the outer speed loop is
being designed as shown in figure 3-4. This is because the mechanical time constant is
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very high compared to the electrical time constant [33] [40]. The current and rotor flux
are stated as
*
iqs
=

2LrTe
3PLm r*

 r* = Lmids*

(3.31)

(3.32)

The closed-loop transfer function with respect to the reference input is
Ki Kt
n2
r


r* Js 2   B  K p Kt  s  Ki Kt s 2  2n s  n2

where  

B  K p Kt
2 JKi Kt

and n 

(3.33)

Ki Kt
J

Then, for a unit step input, the response is

r  r*

n2
n2
n2
1
1


s 2  2n s  n2 s s 2  2n s  n2 s  s  p1  s  p2 

(3.34)

In order to obtain a fast response without overshoot, the system should be critically
damped, i.e.   1 and p1  p2  n . Then, the above equation becomes

n
1 n2
1
1
r 
 

2
2
s ( s  n )
s  s  n   s  n 
1

(3.35)

B  K p Kt
2 JK i K t

n 

(3.36)

Ki Kt
J

The transient response of the system is given by

r  t   1  ntent  ent
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(3.37)

In order to attain the PI controller parameters which will affect the speed
response, overshoot value, rise time, settling time, and load torque impact must be
carefully adjusted according to the desired response. It must be noted that the stability
and the dynamic performance of a closed loop system are directly related to the location
of the closed-loop roots of the characteristic equation in the s-plane. However, the
adjustment of PI gains cannot achieve all of these transient characteristics together. There
is always a trade-off between them. Figure 3-2 shows the schematic diagram of the IM
drive speed controller required to design a PI controller. The transfer function of the open
loop system is described in equation (3.35) and has two poles at zero and

zero at –

B
, and one
J

Ki
:
Kp

K 
KtKp  s  i 
 K 
|
p 

GOL

Tl  0
s  Js  B 

(3.38)

The root locus method for pole zero location displayed in figure 3-4 is used to
design the optimal gains of the PI controller. The PI gain parameters can be calculated
and implemented in the controller to determine the stability of the system, and achieve
the desired response. The PI controller gains K p , K i are designed according to the
desired performance characteristics of control systems, which are specified in terms of
maximum overshoot M p , 5% ≤ M p ≤ 10%, and settling time 𝑡𝑠 , 0.5 s ≤ t s ≤ 2 sec. To
obtain high dynamic response, it has been determined that the PI gains are K p  3.2 ,

Ki  3.6 .
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Figure 3-5: Root locus plot of the open loop transfer function with the PI
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3.8 Design and Analysis of Proportional Integral Controller

Figure 3-6: Block diagram of a feedback control system

For the command case, the transfer function G and feedback function H are given:

 K pS  K i   P 
G 


S

  JS  B 

(3.39)

H 1

(3.40)

The overall transfer function for the system is:
R
G

C 1  GH

(3.41)

When the overall transfer function is applied, the characteristic transfer function for the
whole system becomes:



PK pS  PK i

JS2   B  PK p  S  PK i
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(3.42)
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where R1 , R 2 represents the characteristic roots

The characteristic equation is
JS2   B  PK p  S  PKi  0

(3.43)

The output response for the unit step input

R

Co
S

 (PK p / J)S  PK i / J 


  S  R1 S  R 2  

(3.44)

This equation can be represented as a sum of simple fractions:

M
M1
M2 
R  Co  0 


S  R1  S  R 2  
 S

(3.45)

Inverse Laplace Transformation gives

R  Co  M0  M1eR1t  M2eR 2 t 
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(3.46)

Partial Fraction Expansion gives

M1
M2
1  (PK p / J)S   PK i / J   M 0




S   S  R1  S  R1   S
S  R1  S  R 2 

(3.47)

M0
M1
M2
1  (PK p / J)S   PK i / J  


 

S S  R1 S  R 2 S   S  R1  S  R1  

(3.48)

Partial fraction expansion is used to determine the unknown coefficients M0, M1, and M2.
To find M 0 , multiply both sides by s,
 M   M1   M 2  S  (PK p / J)S   PK i / J  
S 0   S

  S
 
 S   S  R1   S  R 2  S  S  R1 S  R1  

(3.49)

and then set s = 0

 (PK p / J)S   PK i / J  
 M1   M 2 
M0  S 

  S
  
 S  R1   S  R 2  S0  S  R1 S  R1   S0
M0 

PK i
JR1R 2

(3.50)

(3.51)

To find M1, multiply both sides by S S  R1  and then set S  R1

 M1 
 M2 
 M 
S  S  R1   0   S  S  R1  
  S  S  R1  

 S 
 S  R1 
 S  R 2  S R1
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S
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(3.52)
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(3.53)

Likewise, for M2 multiply both sides by S S  R 2  and then set S  R 2
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  S S  R 2  

 S 
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S R 2

1  (PK p / J)R1   PK i / J  


R 2 
 R 2  R1 


(3.55)

For the disturbance case, the transfer function G is given:
G

P
JS+B

(3.56)

The overall transfer function is:

R
G

D 1  GH

The transfer function for the system is:
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(3.57)
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2

(3.58)

For a step disturbance
R

Do
S


P / JS 


  S  R1  S  R 2  

(3.59)

This equation can be represented as a sum of simple fractions:

N
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N2 
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(3.60)

Inverse Laplace Transformation gives
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(3.61)

Partial Fraction Expansion gives
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Adaptive PI Controller with Gain Scheduling for Indirect Field Oriented
Control of Induction Motor

It is well known that a conventional proportional-integral (PI) controller is one of
the most widely used in industry due to its simple control structure, ease of design, and
low cost. However, the PI controller cannot yield a good control performance. Moreover,
it suffers from slow response, large overshoots, and oscillations [11] [19] [65-73].
Because of the widespread use of PI control, it is highly desirable to have efficient
manual and automatic methods for tuning the controllers. A gain-scheduled scheme for a
PI controller, as it is simple to implement and provides good performance, has been
proposed. In this approach, the PI gains are designed to be allowed to vary within a predetermined range. This, therefore, alleviates the problems encountered by the
conventional proportional-integral controller.
In this chapter, a gain-scheduling adaptive PI controller for field-oriented control
of an IM drive is designed to eliminate the inherent problems of the conventional PI
controller. The gains of the proposed control scheme are tuned such that the drive system
exhibits satisfactory transient and steady-state responses under varying operating
conditions.
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4.1 Introduction
Intelligent motion control is a prerequisite both in general and industrial
applications. In electrical drives, many different sensors and control algorithms are
applied to control the speed of motors by utilizing a wide array of speed control methods.
Industrial drives emerged from power electronics, with adjustable and variable speed
drives offering significantly smoother operation and acceleration control, along with
variable operating speeds and torque control. Induction motors (IMs) are gradually
replacing DC motors due to improvements such as reliability, cost-effectiveness, and low
maintenance requirements. However, controlling IMs is significantly more complicated
than controlling DC motors, as induction motors are inherently nonlinear.
Of the solutions developed thus far to deal with these inherent challenges, the
field-oriented control approach is the most promising. By splitting the stator currents into
two orthogonal components, one in the direction of the flux linkage, representing d-axis
current component, and the other perpendicular to the flux linkage, producing torque,
where both components can be varied independently, the induction motor becomes a
simple DC motor, under the assumption that the actual machine flux is kept constant and
equal to some desired value. This is the principle of field-oriented control [33].
Over the years, several control algorithms have evolved for achieving high
performance vector control of the IM. Among these, many are based on linear
control techniques like proportional-integral or proportional integral-derivative
compensation. However, the IM has a nonlinear model and exhibits coupled
dynamics. As a result, the linear PI controller is inadequate in applications
where good transient performance under all motor operating conditions is
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desired. This has prompted the application of nonlinear control techniques for
IM speed control such as model adaptive control systems [20] [74-77], sliding
mode control [78-84], back-stepping control [83-85], etc.
Sliding Mode Controller is a nonlinear discontinuous robust control that alters the
dynamics of a nonlinear system by applying a variable structure control signal.
This control signal, forces the system to reach, and then consequently remain on, a
predefined surface (called the sliding surface). The dynamical performance of the system,
when restricted to the surface is called sliding mode.
The advantage of using SMC is model parameters need not to be accurately known, only
their bounds is needed to be known and, furthermore, the SMC controlled system is
insensitive to the parameter variation of the system hence it is highly robust
Design involves two steps:
1) Selection of stable hyper plane (s) in the state/error space on which the motion should
be restricted, called the Sliding Surface.
2) Synthesis of a control law which makes any arbitrary initial condition attracted
towards Sliding Surface and remains thereon.
Sliding Mode Controller (SMC) is applicable to non-liner systems like IM. This provides a
quick response, on account of the input changes, robustness against parameter variations,
as well as the capability to recover from load disturbance. On the other hand, a limitation
of this controller is the chattering caused when the signal function is used as a switching
function. This problem is represented by high frequency oscillations which could cause
the system to be unstable [79-80]. In the past years some other techniques, along with
SMC, are including adaptive control and intelligent systems. Sometimes the use of these
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techniques can increase the controller complexity [81]. As a means of decreasing the
chattering effect, some works report using a low pass filter in the SMC output. A
drawback to this method, however, is that it will result in sluggish torque response and a
system exposed to inferior performance during the process of chattering reduction [81-84].

Although several nonlinear control techniques have been proposed and
successfully implemented in research laboratories for speed/position control of electric
motor drives, most of them are yet to be accepted by industry. It is beyond the scope of
the thesis project to compare with all other methods.
Currently, the majority of the speed/position controllers in use by industry for
electric motor drives are linear PI types [65-73] [86]. The popularity of these controllers
is primarily due to their simplicity. Hence, given the clear preference of industry for a
simple solution that is also easy to implement, this work proposes using a gain-scheduled
scheme for tuning the gains of a conventional PI controller as a function of speed error.
While a conventional fixed-gain proportional integral controller with its proportional and
integral gains tuned properly for a specific operating condition does already offer a good
level of transient response (as long as the operating point does not significantly deviate
from its initial position), this kind of fixed-gain PI controller does not offer sufficient
transient response for variable operating conditions. The main limitation is that most of
the electromechanical drive systems exhibit non-linear dynamics, so that as the operating
point varies over a wider range, it becomes difficult for a conventional fixed-gain PI
controller to maintain a satisfactory level of transient performance.
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The problem can be alleviated by re-tuning the proportional and integral gains of
the controller for the new operating point. In principle, it is possible to design several
linear PI controllers for different operating points over the complete operating range and
switch from one controller to another as the operating point changes. This is difficult to
achieve manually and hence is carried out in an automated manner by using the gainscheduled scheme of adaptive control [65-66]. To implement the proposed gain
scheduling approaches, it is first necessary to know the range over which the proportional
and integral gains can oscillate under variable operating conditions. After the gain ranges
are calculated, the proportional and integral gains are permitted to vary within the
predetermined range according to both the operating point and the error signal. If the
speed error is small, a small proportional gain is applied to boost the control effort in
order to either accelerate or decelerate motor speed as quickly as possible. Similarly,
when there is only a slight speed error, a large value of the integral gain is used to
overcome the steady-state error. The performance of the proposed scheme is established
on MATLAB/Simulink to test the IM drive system with a change in the step speed
command under different operating conditions. The simulation results show
improvements in transient as well as steady-state performances over the conventional
fixed-gain PI controller.
The proposed gain scheduling adaptive PI controller is characterized by low
computational time, ease of implementation, and suitability for practical applications. It
boasts the following main characteristics compared to conventional fixed PI controllers:


Accuracy in trajectory tracking.



Robustness in the face of parameter variations and load torque disturbances.
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Thus, the primary contributions of this study are as follows:


The gain-scheduled PI speed controller provides enhanced performance and prevents
overshooting and undershooting during changes of step-speed reference and load
torque disturbances.



The effectiveness of the proposed self-tuning PI controller is verified using computer
simulations that investigate trajectory tracking accuracy and robustness properties
against load torque disturbances and parameter variations.



The proposed gain-scheduled PI controller is compared with conventional PI
controllers and emerges with several notable advantages.

4.2 Gain Scheduled Controller Structure
Gain scheduling is an approach of controlling nonlinear system. It uses a set of linear
controllers. For a different operating point of the system, each controller provides
satisfactory control. To implement gain-scheduled controller, the gain is automatically
adjusted according to scheduling variables which define the present operating point. For
instance, theses variables include time, system states like orientation or velocity or
external operating conditions.

For designing gain scheduled control systems, usually a small set of operating points are
selected. At each point, a linear controller is designed properly.

During various operating point, the system changes between the different linear
controllers, depending on the present values of the scheduling variable.
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Gain scheduling is more appropriate when the scheduling variables are vary slowly
compared to the control bandwidth, like ambient temperature of a chemical reaction or
the speed of a cruising aircraft, motor rotor position.

Gain scheduling is challenging when the scheduling variables have fast-varying states of
the system. Because there is no guarantee of local linear performance near operating
points of global performance in nonlinear systems, extensive simulation-based validation
is required.

Gain-scheduled design involves


An operating range is required to be determined as a set of range that allow the
values of the relevant system parameters to remain during operation.

A gain schedule, which includes the formulas or data tables that yields the appropriate
controller gains for given values of the scheduling variables. See [165] for an overview
of gain scheduling and its challenges.

The main advantage of the method proposed in this chapter is that the gains are
allowed to vary over a given range under varying operating conditions. Since the
proportional term (K p ) improves overshoots and rise time response while the integral
(K i ) term reduces steady state error, when a large speed error occurs, a high value of
proportional gain is required for better control performance. Likewise, when a small
speed error occurs, a high value of integral gain is required to minimize steady state
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error. The output of the gain-scheduled PI controller is the reference torque, which can be
expressed as
T*  K pe  t   Ki  t  e  t  dt

(4.1)

where e  t   r*  t   r  t  , K p  t  is the proportional gain, and K i  t  is the integral
gain. These gains are functions of the speed error e(t ) . The gain K p  t  is expressed as a
function of the speed error as follows:





K p  t   K p max   K p max   K p min  e

ke t 

(4.2)

where k is a constant that decides the rate at which K p (t) varies between maximum and
minimum values of the proportional gain. A large proportional gain, K p(max) , is used to
speed up the transient response when speed error e  t  is large, and when error e  t 
becomes small, a minimum proportional gain K p min  is used to eliminate overshoots and
oscillations. The integral gain K i  t  is expressed as a function of the speed error signal
e  t  as

Ki  t   Ki max e

ke t 

(4.3)

The integral gain K i  t  in equation (4.3) varies in the range of
0  Ki(t )  Ki  max 

(4.4)

It can be noted from equation (4.2) that the exponential term approaches zero
when the error e  t  is large. Therefore, the proposed gain K p (t ) is expressed as K p max  .
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In the same way, the exponential term approaches one as the error e  t  gets smaller, and
consequently, K p (t ) is expressed as K p min  .
The Ziegler-Nichols tuning method can be utilized to determine the gains of the
proposed gain-scheduling PI controller. The value of K p min  is determined to be equal to
0.45 Kp, while the value of K p max  is determined to be equal to twice K p . The value of

K i max  is determined to be small. The value of the gain K is determined to be
approximately 0.1.
If the speed error is found to be large, then a large proportional gain is needed to
attain better control performance. Therefore, the motor speed should accelerate or
decelerate to the command speed as quickly as possible. Conversely, if the speed error is
found to be small, then a large integral gain is required to overcome the steady-state
error.
Some advantages of the proposed gain-scheduling PI scheme include a reduction
in computational burden as well as a simple and inexpensive implementation cost.
In the initial transition period, in order to accelerate or decelerate motor speed to
the desired reference as quickly as possible, a large control signal is necessary. To create
this large control signal, the gain-scheduling PI controller has to generate a large
proportional gain K p  t  , as expressed in the previous equation (4.2), while the integral
gain K i  t  is kept constant at its minimum value. Once the motor speed attains command
speed, the speed error signal becomes smaller. Then the proportional gain K p  t 
reaches its minimum value. In a comparable manner, during the steady-state period, to
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overcome the steady-state error, the integral gain K i  t  is increased to its maximum
value. As a result, as ensured in equations (4.2) and (4.3), the proportional gain K p  t 
and the integral gain K i  t  vary as a function of speed error e(t) . In this way, the
performance of both steady-state and transient operations are enhanced.

4.3 Simulation Results and Discussion
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed PI gain-scheduling
controller based on IFOC of the IM drive, simulations are carried out under a variety of
operating conditions. The ratings and parameters for the tested induction motor are listed
in the appendix. Several tests were conducted in MATLAB/SIMULINK to evaluate the
performance of the proposed method to ensure that it can operate in a wide range of
conditions. The speed responses were observed under different operating conditions such
as a sudden change in command speed, step change in load, etc. The results are presented
in this section.
A comparison between the conversion PI controller and the gain scheduling PI
controller is then evaluated under sudden change in command speed, and load
disturbances
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4.3.1

Trajectory tracking performance
To determine trajectory tracking performance, IM drive system tests are

conducted under varying speed controllers. The simulated speed responses by
conventional fixed PI and gain-scheduling PI controllers during no load are demonstrated
in figure 4-1. The speed response of the IM drive for load torque step change is
demonstrated in figure 4-4, while the corresponding response of the motor stator phase
current is demonstrated in figure 4-3. It is clear from this test that both conventional and
self-tuning PI are capable of precisely tracking desired command and they show almost
the same response.

Further tests are applied and when the step change command is

increased to 125 rad/sec. as demonstrated in figure 4-4, throughout this test both
techniques follow the tracking speed command but gain scheduling PI is smoother than
fixed PI and requires less rise time to reach the command speed.

4.3.2

Effect of Load Disturbances
The robustness of the proposed approach is evaluated under sudden load impact.

Figure 4-4 illustrates the response attained when the rated torque is applied to the IM. It
can be seen that the proposed approach has the capability to reject load disturbance
quickly, with only a slight dip in the motor speed, unlike the conventional PI controller,
which shows fluctuation during rising time.
The results clearly demonstrate that with regard to overshoots, settling time, and
rise time the proposed approach provides superior efficiency and is better than the
conventional PI controller.
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Figure 4-1: Speed tracking response for PI
and PI gain-scheduling controller
techniques without applying load.

Figure 4-4: Speed tracking response for PI
and PI gain-scheduling controller
techniques with load torque (2 Nm).

Figure 4-2: Torques of the PI and PI gainscheduling controller techniques
corresponding to the speed command
given in Fig. 4-1.

Figure 4-5: Torques of the PI and PI gainscheduling controller techniques
corresponding to the speed command
given in Fig. 4-2.

Figure 4-3: Stator Phase Current of the PI
and PI gain-scheduling controller
techniques corresponding to the speed
command given in Fig. 4-1.

Figure 4-6: Stator Phase Current of the PI
and PI gain-scheduling controller
techniques corresponding to the speed
command given in Fig. 4-2.
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4.4 Conclusion
A PI gain-scheduling controller for an induction motor drive based on field
oriented control has been presented in this section. In addition, the performance of the
proposed approach has been compared with the conventional PI controller, and has been
found to be superior. Simulation results confirm the success of this approach. Further, the
approach is simple and easily implemented, and represents a significant reduction in
computational time.
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4.5 Grid Search Method in PI Controllers

4.5.1

Introduction
Two core abilities must first be established if optimal electrical drive performance

is to be ensured. The first of these abilities is steady state and dynamic tracking in order
to set point changes, and the second is the rejection of load disturbance [65-67] [72].
Traditional controllers for this type of drive are developed by referencing the
linearization at the operational point. However, these controllers are most effective when
there is only a small load change and the system is kept close to the equilibrium point.
To achieve the most efficient performance, various approaches have been
developed and used to control induction motor speed. One of these is the proportionalintegral (PI) controller, which enjoys wide usage due mainly to its simplicity and ease of
implementation. While new control approaches such as the Artificial Intelligent
Controller (AIC) are being applied to motor drives (which include expert system, fuzzy
logic, neural networks and genetic algorithms that are particularly effective), [86-101]
these systems are inherently complicated. Furthermore, because the PI controller is the
most common for IM drives in industrial applications, it is a challenge to find a more
suitable way to adjust its gains. However, without tuning, the PI controller is slow to
adapt to changes in speed, load disturbances, and variations in parameters. The usual
means to address these challenges is to manually tune the gains through observation of
the system output. Additionally, its gains are fixed and therefore it has difficulty adapting
to a wide range according to the induction motor parameters. Consequently, as the
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system is typically subject to sudden unpredictable changes, the robustness and
performance of the PI will degrade in certain industrial control applications.
The most common tuning method for the PID in industrial applications is the
Ziegler-Nichols method. This approach does not require an accurate system model, and
its control parameters are defined by the ultimate gain and period, which are obtained by
observing the oscillation of the proportional closed loop controller [68-70]. One key
advantage of the Ziegler-Nichols method is its capability to reject disturbances.
However, this method also creates certain challenges. For instance, since a procedure of
trial and error has to be performed, the process is time-consuming. Additionally, the
Ziegler-Nichols method forces the system into a marginally stable condition, which in
turn can cause an unstable operation or dangerous situation, its step response overshoots
significantly, and it requires a high control signal for satisfactory system performance. To
determine PI controller gains, another tuning approach utilizes system frequency
response, based on particular phase and gain margins, along with crossover frequency
[72-73] [102-107].
All of the above methods are considered model-based strategies. However, it is a
model’s accuracy along with the conditions assumed concerning actual operating
conditions that determine the tuning method. Therefore, to alleviate the problems
inherent in PI controllers in a dynamically changing system such as an IM drive,
researchers have used many techniques to make PI controllers more adaptive. Some
have proposed the use of self-tuning PI controllers [37] [67] [73], while others have
proposed the use of optimization techniques in order to automatically attain optimum PI
gains.
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For example, earlier in this chapter the use of a gain scheduling method instead a
fixed PI controller was described, but for successfully implementing such a method, it is
necessary to know the range over which the proportional and integral gains could vary
for varying operating conditions. Another approach described in this chapter is to couple
a genetic algorithm to design a PI controller to obtain the optimum PI gain [98-101].
Optimum gain generally converges to a response having minimum error. However, in
this study it is proposed to use the Grid Search Method, along with the integrated squared
error, which is a performance index, to determine PI controller gains and find the value
of error in the iteration.

4.6 Self-Tuning Regulator Based Speed Controller for IM Drive Systems
The proposed PI Self-Tuning controller compares the response of an Self-Tuning
model with a desired response and the difference between them is used to update the
controller mechanism of the adjustable model as illustrated in figure 4-7. In this work, a
simulation is used to generate a desired response, though an operating experience can
also be used to generate this response. Reference speed is the response of the reference
model. The controller mechanism employs the function of the Integral Square Error
(ISE) and steepest descent method for finding the local minimum of a function which
presumes that the gradient of the function can be computed.
The function of the ISE can be defined as
N

ISE  e  k 

2

k 1

where N is the number of samples (time instants).
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(4.5)

Initially, the Self-Tuning gains K p and

K i are set to arbitrary non-optimal values.

However, if the gains are set to a value smaller than the optimal ones, the system shows
sluggish response and requires a long time to converge to the steady-state. On the other
hand, if the gains are set to values greater than the optimal ones, the system becomes
underdamped and experiences large oscillations which sometimes create system
instability. Thus, optimal values must be found between these two.

Reference

+
-

Model
𝐾

Input
Controller

𝑅𝑟 𝐿𝑚 ∗

𝑖

Output

Motor
Model

Adjustable
Mechanism

Figure 4-7: Schematic of the Self-Tuning control system

4.7 Grid Search Method for an Self-Tuning PI Controller
With a classic PI controller applied to control an induction motor, when all the
model parameters of the IM, external load torque, disturbance, and other operating
conditions are well known, high performance can be obtained. When these conditions or
system parameters are not known or are uncertain, the fixed PI controller cannot
guarantee the optimum performance. If a speed tracking problem occurs where the
required speed is a function of time, the optimum values of the controller parameters
cannot be easily found. In such cases, a technique to continuously optimize the PI
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controller gains is preferable. Some of these techniques, however, are very difficult to
implement in a complex system, and they impose extended controller computational
times.
In this work, one of the optimization techniques is used to optimize the PI gains.
The approach requires use of a reference model run by any type of satisfactory controller,
and the output of this model will be considered as the target to be achieved. The
approach also requires another adjustable model controlled by the PI controller, and its
gains are determined by the grid search optimum method. The objective in using the grid
search method is to continuously adapt the optimum gain parameters of the PI controller.
The objective function is the squared speed error between the reference model and the
adjustable model. The basic principle of the grid search is as follows: select the size of
the search area defined by the upper and lower bounds of each of the independent
variables, set the step length for each of the independent variables, and search the
parameter according to the step length. Thus a 3-d suitable plane grid is formed over the
area of interest and the objective function is evaluated at each node of the grid. After the
computation of the objective function values at all the nodes of the grid (each intersection
node on the grid corresponds to a set of independent variables), it is possible to
interpolate and find a minimum between the grid lines, as depicted in figure 4-8.
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Figure 4-8: Integral Squared (ISE) speed error versus controller parameter grid

This study uses the grid search method to determine the optimum values of the
proportional and integral gain parameters for different types of speed control and to
continually adapt these parameters automatically in real-time. To minimize learning time
and serve as a starting point, initial values are given to the proportional gain and integral
gain corresponding to the minimum value of the objective function over the grid, and
then step size is set to 4 and 10 for the proportional and integral gains, respectively.
Figure 4-9 illustrates the order of procedures that take place during this particular
approach.
The algorithm is relatively simple to program compared to other optimization
algorithms and also has the advantages of fast convergence and no requirement for
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accurate knowledge of the system model. However, it is inefficient in that it requires
extended computational time.
The performance of the proposed grid search method to optimize a proportionalintegral controller with field-oriented control is simulated and compared with that of the
conventional fixed gain proportional-integral controller under different speed commands,
repetitive operations, parameter variations, and load disturbances. The computer
simulation and experimental results are given to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed PI learning controller, showing its superiority to the conventional fixed PI
controller.
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Figure 4-9: flowchart of the proposed methodology

4.8 Simulation Results
In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm, a series of simulation tests were
carried out on an indirect vector controlled induction motor drive using both a
conventional tuned PI controller and a PI controller using the grid search method to find
and automatically adapt the optimum controller gains. The speed and current responses
of the induction motor were observed under different operating conditions, such as
sudden change in reference speed and step change in load.
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Figures 4-10, 4-11, 4-12, and 4-16 show the speed of the proposed technique in
the initial stage and have overshoot in these four cases. This represents the response of
the algorithm at initial start-up, using semi-arbitrary gains and before the controller has
had time to execute its self-tuning process. Performance then improves gradually before
reaching optimization, as illustrated in figures 4-13, 4-14, 4-15 and 4-19, where motor
speed is shown to converge to the desired speed. It is also clear from the figures that the
algorithm has high precision in tracking the command speed and is able to recover
quickly from load disturbances.
Figure 4-18 shows that a small disturbance of stator current occurred at initial
startup of the motor from standstill. At step change the current response also fluctuated
significantly but recovered within a short time, and at the sudden load disturbance there
was also current fluctuation. After the self-tuning process these disturbances were
eliminated, as shown in figure 4-21. Along with these figures, figure 4-20 and 4-21 show
that after the self-tuning process, the controller reached a performance standard at least
equal to that of an optimally tuned fixed gain PI controller. The GSM (Grid Search
Method) based controller located the optimum proportional and integral gains
corresponding to the minimum objective function over the grid for the self-tuning PI
controller, as indicated in Table 4.1.

Table 4-1: Conventional and self-tuning PI controller parameters
Conventional PI

k p  3.2

ki  3.6

Grid Search Method

k p  3.3

ki  3.4
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Figure 4-10: Initial speed tracking
response with PI controller with load
torque (2 Nm)

Figure 4-13: Final speed tracking response
with PI controller with load torque (2. Nm)

Figure 4-11: Initial speed tracking
response with PI controller with load
torque (2.Nm)

Figure 4-14: Final speed tracking
response with PI controller with load
torque (2. Nm)

Figure 4-12: Initial speed tracking
response with PI controller with load
torque (2 Nm

Figure 4-15: Final speed tracking
response with PI controller with load
torque (2 Nm)
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Figure 4-16: Initial speed tracking
response with PI controller with load
torque (2 Nm)

Figure 4-19: Final speed tracking
response with PI controller with load
torque (2 Nm)

Figure 4-17: Initial torque developed for
conventional and self-tuning PI controller
corresponding to the speed given in figure.
4-16

Figure 4-20: Final torque developed for
conventional and self-tuning PI controller
corresponding to the speed given in figure.
4-16

Figure 4-18: Initial one-phase stator
current for conventional and self-tuning PI
controller corresponding to the speed
given in figure. 4-16

Figure 4-21: Final one-phase stator current
for conventional and self-tuning PI
controller corresponding to the speed
given in figure. 4-16
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4.9 Summary
A traditional fixed-gain linear proportional integral (PI) controller is inadequate to
provide satisfactory transient performance under varying operating conditions. In this
chapter, two schemas were proposed as alternatives to solve this problem. It was first
proposed to use a gain-scheduled PI scheme for the IM Drive with a pre-determined
range of variance, which improves transient and steady-state performance of the system
in comparison with a fixed-gain PI controller. Secondly, a Grid-Search Method can be
used to determine optimum PI controller gains in conjunction with a performance index
such as integrated squared error.
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A Fast Fuzzy Logic Controller Based on Vector Control for Three Phase
Induction Motor Drives
Fuzzy Logic Control has evolved into being one of the most desirable controller
methods in current use. Due to its flexibility, simplicity and the lack of need for complex
mathematics even if the system model is unknown, the popularity of the Fuzzy Logic
Controller (FLC) is growing and spreading in varied applications [108-125].

This

chapter presents an Induction Motor (IM) drive which incorporates an FLC with a novel
output membership function that helps to increase controller speed. The vector control
scheme of the FLC-based IM drive is carried out experimentally using a dSPACE digital
signal processor board DS-1104 and laboratory ¼ hp IM. To verify the efficiency of the
FLC-based IM drive under consideration, various operating conditions including sudden
change in command speed and step change in load are tested in simulation as well as lab
experiments, and then compared to those achieved from the conventional proportionalintegral (PI) controller-based drive. As will be discussed, the FLC has been proved to be
an effective alternative to the traditional PI controller for the high performance required
in industrial drive applications.

5.1 Introduction
AC motor drives are widely used in industrial and process high-performance
applications where motor speed must precisely follow a specified trajectory regardless of
parameter variations, load disturbances and other uncertainties. In such applications,
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controller design plays a critical role in system performance. The decoupled flux and
torque vectors of vector controlled IM drives are undesirably affected by parameter
variations in the running motor. The traditional fixed gain proportional-integral (PI)
controllers commonly used to control IM drives in industrial applications, however, are
very sensitive to these parameter variations and load disturbances. Thus, the control
performance of the conventional PI controller method can deteriorate substantially under
parameter variation [38][73]. Consequently, for optimal control, the controller
parameters must be continually adapted.
Among the adaptive controller methods that have been applied to overcome these
challenges are the model reference adaptive control (MRAC) [74-77] and the sliding
mode control (SMC) [78-84]. The design of these controllers relies on the precise
mathematical model of the system. It is often difficult, however, to develop an accurate
mathematical model because of unknown and difficult to predict variations in load and
operating parameters caused by temperature variations, saturation, and system
disturbances. Additionally, the system parameters gradually change during the operating
period; therefore, after a long running time, the control performance can be degraded if
changed system parameters are not updated. In order to overcome these problems, and
provide control which is not dependent upon precise knowledge of the system model, the
fuzzy-logic controller (FLC) is used for IM control purposes. A fuzzy rule-based system
alters the control parameters in a fuzzy logic controller, long considered a viable and
straight-forward model of human behavior regarding process control. FLC has several
benefits compared to conventional controllers, the four main ones of which are as
follows:
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1) Accurate mathematical modelling of a system is not necessary to build an FLC.
2) FLCs are generally more robust than conventional controllers.
3) FLCs are sufficiently flexible to handle systems under nonlinear control.
4) FLC principles are contingent on linguistic control rules that form the basis of human
logic.
Several recent studies have investigated the viability of developing fuzzy
algorithms for motor control applications as well as system modelling [22-23] [86-91]
[108-125]. However, applying FLCs in motor drives raises a number of issues around
technology use, especially during hardware implementation, due to the relatively high
computational burden it can impose. Earlier works reporting fuzzy logic applications in
motor drives were based either on simulation or experimental results at low operating
speed conditions [90].
The objective of this chapter is to present a simplified FLC-based field-oriented
speed controller for the IM with a high performance standard, utilizing a simple structure
for the output membership function. Consequently, computational burden is minimized,
allowing computers with limited processor and memory resources to operate the control
algorithm in real time, at increased motor speeds and reduced currents. A specific FLC
for the IM drive is designed and successfully implemented in real time and compared
with results obtained from conventional PI controllers, both in simulation and
experimentally.

It is found that the proposed FLC is not affected by temperature

changes, inertia variations, or load torque disturbances. This novel FLC could thus prove
to be an appropriate alternative for the conventional PI controller to achieve high
performance in IM drive systems.
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5.2 Fuzzy Logic Controller Structure
The basis for fuzzy logic principles is the simulation of human thought patterns
through mathematically-framed linguistic concepts. The FLCs are built according to the
tenets of both the control process and the quality demanded. Due to the increasing
desirability and applicability of fuzzy control, various possible controller structures are
being developed. Not all fuzzy controller structures are alike. Here are some of the ways
in which they can be different: the number of inputs and outputs, the number of input and
output fuzzy sets and their shape of membership function, the type of inference engine,
the form of control rules, and the defuzzification method. It is up to the designer to
decide which controller structure would be optimal for a particular control problem.
The fuzzy system is comprised of input fuzzy sets, fuzzy rules, and output fuzzy sets.
Fuzzy control processes generally proceed according to the following stages:


Fuzzification is the process of relating a numerical (crisp) value of a variable to a
fuzzy set by means of a membership function. This type of function is typically
represented graphically and shows the extent to which a crisp variable belongs to a
fuzzy set. Two of the most popular types of membership functions are trapezoids and
triangles.



The Inference Engine decides which rules from the fuzzy rule-base are applicable to
the given input conditions and executes those rules to compute the fuzzy output
functions. The fuzzy rule-base consists of rules to govern and execute the relations
between inputs and outputs for the system.



The process of “defuzzification” manipulates the fuzzy output functions created by
the Inference Engine in order to crisp the output values. In the present study, the
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method used for defuzzification is centroid calculation of the area under the output
function.

5.3 Control Strategy
Corresponding to PI-based motor speed control, inputs into the FLC would be error (E)
and the integral of error (I), and controller output would be the control signal Q. In this
work, trapezoid membership functions are used for both controller inputs. Two linguistic
variables are used for each of the input variables, as shown in figure 5-1 and 5-2. Errors
and integral of errors can be positive or negative, so the minimum number of rules for
each input is 2 which makes the output 2 by 2 or 4. Adding an extra rule for each input to
focus attention near zero gives 3 by 3 or 9 rules. For example, negative (N) means that
the actual speed is more than the set point (reference speed) and positive (P) means that
the actual speed is less than the set point. The output variable fuzzy set is shown in figure
5-3. Again, linguistic variables are used: Negative Negative (NN), Negative Positive
(NP), Positive Negative (PN), and Positive Positive (PP). The applicable ranges of input
error and integral of error are given as [-30, 30] and [-3, 3], respectively, and the output
variable as [-10, 10]. These ranges require careful consideration and have been specified
according to previous results obtained from the conventional PI controller.
A membership function provides the degree of membership of an input value to
every fuzzy set. An input variable might be associated with more than one fuzzy set and,
generally, neighbouring membership functions have some degree of overlap. However,
output functions are not allowed to overlap for the sake of simplifying controller
performance. A high degree of control accuracy can be achieved by selectively adding
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fuzzy rules. However, this also increases complexity and may be difficult to practically
implement due to increased computational burden.
The objective is to design a novel fuzzy logic controller that is robust, simple and
capable of serving as an alternative to the traditional PI, with minimum IM speed error.

The first step requires the conversion of the crisp input into a fuzzy one. Since
there are two inputs for the traditional PI controller, there will be two crisp values to
convert. The first value is the level of error, while the second value is the level of integral
of error. The sets designated for both speed error and integral speed error are negative
(N) and positive (P), as demonstrated in figure 5-1 and 5-2.

What should be noted is that on the left side of error membership, when the error
is lower than negative error breakpoint (-BE), its degree of membership in the negative
fuzzy set (N) is equal to one, while its degree of membership in the positive fuzzy set (P)
is equal to zero.
On the right side of the same error membership, when the error is greater than
positive error breakpoint (+BE), its degree of membership in the positive fuzzy set (P) is
equal to one, while its degree of membership in the negative fuzzy set (N) is equal to
zero.
As for the error that occurs between the two break points (-BE, +BE), in this case,
its degree of membership in the negative fuzzy set can be calculated according to this
formula:

NE  1 

E    BE 
E  BE
 1
BE    BE 
2 BE
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(5.1)

while its degree of membership belonging to the positive fuzzy set is calculated
according to this formula:

PE 

E    BE  E  BE

BE    BE 
2 BE

(5.2)

where NE and PE represent negative error and positive error respectively, and –BE and
+BE represent negative error break point and positive error break point respectively. Of
course, the total degree of their membership function is equal to one.
The same principle will be applied for integral error (I). As for the integral error
that occurs between the negative integral break point (-BI) and the positive integral break
point (+BI), in this case, its degree of membership in the negative integral fuzzy set can
be determined according to this formula:
NI  1 

I    BI 
I  BI
 1
BI    BI 
2 BI

(5.3)

while its degree of membership associated with the positive integral fuzzy set is
determined according to this formula:

PI 

I    BI  I  BI

BI    BI 
2 BI

(5.4)

A graph is used to show the output membership function. In figure 5-3, the rules
are converted to a plot of four fuzzy sets (NN, NP, PN, PP) applied together to create one
fuzzy set. In other words, each rule has one output fuzzy set. According to the defined
rules used in this application, the fuzzy operation is the conjunction (AND). Therefore,
the membership function of the two fuzzy sets is defined as the minimum of the two
individual membership functions.
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Suppose the inputs are speed error (X= –3) and integral speed error (Y= 0.5). The
fuzzy values for these crisp values can be obtained by using the membership functions of
the applicable sets.

Thus, error membership in the negative fuzzy set (N) is equal to 0.65, while its
membership degree in the positive fuzzy set (P) is equal to 0.35.
EN(−3) = 0.65
EP(−3) = 0.35

Degree of Membership

N

P

1.00
0.75
0.50

-BE

+BE

0.25
0.00

Error (E)
-30

-20

-10

X

0

10

20

Figure 5-1: Membership Functions (MFs) for Input Error (E)

The fuzzy values for integral error are shown below.
IN(0.5) = 0.25
IP(0.5) = 0.75

100

30

Degree of Membership

N

P

1.00
0.75
0.50

+BI

-BI

0.25
Integral
Error (I)

0.00
-3

-2

-1

0

Y

1

2

3

Figure 5-2: Membership Functions (MFs) for Input Integral Error (IE)

Once the fuzzy values are determined, then the fuzzy rules must be applied to arrive at
the final fuzzy value.

5.4 Rule Evaluation
To evaluate the rules in a fuzzy logic controller, a conditional statement needs to
be applied. An example would be (if..., then...,). In this example, a linguistic form would
be used to express the antecedent (if …) and the consequent (then...). Two processes are
followed in the rule evaluation. The fuzzy operator (i.e., AND or OR) is attached to the
antecedent, after which the implication is transferred from the antecedent to the
consequent. The fuzzy operators utilized in the stated fuzzy rules are AND (∩), OR (∪)
and NOT (−), which are explained in detail below.
a) AND means classical intersection: mA∩B = min{mA (x), mB (x)}
b) OR means classical union: mA∪B = max{mA (x), mB (x)}
c) NOT means classical complement: m
̅ a = 1 − ma (x).
Typical rules which are used in this application are as follows:
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1.

If the error (E) is negative and the integral of error (I) is negative, then the
control signal Q is a large negative (LN).

2.

If the error (E) is negative and the integral of error (I) is positive, then the
control signal Q is a small negative (SN).

3.

If the error (E) is positive and the integral of error (I) is negative, then the
control signal Q is small positive (SP).

4.

If the error (E) is positive and the integral of error (I) is positive, then the
control signal Q is large positive (LP).

Each fuzzy logic statement or rule has an IF/THEN structure in the main part of the fuzzy
controller obtained from human knowledge and expertise.
For a specific set of error and integral of error inputs, manipulation of each fuzzy
logic rule produces a contribution to an overall fuzzy range of outputs. It is assumed that
when a rule has an IF/AND/THEN structure, such as is the case for each rule here,
the minimum criterion is being used for the fuzzy AND operation and consequently is
mapped on the corresponding output. If the preceding rules are followed, these results
will be obtained:
Rule (1) =

MIN (0.65, 0.25) = 0.25

Rule (2) =

MIN (0.65, 0.75) = 0.65

Rule (3) =

MIN (0.35, 0.25) = 0.25

Rule (4) =

MIN (0.35, 0.75) = 0.35

The fuzzy logic of the preceding rules is demonstrated in figure 5-3.
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+ BQ1

- BQ1
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Rule 1

Rule 2

Rule 3

Rule 4

0.00
-10

-5

0
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Figure 5-3: Crisp Output Membership Functions

5.5 Aggregation and Defuzzification
The fuzzy inference process of defuzzification generates the final output. However, the
aggregation process must first be evaluated before defuzzification can proceed. The
aggregation process is defined as bringing together all of the fuzzy sets of output rules
and combining them into one set. The end result of this initial process (i.e., combining
the outputs of the rules) then becomes the input for the defuzzification process, the
output of which is a single number.
As the term implies, the defuzzification process is the opposite of fuzzification. The input
for defuzzification comprises the combined output of each fuzzy rule, leaving the output
to emerge as a single number. In the present work, the centroid method has been chosen
as the most appropriate defuzzification approach for study purposes. The centroid
method proceeds by adding all of the moments around the center area and evaluating
them as


output i 


N

iμ c k   i k 

k 1
N

μ  ik 
k 1 c k 
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(5.5)

where N is the total number of rules and μ c k   i k  denotes the output membership grade
for the kth rule with the output subset of ik .
An illustration of the application of this process in the current study is provided below.
Writing the sum in expanded form gives:

Q

Q

LN  GQN   H QN   SN  GQN   H QN   SP  GQP  H QP   LP  GQP  H QP 
LN  GQN   SN  GQN   SP  GQP   LP  GQP 

(5.6)

0.25  5 7.5   0.65  5  2.5   0.25 5  2.5   0.35 5  7.5  1.25

 0.1667
0.25  5  0.65  5   0.25  5   0.35 5 
7.5

where 𝐿𝑁, 𝑆𝑁, 𝑆𝑃, 𝐿𝑃 are the height of the large negative, small negative, small positive
and large positive fuzzy sets, respectively. GQN and GQP represent the widths of each
fuzzy set. H QN and H QP represent the moments arm of the centre area for each set.

5.6 Simulation Results
In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm, a series of simulation tests was
carried out on an indirect vector controlled IM drive using both a conventional tuned PI
controller and an FLC controller. The speed and current responses of the IM have been
observed under different operating conditions, such as rapid change in reference speed
and step change in load.
Figure 5-4 shows that when the rated load is applied to the IM, both the
conventional PI and the proposed control technique are able to track speed commands. It
can be observed that motor speed is shown to converge on the desired speed, and they
both have the ability to recover quickly from load disturbances. The PI controller has no
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overshoot, but it has a lower rise time when compared to the FLC. In general, for this
case it is possible to say that the PI has better performance than the FLC for the above
reason. From figure 5-7 it is obvious that the FLC drive has overshoot while the PI speed
response has fluctuation in the rise time before reaching its steady state and then tracking
the reference speed with acceptable performance. Developed motor torque and stator
phase currents corresponding to figure 5-4 are shown in figure 5-5 and figure 5-6
respectively. A small disturbance of stator current occurred at the moment of load
application, but recovered within a short time. Therefore, the FLC is more robust than
the PI controller.

Figure 5-8 and figure 5-9 show the torque and phase currents

corresponding to the speed response shown in figure 5-7.
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Figure 5-4: Speed tracking response for PI
& FLC techniques with rated load torque
(2Nm) applied at 0.6 sec.

Figure 5-7: Speed tracking response for PI
& FLC techniques with load torque (2Nm)
applied at 0.6 sec.

Figure 5-5: Developed motor torque for PI
& FLC techniques with load torque (2Nm)
applied at 0.6 sec

Figure 5-8: Developed motor torque for PI
& FLC techniques with Load torque
(2Nm) applied at 0.6 sec.

Figure 5-6: Stator phase currents for PI &
FLC techniques with load torque (2. Nm)
applied at 0.6 sec.

Figure 5-9: Stator phase currents of IM for
PI & FLC techniques with load torque
(2Nm) applied at 0.6 sec.
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5.7 Experimental Results and Discussion
The experimental speed response of the PI based drive is shown in figure 5-10
and the results for the FLC controller are shown in figure 5-11.

Actual

Speed

Command
Speed

Figure 5-10: Experimental speed response of the drive for the step changes of the
command speed based on PI controller, (div=20 rad/sec)
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Actual
Speed
Command

Speed

Figure 5-11: Experimental speed response of the drive for the step changes of the
command speed based on FLC controller, (div=20 rad/sec)
The results show that the proposed drive system has the ability to follow the
reference speed under no load conditions. It should be mentioned that the effect of
sudden load impact on dynamic speed response and the evaluation of speed with
parameter variation of the FLC based IM drive were performed solely by computer
simulation as depicted in figures 5-4 and 5-7. It can be noted for these experimental
results that the initial performance of the FLC controller takes time to be able to follow
the command speed compared to the performance of the PI controller. This is because the
FLC needs time to process its required computation. The results show that under the
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conditions presented here, the FLC controller is, in fact, producing control signals in
agreement with the reference PI controller.

5.8 Conclusion
To validate the performances of the novel FLC structure, a series of simulation
results and a comparative study between the conventional PI and proposed FLC
algorithm are provided. Simulation results show that the FLC algorithm, without overlap
in the output fuzzy sets, has the ability to reject load disturbances and precisely maintain
the desired speed command. Laboratory test results confirm the simulated performances
and the validity of this method. Both simulated and experimental results show that the
proposed FLC system is robust for IM drive applications. Furthermore, the simplified
FLC configuration scheme allows for a significant reduction in computational burden,
facilitates ease of implementation and can be used for high performance IM drive
control, particularly at very low speeds.
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5.9 Extended Applications for the IM Motor Drive
The previous study of the fuzzy logic controller has been extended by adding
other fuzzy sets for both inputs, and additional rules that have been applied to the IM.
These additions allow an enhanced, accurate performance response control action. These
additional rules are indicated below:
1.

If the error (E) is negative (N) and the integral of error (I) is negative, then the
control signal Q is a negative negative (NN).

2.

If the error (E) is negative (N) and the integral of error (I) is zero (Z), then the
control signal Q is a negative zero (NZ).

3.

If the error (E) is negative (N) and the integral of error (I) is positive (P), then
the control signal Q is a negative positive (NP).

4.

If the error (E) is zero (Z) and the integral of error (I) is negative (N), then the
control signal Q is a zero negative (ZN).

5.

If the error E is zero (Z) and the integral of error (I) is zero, then the control
signal Q is zero zero (ZZ).

6.

If the error (E) is zero (Z) and the integral of error (I) is positive, then the
control signal Q is zero positive (ZP).

7.

If the error (E) is positive (P) and the integral of error (I) is negative, then the
control signal Q is a positive negative (PN).

8.

If the error (E) is positive (P) and the integral of error (I) is zero (Z), then the
control signal Q is a positive zero (PZ).

9.

If the error (E) is positive (P) and the integral of error (I) is positive (P), then
the control signal Q is a positive positive (PP).
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What follows are the same rules, presented in table format.
Table 5-1: Fuzzy rules

E

N

Z

P

N

NN

ZN

PN

Z

NZ

ZZ

PZ

P

NP

ZP

PP

I

The fuzzy membership functions and rule decision tables are obtained, in most
cases, according to the system behaviour. Consequently, the variation of the scale of the
fuzzy sets and thus the rule decision tables depends on the system to be controlled. Once
determined, the membership functions and the rule table should satisfy the stable
operation of the controlled system. However, any changes that occur in the membership
functions is accompanied by changes in the rule decision table and the stability of the
system. The present study investigates the performance of the induction motor after using
a decision table composed of 9 rules, as well as the effects of altering the breakpoints of
the fuzzy sets on the output of the fuzzy logic controller.

It should be noticed that setting the range of speed error input and the interval of
membership functions has great impact on the outcome of a fuzzy logic controller. For
instance, for the motor drive application illustrated in figures 5-12 to 5-14, setting the
input range is determined according to the previous results obtained from PI controller.
In addition, triangular and trapezoidal membership functions are formed using straight
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lines. These straight line membership functions have the merits of being simple to
implement and having fast computation. Furthermore, the fuzzified inputs may take on
any value between 0 (no membership in a given linguistic variable’s membership
function) and 1 (full membership in a given linguistic variable’s membership function).
In this example, the speed error occurred at E=10, the integral of error is at I= - 0.6, and
the triangular fuzzy set is defined by a lower limit =-15 and an upper limit=+15, as
indicated in figure 5-10. However, it’s possible to use other values within the range, and
it is not necessary for the two limits to be symmetric about zero.
In the first step, fuzzy logic applications requires converting crisp data to fuzzy
data using different members of the associated membership functions based on its value.
The red line in figure 5-12 below is a trapezoidal membership function.

Its

linguistic variable is designated negative (N) and represents a negative slope linear
transformation which, for values between –15 and 0, is expressed as:
y

x
15

Any value less than (-15) will be assigned a 1 and anything above 0.0 a 0.
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(5.7)

Degree of Membership

N

Z

1.00
0.75
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Error (E)
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-20

-10

0
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Figure 5-12: Membership Functions (MFs) for Input Error (E)

The blue line in figure 5-12 represents a triangular membership function and its
linguistic variable is designated zero (Z). Its negative and positive slope linear
transformations are defined as:
y

1
x 1
15

y

1
x 1
15

(5.8)

(5.9)

The green line in figure 5-12 is a trapezoidal membership function. Its linguistic
variable is designated positive (P) and represents a positive sloped linear transformation,
for values between 0 and +15, which can be described as:
y

x
15

(5.10)

Any value below 0 will be assigned a zero and anything above 15 a 1.

The error E = 10 in this example has two degree membership functions (DMF) ,
one of which intersects with the zero fuzzy set (Z) and has a DMF equal to 1/3, as
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indicated by the dotted blue line. This value can be evaluated by substituting the value of
x, which in this case is x =10, in the equation (5.9).

The other membership degree intersects with the positive fuzzy set (P), and its
degree membership function is equal to 2/3, as indicated by the dotted green line. This
value can easily be obtained since the full membership function has to be equal to 1, the
remaining value of the full membership function is 1-1/3 = 2/3, or it can be obtained
from substituting the value of x=10 in the equation (5.10).

E = 10 has no membership at all in the negative fuzzy set (N).
Similarly, if it’s assumed the triangular membership function associated with the
integral error is defined by a lower limit =-1.7, an upper limit=+1.7, and the integral of
error is also assumed to be at point I= - 0.6, then we obtain the graph in figure 5-13.

Degree of Membership

N

Z

P

1.00
0.75
0.50

-BI

0.25

+BI
I

0.00
-3

-1.7

-0.6

0

1.7

3

Integral Error
(IE)

Figure 5-13: Membership Functions (MFs) for Input Integral Error (IE)

Likewise the integral error also has two degree memberships intersecting with
different membership functions. One intersects with the negative fuzzy set and its
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membership is equal to 0.353, as indicated by the dotted blue line. This value can be
evaluated by substituting the value of x, which in this case is - 0.6, in the equation (5.11).

y

x
1.7

(5.11)

The other intersects with the zero fuzzy set, and its membership is equal to 0.647,
as indicated by the dotted green line. This value can be evaluated by substituting the
value of x, which in this case = - 0.6, in the equation (5.12).

y

x
1
1.7

(5.12)

In the second step, to begin the fuzzy inference process, it is pertinent to combine
the membership functions with the control rules to derive the control output. The rules
are considered to be the core of the fuzzy inference process, and those rules are
illustrated in table 5-1.

After evaluating the output of each rule, these results should be combined to
determine a final result.

This task is called inference. The results obtained from

individual rules can be combined in a variety ways. However, in this application the
minimum criterion is being used for the combination. Figure 5-14 illustrates these
membership functions for each of the rule table entries.
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Figure 5-14: Crisp Output Membership Functions

After finishing the process of the fuzzy inference, the outcome result is a fuzzy value;
therefore this fuzzy value should be converted to a single crisp to obtain final output.
This is what the defuzzification does. For instance, assume that the result in figure 5-10
is the end of the fuzzy inference. In this figure, the colour areas compose the entirety of
this fuzzy result. The overall goal is to get a crisp value from the fuzzy result. To
calculate the control output, the centre of the area is used to combine the results obtained
from each individual rule and gives a crisp control action. The output of each individual
rule is calculated and illustrated in table 5-2.
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Table 5-2: results obtained from obtained from each rules
Speed error
Integral speed error
Error break points
Integral error break points
Rule

boundaries

E= 10
I= -0.6
BE= 15
BI= 1.7

NE= 0.0
NI= 0.353

ZE= 0.333
ZI= 0.647

Centre

width

Mass

-8.75

2.5

0

0

-6.25

2.5

0

0

-4.25

1.5

0

0

-2.625

1.75

0.583

-1.531

0

3.5

1.166

0

2.625

1.75

0

0

4.25

1.5

0.5294

2.25

6.25

2.5

1.617

10.11

8.75

2.5

0

0

3.8954

10.829

Degree of Membership function (DMF)
PE= 0.667
PI= 0.0
First
Moments

-10
1

NN=0.0

2

NZ=0.0

-7.5
-5
3

NP=0.0

4

ZN=0.333

-3.5
-1.75
5

ZZ=0.333

6

ZP=0.0

1.75
3.5
7

PN=0.353

8

PZ=0.647

5
7.5
9

PP=0.0
10
SUM

Q

10.829
 2.779
3.897
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5.10 Simulation Results
In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm, a series of simulation tests was
carried out on an indirect vector controlled IM drive using both a conventional tuned PI
controller and the FLC controller. The speed and current responses of the IM have been
observed under different operating conditions, such as rapid change in reference speed
and step change in load. As is observed in figure 5-15, when the command speed is 120
(rad/sec) and the motor is run without applying load, both PI and FLC controllers are
successful in making the motor speed precisely follow the command speed. On the other
hand, when the same test is repeated at a speed command of 125 (rad/s), (figure 5-18),
only the PI performance response shows fluctuations, while the FLC performance
remains the same. Figure 5-16 shows that when the load torque (2 Nm) is applied to the
IM, both the conventional PI and the proposed control technique are able to track speed
commands. It can be observed that motor speed converges with the desired speed, and
they both have the ability to recover quickly from load disturbances. Fluctuation occurs
in the PI performance response compared to the smooth performance obtained by the
FLC, which further has a lower rise time. Therefore, the FLC performs better than the PI
for the above reasons. From figure 5-18, it can be seen that both the PI and the FLC are
similar in their ability to track speed. Despite the slight dip that occurs at the moment of
applying load, both FLC and PI techniques quickly recover from the load disturbance.
The change in speed (observed in figure 5-16) induces changes in torque and current, as
can be seen in figure 5-17 and figure 5-21, respectively. Similarly, changes in speed seen
in figure 5-19 cause the corresponding changes in torque and current demonstrated in
figures 5-20 and 5-22, respectively.
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Figure 5-15: Speed tracking responses at
no load, 120 rad/sec

Figure 5-18: Speed tracking responses
at no load, 125 rad/sec

Figure 5-16: Speed tracking responses at
load torque (2 Nm), 125 rad/sec

Figure 5-19: Speed tracking responses at
load torque (2 Nm), 180 rad/sec

Figure 5-17: Torque developed at rated
load, corresponding to the speed given
in figure 5-16

Figure 5-20: Torque developed at rated
load, corresponding to the speed given
in figure 5-19
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Figure 5-21: Stator phase currents
corresponding to the speed given in
figure 5-16

Figure 5-22: Stator phase currents
corresponding to the speed given in
figure 5-19

5.11 Experimental Results and Discussion
To verify the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, a series of practical tests were
performed on the motor that is under investigation. The results obtained from these tests
were compared with those obtained by the conventional PI control. Figures 5-23, 5-24
and 5-25 demonstrate the speed performance response of a motor using the FLC, where
different speed commands are applied. In contrast, figures 5-26, 5-27, and 5-28 illustrate
the speed performance response resulting from the PI control. The results show that the
proposed drive system has the ability to follow the reference speed under no load
conditions. It should be mentioned that the effect of sudden load impact on dynamic
speed response and the evaluation of speed with a parameter variation of the FLC based
IM drive were performed solely by computer simulation, as depicted in figure 5-16 and
5-19. It can be noted from these experimental results that the performances of the FLC
and PI controllers precisely follow command speed. The results show that under the
conditions presented here, the FLC controller is in fact producing control signals that
correspond well with the reference PI controller.
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Figure 5-23 Experimental speed response
of the drive for the step changes of the
command speed based on FLC,(div=20
rad/sec)

Figure 5-26: Experimental speed response
of the drive for the step changes of the
command
speed
based
on
PI
controller,(div=20 rad/sec)

Figure 5-24: Experimental speed response
of the drive for the step changes of the
command speed based on FLC,(div=20
rad/sec)

Figure 5-27: Experimental speed response
of the drive for the step changes of the
command
speed
based
on
PI
controller,(div=20 rad/sec)

Figure 5-25: Experimental speed response
of the drive for the step changes of the
command speed based on FLC,(div=20
rad/sec)

Figure 5-28: Experimental speed response
of the drive for the step changes of the
command
speed
based
on
PI
controller,(div=20 rad/sec)
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5.12 Fuzzy Sets Breakpoints Effect
There is no clear guideline reported for selecting the values of input and output
fuzzy sets’ breakpoints, whose values can be determined by trial and error until the
performance is improved. To illustrate the impact of changing the breakpoint on fuzzy
sets, figures 5-29 and 5-30 demonstrate the effect of changing the breakpoints of output
fuzzy sets (BQ1, BQ2) while fixing the remaining breakpoints of the input fuzzy set (BE,
BI). It is clear from the figure that the optimum values selected for (BQ1, BQ2) which
provide high performance, are 10 and 40 respectively. Figures 5-31 demonstrates the
impact of changing output fuzzy sets’ breakpoints on torque performance. In addition,
slight variation of the breakpoint of the input fuzzy sets had a negligible effect on the
output of the controller (speed and torque) while maintaining the breakpoint of the
output fuzzy set because the relationship between the input and output is smooth.
Figure 5-32 is presented in order to analyze and determine whether there is any
relationship between the breakpoints, fuzzy controller signal (Q) and output performance
response.
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Figure 5-29: Impact of changing output fuzzy sets’ breakpoints on speed performance
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Figure 5-30: Impact of changing output fuzzy sets’ breakpoints on speed performance
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Figure 5-31: Impact of changing output fuzzy sets’ breakpoints on torque performance
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Figure 5-32: The resulting corresponding outputs controller signals from changing output
fuzzy sets breakpoints
It is worth mentioning that in certain circumstances, one may not be aware that
the break points in a simplified fuzzy logic controller can be related to the PI controller
gains. For the same application using 4 rules (NN, NP, PN and PP) consider these cases
where the integral input is 100% positive and 0% negative. As the error input E varies
from 100% positive to 100% negative between the break points, + BE and – BE , the
output Q varies from +1.5 BQ ( the output breakpoint)] to -0.5 BQ along a straight line
as shown in figure 5-29, figure 5-30 and figure 5-31.
In this situation, figure 5-33 demonstrates the cases when the integral is fixed so it has
100% positive membership and 0% negative membership. Meanwhile, the error has 0%
negative membership and 100% positive membership, 50% negative membership and
50% Positive membership and finally, 100% negative membership and 0% positive
membership.
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At the same time, figure 5-34 demonstrates the cases when the integral is set at
50% positive and 50% negative, while the error is 0% negative and 100% positive, 50%
negative and 50% positive and finally 100% negative and 0% positive.
Correspondingly, figure 5-35 demonstrates the situations when the integral is 0%
positive and 100% negative, while the error 0% negative and 100% positive, 50%
negative and 50% positive and 100% negative and 0% positive.

Each case within the three cases constructs three points which fall on the straight
line as shown in figure 5-36. However, the three constructed parallel lines passing
through these points have the same slope (BQ/BE).
The slope of the line is 2BQ 2BE and is similar to the proportional gain K p in a
conventional PI controller. + BQ is equal to the saturation level on Q axis. This gives an
equation for BQ . The gain K p will therefore also be known. This leads to an equation
for BE , which is expressed as follows:

BQ  QS

(5.13)

BQ  QS

(5.14)

Qs
Kp

(5.15)

BE 
where QS is the saturation limit
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Figure 5-33: Output membership function

Figure 5-34: Output membership function

when integral is set at 0% N and 100% P,

when integral is set at 50% N and 50% P,

while the error is changed

while the error is changed
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Figure 5-36: the relation between output fuzzy logic against the error
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5.13 Chapter Summary
This chapter presents a simplified design of the Fuzzy Logic Controller. The main
discrepancy between this present design and that of the previously used controller is the
lack of overlap in the output membership function, which diminishes the computational
burden experienced to a minimum. By keeping this burden at a low level, computers with
limited processors and memory storage can be employed to operate the control algorithm
in real-time at both higher motor speeds and lower currents. This technique can be
applied using two separate strategies, a four-rule method and a nine-rule method, and it is
compared by applying them to the same induction motor for field-oriented speed control.
Several tests are conducted under various operating conditions in real-time to confirm the
effectiveness of the techniques, and they are compared with the conventional PI
controller in simulation and experimentation. It is found that the proposed FLC can be an
appropriate alternative to the conventional PI controller to achieve high performance in
IM drive systems.
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Vector Control of Induction Motor Using Neural Networks

This chapter introduces an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) based speed controller
using the field oriented control (FOC) scheme. For many years, conventional linear
controllers such as PI and PID have found widespread application to Induction Motor
(IM) drives, due to their simplicity and ease of implementation in real time. Nevertheless,
because of uncertainties such as saturation, temperature variation, sudden changes in
command speed and load disturbances, these controllers are very sensitive to parameter
variations. Moreover, it is difficult to precisely tune the controller parameters for both
online and off-line implementations. Therefore, these types of controllers are not always
suitable for high performance applications. Consequently, researchers have recently
applied intelligent controllers for motor drive applications for various reasons. The main
advantages of intelligent controllers are that the design of intelligent controllers is
independent of the system parameters, and they can also handle system nonlinearity.

6.1 Introduction
In order to describe the performance of real systems and to formulate
mathematical models which will represent them, algebraic and differential equations are
employed. However, in order to imitate the system operation, accurate knowledge of the
dynamic system is required to predict and apply numerical techniques. However,
physical systems most often involve complicated nonlinear relations, and it is a challenge
to model these using conventional techniques. For example, a three phase induction
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motor combined with the drive system can be considered as a complex nonlinear system
due to the various issues accompanying its dynamics. Therefore, finding a way to
controlling IMs has prompted extensive research attention. The current study proposes
the application of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) to control IMs in order to obtain
desired performance.
Thus, the need arises for increasingly advanced control techniques, in order to
ensure appropriate and economic handling of their nonlinear dynamics. The ANN is
characterized by learning adaptation and nonlinear mapping capabilities that have made
them useful for predicting, modelling and controlling complicated, uncertain systems for
which traditional techniques have been inadequate. Using ANNs has become of
considerable interest to scientists, because of their many advantages compared with
conventional algorithmic techniques. Some of these advantages include capability of
training, simplicity of construction, ability to approximate nonlinear functions, ability to
withstand network distortion, and capacity for functioning without an accurate
mathematical model [126-135]. A further advantage of ANNs is that, because they are
able to approximate a wide range of nonlinear functions to any desired degree of
accuracy, they can be employed in the identification and control of nonlinear systems.
For instance, in ac motor application, stator voltages and currents can be used as inputs to
the network for speed or rotor resistance identification [133]. Further, stator currents and
voltages, as well as speed, can be used as input to the network to estimate developed
torque in still other applications [134], while rotor flux and torque can be estimated by
feeding stator currents as input into the neural network. In addition, ANNs can be
employed to control inverters when the gate pulse is generated based on error obtained
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by comparing the actual and reference stator currents. A detailed review of relevant
literature is provided in chapter one. Neural networks can be divided into two principle
categories. The first one, called a fixed network, has weights that cannot be changed
dW
 0 . In such networks, the weights are fixed a priori according to the problem to be
dt

solved. The second, called an adaptive network, has weights which are able to be
changed

dW
 0 . The network learning process of artificial neural networks during
dt

training consumes time. The execution time for training, particularly off-line training,
can be high, depending upon the detailed understanding of motor performance for a
particular drive system. In addition, when the parameters outside the training set are
incurred in the system, ANN may exhibit poor drive performance. To address these
shortcomings, the first section of this chapter uses the fixed network to estimate the
synaptic weights required by the network. These weights are used in the current
application of the ANN scheme based speed drive for indirect field oriented control of
IMs in fixed networks, to replace the traditional PI controller. This will speed up the
convergence rate by lowering the execution time, and reduce the burden and expense on
the processor required for carrying out all computations.
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6.2 Artificial Neural Network Model

fΣ
fΣ

1
Input

fΣ

WO

Σ
Output
Σ

WI
fΣ

O
I

fΣ
M

Figure 6-1: Multilayer feed-forward artificial neural network

In a network model, neurons can be interconnected by using their output as
inputs to other neurons. The interconnection of neurons forms the layers of a
neural network. In figure 6-1, a simple mapping of a neural network is
presented. As can be seen, the network comprises an input along with middle
or hidden layer, and an output layer. The 2-3-1 ANN structure was used just as
an illustration. Many neurons could have been selected.

The map

corresponding to 2-3-1 ANN structure has dead-band in one input direction,
and it also has control signal saturation.

In this work 2-2-1 ANN structure

with a neuron dedicated to each input was used to make it match the
conventional PI controller. Both the input and hidden layers hold one bias
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neuron with input unity. The processing of the summed inputs into the hidden
layer neurons proceeds through a nonlinear activation function, such as a
sigmoidal function. The sigmoid or S shape applied by the majority of
researchers in the field serves as an activation function, as follows:
f i  

1
1  ei 

(6.1)

This particular function is also employed in the present thesis.
Squashing represents the transferring or “firing” action of biological neurons
during the natural process. Information can then flow in a forward manner through the
network, from input to output. For example, the neuron depicted in figure (6-2) is
comprised of four inputs with weights:

X1=1

+1

X2=2

+1

Activation
function
∑

X3=5
Xn=8

I

Y

-1
+2

Summing
Junction

Threshold

Synaptic weight

Figure 6-2: Neuron structure of the example

Before reaching the activation function step, the network’s output, I, is
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I = X T . W = [1 2

1
1
5 8]. [−1] = 14
2

Then, with a binary activation function, the output of the neuron is
Y (threshold) = 1.
In the network illustrated in figure (6-3), which features a single input, I, along
with a single output, O, the following mapping equation for a single neuron case is used
O  WOB  WOM f WIM I  WIB 

(6.2)

where O represents the output of the neural network controller, WOB is the output bias,

WOM is the output scaling factor, WIM is the input scaling factor, WIB is the input bias, and
the neuron I represents the proportional input signal [135].

I

WIM

fΣ

WOM

WIB

Σ

O

WOB

Figure 6-3: Neuron network with a single input and output.

The above equation illustrates how the weights can be applied in an O / I plot in
order to scale and shift the sigmoid function vertically along O and horizontally along I .
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In figure (6-4), WOB moves the sigmoid vertically and WIB moves it horizontally, while

WOM scales it vertically and 1 WIM does so horizontally.
From this type of set-up, a map can be formed by joining together, in patchwork
fashion, the shifted and scaled sigmoid functions. This lends the process a local flavour
similar to finite elements and thus enables very good fits through the allowance of sharp
local gradients in O / I connections.
f (x )
f (x ) 

W OM

W OB

1
1  e x

1
W IM

W IB

Figure 6-4: Sigmoid Activation Function
Figure (6-5) depicts slightly more complex neural networks. Each of these
networks has two inputs ( i, j ) and one output ( O ). As illustrated in the following
equation, the individual networks are formed from the three neurons X & Y & Z :
O  Wob  Wox f Wixi  W jx j  Wxb   Woy f Wiy i  W jy j  Wyb 
 Woz f Wiz i  W jz j  Wzb 
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(6.3)
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Figure 6-5: Neural network map

The map shown in figure (6-5), generated by equation (6.3), when
Wix  0, Wiy  0, Wjz  0 , is a PI type of controller map. It is clear from the map of figure

(6-5), each net has sharp local gradients. Even though the standard polynomial fit finds
these kinds of gradients challenging, such local maps can nonetheless be created by the
human brain.
The aim of the motor speed case is to find the weights WO and WI that make the net
speeds (ON ) match the corresponding target speeds ( OT ). The majority of neural
network codes apply the concept of steepest descent iteratively to trim and balance the
weights after an initial random distribution. The error provided in Equation (6.4) helps
determine the motor speed:

e  ON  OT
where ON 

W M , and M is a hidden layer neuron squashed output.
O
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(6.4)

The aim here is to reduce the square of the error ( e 2 ). Thus, for each input/output
training pair, the squared error depends on Wo and M being fed into it. For small shifts in

Wo and M , alterations to e 2 can be formulated as follows:
 e2 
 e2 
e   
 Wo  
 ΔM
 M 
 Wo 
2

Differentiation
 M
M   
 WI

of

M  f  WI I 

with

I

fixed

(6.5)
gives

the

connection


WI , so Equation (6.5) therefore becomes


 e2 
 e2   M 
e2   

W

  M   W  ΔWI
o
 W 

  I
 o

(6.6)

According to the steepest descent, WO ( NEW ) and WI ( NEW ) are given by Equations (6.7) and
(6.8), respectively:

 e2 
WO (NEW)  WO (OLD)  K 

 WO 

(6.7)

 e2  M
WI(NEW)  WI(OLD)  K 

 M  WI

(6.8)

where the small value of K promotes iteration stability. Hence, if the squared error is
so sensitive to a certain weight that the weight causes it to increase, it is necessary to
slightly decrease the weight during the training stage. Similarly, if reducing the weight
leads to an increase in the error, the weight must thus be increased. Thus, when stable,
this iteration, if fed numerous times in an input/output training set with each data point,
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usually reduces the global e2 versus weight bowl in hyperspace towards the global
minimum, as is shown below in figure (6-6).
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Figure 6-6: Global e 2 versus weight bowl
To prevent the convergence of local minima, the iterations can be reordered by
adding noise to the weights. Thousands of iterations are usually needed to achieve the
global minimum. Alternative training methods (e.g., approaches that simulate genetics
processes) are faster but less well-developed. Genetics-based formulations run numerous
parent nets at the same time, permitting only those nets that create the best fits to mate by
exchanging weights and thus generating offspring nets. Of these, the very best of the
offspring nets are randomly mutated, after which they are combined with the best parent
nets to produce the next generation of parents.
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6.3 Artificial Neural Network Based Speed Controller for IM Drive
A high performance IM drive system is characterized by an efficient speed
controller, causing the drive to follow the command speed under a wide range of varying
operating conditions. This tracking of command speed is achieved rapidly and precisely
regardless of system parameter variations and unexpected load disturbance. Conventional
controllers suffer from the fact that an accurate system model of the IM is necessary for
their design. This model is difficult to obtain due to necessary approximations, parameter
variations, saturation effects, load disturbances, temperature variations, noise, etc. The
consequence is that these controllers typically perform well only over the narrow range
of specific conditions for which they were designed.
Traditional artificial neural network-based motor controllers require extensive
off-line training, incur high computational burden (time) and rely on the past
characteristic behaviour of the motor drive for a specific system. However, drive
behaviour is unpredictable when parameters outside the training set are encountered.
In applying the above situations to this research, ANN is used only to mimic PI
controllers, which means suitable fixed weights are required to precisely follow the
desired speed. The complete drive system consists of an ANN-based speed controller, a
voltage source inverter and a squirrel cage induction motor. The ANN-based controller
consists of the input layer, containing two input neurons, one hidden layer, containing
three neurons, and the output layer, containing one neuron. This type of structure was
chosen because it is the only one which allows the creation of a controller with deadband
and saturation in one input direction and saturation in the other direction. This contrasts
with other structures which are not as efficient. For example, one neuron with one input
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would have allowed the creation of the controller with saturation in one input direction,
like proportional or integral, while two neurons with one input would have allowed the
creation of a controller with deadband and saturation in one input direction.
For comparative evaluation purposes, a PI controller-based IM drive system has
also been employed and tested. Furthermore, extensive simulations have been conducted
so as to assess the performances of both drives at different dynamic operating conditions.
Finally, the simulation results are presented and discussed.

6.4 Vector Control of the IM with an Artificial Neural Network Controller
The indirect vector control scheme of the IM drive, as described in Chapter 3, has
been implemented, with the ANN fulfilling the role of the speed controller. This system
is illustrated in figure 6-7.
The speed sensor on the rotor shaft relays rotor speed information; it is added to
the slip in order to calculate rotor position. Along with this and the desired command
speed, the input calculator uses phase current readings to determine the appropriate
reference command torque. Command speed and speed error are then fed to the ANNbased speed controller. The ANN controller generates the appropriate command torque
*
*
from which the iqs component can be produced. Then the correct ids
component is

determined from the flux command, which is assumed to be constant at the saturation
level, and applied to the motor stator via current transformations and then to the
hysteresis current controller through a voltage source inverter.
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Figure 6-7: Illustration of vector control scheme using ANN

6.4.1

Artificial Neural Network Architectures
The number of nodes in the input layer is dependent on the number of inputs to

the ANN. Since in this application the fixed neural network is used to mimic the PI
controller, the number of nodes required in the input layer is two (i.e. i and j), where one
is used to represent proportional gain, and the other is used to represent integral gain.
The number of hidden layers and the number of neurons in the selected hidden layer
were chosen with the goal of achieving the optimal balance between drive performance
and computational complexity. The output of the ANN is command torque, requiring
only one neuron in the output layer. Figure 6-7 shows the ANN scheme for speed drive
using the indirect field oriented control of IM.
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Figure 6-8: Artificial Neural network architectures

Figure 6-8 shows the ANN architectures employed in this study, where i and j
represent error and integral of error, respectively, and o is the control signal.
Alternately stated, i and j represent the inputs of the neuron and o is the output of the
neuron. The summed inputs into hidden layer neurons are processed by a nonlinear
sigmoid function as they pass through the neuron. The sigmoid function, or ‘S’ shape as
illustrated in figure 6-9, is used as the activations function for all neurons and is defined
as follows:

Y  f i  

1
,
1  e  i
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0  f i   1

(6.9)
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Figure 6-9: Sigmoidal functions
Note that as I tends to +∞, the value of f  i  tends to +1, while as i tends to -∞,
f  i  tends to 0, with a smooth transition between the two. When i is equal to 0 the

value of f  i  is 0.5. By varying α, different shapes of the function can be obtained,
which adjusts the abruptness of the function as it changes between the two asymptotic
values.
The sigmoid function f  i  and its derivative with respect to 𝛼, f   i  , are shown in
figure 6-10 and expressed as follows:
f  i  

e  i
(1  e i )2

Note that as i tends to +∞ or -∞ the value of

value of

(6.10)

df
tends to 0, and when i is equal to 0 the
di

df
1
is
.
di
4
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Figure 6-10: Sigmoid function and derivative of sigmoid function
The output of the proposed ANN is expressed as
o W ob W ox f W ix i W jx j W xb  W oy f W iy i W jy j W yb 

(6.11)

where i is the speed error and j is the integral of the speed error.
The output of a classical PI controller is

o  K Pi  K I j

(6.12)

This controller gives zero output when i and j are both zero. To obtain a neural
network controller which mimics the PI controller, the conditions in equations (6.13) and
(6.14) will need to be met:
W jx W iy  0

(6.13)

W bx W by  0

(6.14)
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The saturation limits of the controller are set by the values of Wox by Woy and
would be determined by hardware, meaning that Wbo would generally be known. The
output of the neural network controller reduces to
o W ox  f (Wix i ) W oy f (Wjy j )  Wob

(6.15)

Differentiation of the PI controller output with respect to i gives the proportional
gain K P , while differentiation of the output with respect to j gives the integral gain K I .
Differentiating the neural network controller output with respect to i when i is zero, and
recalling that f is a sigmoid function, gives:

df W ix i 
do
1
W ox
W ox W ix
di
di
4

(6.16)

Setting this equal to the proportional gain gives
do
 KP
di

(6.17)

1
K P W ox W ix
4

(6.18)

W ix  4K P /W xo

(6.19)

Rearranging (6.18) gives
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Differentiation of the neural network controller output with respect to j when j is zero
gives

df W jy j 
do
1
W oy
W oy W jy
dj
dj
4

(6.20)

Setting this equal to the integral gain gives

do
 KI
dj

(6.21)

1
K I W oy W jy
4

(6.22)

Rearranging (6.22) gives the following:
W jy  4K I /W yo

(6.23)

The above tuning method produces a neural network controller with initial
weights and biases that mimic a PI controller, but with the traditional constant gains 𝐾𝑃
and 𝐾𝐼 replaced with non-linear sigmoid functions. A set of weights has been used to
create a suitable map which makes the neural network have more degrees of freedom and
a more local character.

6.4.2

Simulation Results and Discussion
In order to verify the effectiveness of the ANN based speed controller for the IM

drive, several tests are conducted. The aim of using ANN is to create a suitable map. This
map has to have more degrees of freedom and a more local character than the
conventional PI controller. To train a controller based on the integrated squared
difference over a set period of time, it is preferable to develop a model of the system and
train it before uploading the controller to the actual system. For online training it is best
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to select the most sensitive parameters based on simulation and adjust only those
parameters step by step in time. However, the ANN controller map must be able to
mimic the conventional PI controller when there is no change in its parameters.
For comparative evaluation purposes, a PI controller-based IM drive system has
been implemented and tested. Furthermore, extensive simulations have been carried out
in order to evaluate the performances of both the ANN and PI techniques at different
operating conditions. The performances of the IM drive for both the conventional and
proposed speed controllers are investigated for step changes in command speeds and load
torque.
The simulated performances of the IM drive system are shown in figures 6-11 to
6-16. Figures 6-11 and 6-14 show the simulated speed responses for ANN and PI based
speed controller performances respectively, when the rated load is applied to the IM. It
should be noted that the two responses follow the tracking of the command speed. It is
evident from figure 6-11 that the ANN-based speed drives have a capability to reject the
load disturbance applied to the IM, similar to the conventional PI speed controller.
Figures 6-12 and 6-15 show the torque responses of both controllers with load torque (2
Nm) applied at 1 sec. The corresponding stator currents of the ANN and PI controllerbased IM drives are shown in figures 6-13 and 6-16, respectively.
From these results, it is clear that the ANN controller has been successfully tuned,
via the off-line PI-referenced method presented in this section, to exhibit performances
equal to those obtained with the conventional PI controller upon which it is based. The
results show that under the conditions presented here, the ANN controller is, in fact,
producing control signals in agreement with the reference PI controller.
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6.5 Experimental Results and Discussion
The control algorithm for the ANN-based IM drive was implemented through
software by developing a program in ANSI C language. After initializing the required
variables, the initial set of weights and biases attained from the offline training of the
ANN structure was downloaded.
This work evaluates the performances of the proposed ANN based drive system.
The result obtained for the PI controller is shown in figure 6-17 and the result for the
ANN controller is shown in figure 6-18.
The results show that the proposed drive system has the ability to follow the
reference speed under no load conditions. It should be mentioned that the effect of
sudden load impact on dynamic speed response and the evaluation of speed with
parameter variation of the ANN based IM drive were performed solely by computer
simulation, as depicted in figures 6-11 and 6-14. It can be noted for these experimental
results that the performance of the ANN controller is as accurate in following the
command speed as that of the PI controller. The results show that under the conditions
presented here, the ANN controller again, has the ability to perform similarly to the
reference PI controller.
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Figure 6-17: Experimental speed response of the drive for the step changes of the
command speed based on the PI controller, (div=10 rad/sec)
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Figure 6-18: Experimental speed response of the drive for the step changes of the
command speed based on the ANN controller, (div=10 rad/sec)
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6.6 Conclusion
It has been shown that a set of weights was derived using mathematical reference
to a conventional PI controller and used to create a suitable mapping, which characterizes
the artificial neural network possessing two neurons with more degrees of freedom. ANN
structures for this application are found to produce acceptably fast and accurate
command speed tracking. This is due to their precision, ease of implementation, capacity
to produce both positive and negative outputs, and quick convergence rates when used in
the ANN for IM drives. Simulation results reveal some of these interesting features and
show that the ANN network is appropriate for use as an alternative to the conventional PI
control of induction motors. Both simulation and laboratory test results are given to
verify the validity of this method.

6.7 Training Processes and Properties of Learning
A major advantage of artificial neural networks is their ability to learn from the
presentation of samples that demonstrate system performance. Once the network has
learned the relationship between inputs and outputs, it can generalize solutions, which
means that the network can produce an output close to the desired output of any
particular input value. Training a neural network means imposing a set of steps either to
increase or decrease the weights and thresholds of its neurons. Such an iterative
adjustment process, also known as a learning algorithm, aims to tune the network so that
its outputs are close to the desired values.
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6.8 Training Algorithms for Adaptive Artificial Neural Network
Artificial neural networks depend upon three things: input and activation
functions of the neuron, neural architecture, and the weight of each input connection.
Two of these things, input and activation function of the neuron and architecture of the
network, are fixed, while the third, the weights of each neuron, vary. Therefore, the ANN
performance is determined by the amount of these weights. These weights are initially set
to arbitrary values. Once the input neurons are fed in, the desired output will be
compared to each input of the neuron. Next, the entire neural network weights are
slightly adjusted to bring the network’s output more closely in correspondence with the
desired output.
Neural networks learn by particular algorithms called learning algorithms. Their
function adjusts network weights to improve their performance and minimize error, so as
to reach the optimum result of these weights, which enables the network to achieve the
best result. Figure (6-19) shows an adaptive general diagram of the way weights are
adjusted.
X1
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W2
Σ

Output

Neuron
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Wn

_
Error

Σ
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Figure 6-19: Adaptive diagram of adjusted weights
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By contrast, in this study, the Grid Search Method (GSM) is used to search for the
optimal weights required to make the neural network output converge to the desired
output, even in instances where the system encounters unpredicted changes in
parameters. The application of traditional artificial neural networks for motor drives
encounters several shortcomings. One of them is that a greater amount of off-line training
is necessary. This training takes a lot of time and depends upon detailed understanding of
motor performance for the particular drive system. A further shortcoming is that when
parameters outside the training set are found, poor drive performance may occur.
Therefore, to address these shortcomings, the previous section is focused on the
estimation of optimal initial weights with the aim of increasing speed of training. Limited
off-line training will be involved in order to determine a new training set for optimal
weights corresponding with desired output. The suggested method successfully produces
efficient performance regardless of the operating parameter conditions. Furthermore, this
method can be adapted easily to be used by different drive systems. For a more detailed
explanation of the Grid Search Method (GSM) discussed in this section, refer to sections
4.5 and 4.74.
What has to be highlighted here is to illustrate how optimal weights are selected. After
choosing the suitable size of the grid for every step, the desired output is compared to the
actual output, and the weights of each neuron are altered based on the amount of error
contributed. This error is squared, integrated, and stored. After many of these iterations,
the weights reach values that provide the least error. All of these errors are stored as data;
the size of data obtained depends on the grid size. Figure 6-20 demonstrates the
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flowchart of self-tuning weights using a grid search optimization method. The process of
selecting optimum weights is illustrated in figure 6-21.

Start
Read the Parameters ∆Wi ,
∆Wj Wi(max), Wj(max)

Set Wj=WjO

Set Wi=WiO

Calculate e2

Wi=Wi+∆wi

Store Wi , Wj, e2

Wj=WJ+∆wj

Yes

If
Wi < Wi(max)
No

Yes

If
Wj < Wj(max)
No
Process for Minimization

Figure 6-20: Flowchart of self-tuning weights using grid search optimization method
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Start
Read the Parameters ∆Wi ,
∆Wj Wi(max), Wj(max)

Set Wj=WjO

Set Wi=WiO

Wj=WJ+∆wj

Wi=Wi+∆wi

If
e > eo2(min)
No

Yes

Yes

2

If
Wi < Wi(max)

e2o(min)=e2o,
Wi(min) = Wi,
Wj(min) = Wj

No
Yes

If
Wj < Wj(max)

Stop

Figure 6-21: Flowchart illustrating the process of selecting optimum weights using GSM

The Grid Search Method (GSM) is in two stages. In the first stage, a coarse grid is
created based on the knowledge of the system. The optimum weights, Wi , W j , are those
that were calculated from optimum K p , and K i . Then the coarse grid is set up between
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weights, Wi versus W j and the squared error ( e 2 ) is evaluated at each point in the grid.
Next, simple logic is used to determine the Wi , W j point that has smallest squared error (
e 2 ). In the second stage, an error squared ( e 2 ) versus Wi quadratic equation is fitted

through the smallest squared error ( e 2 ) point, and neighbouring points east ( Wie ) and
west Wiw . Following this, setting the derivative of the squared error ( e 2 ) with respect to
Wi to zero (e2 / Wi )  0 and solving for the Wi gives the optimum weight ( Wi ). A similar

approach using neighbouring points north ( Win ) and south ( Wis ) gives the optimum
weight ( W j ).

To express this in mathematical terms a quadratic formula is used as

indicated in the equations (6.24) and (6.25).

 qe  a  bWie  cWie2

2
 q p  a  bWip  cWip
q  a  bW  cW 2
iw
iw
 w

(6.24)

 qn  a  bW jn  cW jn2

2
q p  a  bW jp  cW jp
 q  a  bW  cW 2
js
js
 s

(6.25)

These optimum values should be the same as the optimum values based on K p and K i .
When these three points are placed in (6.24) and (6.25), both sets of equations
should produce zero values. In figure (6-22), the minimum point on the surface is going
to occur when the slope with respect to Wi and the slope with respect to W j are both
zero.
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2

Figure 6-22: Error Square ( e ) versus weights ( Wi ,W j ) bowl

Using the above quadratic equations (6.24) and (6.25), coefficients (a, b and c)
are calculated, followed by the derivatives of q with respect to Wi , W j . These derivatives
are set to zero in order to find the weight at the minimum.

It should be noted that the plot in a two dimensional plane as demonstrated in
figure (6-23) is for squared error function versus one of directional weight ( Wi , W j ).
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Figure 6-23: Error Square ( e ) versus weights ( Wi )

6.8.1

Simulation Results Using Grid Search Method
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, a series of

simulation tests are conducted and observed under different operating conditions
including step change in speed command and change in load command using
MATLAB/SIMULINK. As illustrated in figures 6-24 to 6-37, the actual performances of
speed response when the motor is run and the training algorithm is initialized by weights
that are initially set to arbitrary values. As visible from figures 6-24, 6-25, 6-26, 6-30 and
6-31 the performance fluctuates in the beginning, which is expected because optimum
weights are not used. The performance gradually improves, however, as a result of the
minimized resulting difference error. The normalized integrated square error (ISE)
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training law determines the value of the weights. After a certain number of iterations,
the weights are slightly adjusted to bring the networks’ output more closely in
correspondence with the desired output. When the weights are properly adjusted and
reach their optimum values, the speed performance accurately tracks speed
command, as demonstrated in figure 6-27. The same principle is repeated, but only
the rated load (2 Nm) is applied to the motor, with other different step changes in
speed command given, as illustrated in the figures 6-25 to 6-34. It is worth
mentioning that the slight dip caused by the load, quickly recovers from the load
disturbance.
Speed difference affects the torque and current performance, a relationship
which is demonstrated explicitly in figures (6-32), (6-35), (6-36), and (6-37), which
correspond to the speed command illustrated in figure (6-24) and (6-27). Small
disturbances of currents occur at the initial startup of the motor from standstill. At
step change, the current response also changes significantly, but within a short time it
recovers and at the sudden load disturbance there is a slight change in currents. This
work has located the optimum proportional and integral gains corresponding to the
minimum objective function over the grid for the self-tuning ANN controller. It is
obvious from simulation results that the proposed approach is proven to be robust for
IM drive applications. Additionally the developed algorithm approach is capable of
high precision rotor speed tracking. Further, according to the simulation results, the
proposed algorithm performs efficiently for speed control of the FOC IM model.
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Figure 6-24: Initial speed response at 100
rad/sec without load

Figure 6-27: Final speed response at 100
rad/sec without load

Figure 6-25: Initial speed response at 100
rad/sec for load (2 Nm) applied at 0.5 sec

Figure 6-28: Final speed response at 100
rad/sec for load (2 Nm) applied at 0.5 sec

Figure 6-26: Initial speed response at 100
rad/sec for load (2 Nm) applied at 1 sec.

Figure 6-29: Final speed response at 100
rad/sec for load (2 Nm) applied at 1 sec.
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Figure 6-30: Initial speed response at 115
rad/sec for load (2 Nm) applied at 1 sec

Figure 6-33: Final speed response at 115
rad/sec for load (2 Nm) applied at 1 sec

Figure 6-31: Initial speed response at 150
rad/sec for load (2 Nm) applied at 0.6 sec

Figure 6-34: Final speed response at 150
rad/sec for load (2 Nm) applied at 0.6 sec

Figure 6-32: Initial developed torque
corresponding to the speed illustrated in
figure (6.24)

Figure 6-35: Final developed torque
response corresponding to the speed
illustrated in figure (6.27)
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Figure 6-37: Final current response
corresponding to the speed illustrated in
figure (6.27).

Figure 6-36: Initial current response
corresponding to the speed illustrated in
figure (6.24).
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6.9 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, both fixed and self-tuning neural networks have been introduced.
In the first case, the weights in the neural networks are fixed and cannot be changed.
Therefore, the weights are predetermined according to the problem to be solved. For
instance, in motor applications where the PI is used to drive the motor, this chapter
demonstrates a method for estimating synaptic weights derived and used to represent a
fixed neural network. Hence, this method will speed up the convergence rate and reduce
the burden and expense on the processor required for carrying out all the computations.
The weights in self-tuning neural networks are changed by the grid search method
incorporated with the integrated squared error as a performance index, and have been
used to attain the optimum weights that are required by the neural network to make the
output network follow the desired output. Both schemes have been applied to the
induction motor drive. A series of tests has been undertaken in order to validate the
efficiency of these approaches. The simulation results obtained demonstrate their success.
In addition, a comparison of the results obtained with the traditional PI controller is
provided. Furthermore, implementation for the fixed neural network has been
successfully performed in the laboratory. All of the controllers except fuzzy logic were
made self-tuning. By adjusting breakpoints, the fuzzy logic could have been made selftuning. Since each of the intelligent controllers was designed to mimic the conventional
PI controller, each of them could be made self-tuning.
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Finite Element Controller Map Method (FECMM)

7.1 Introduction
It is known that induction motors (IMs) are the industry standard. Three phase induction
motors have been widely used in ac adjustable speed drives. Design and control of IMs
pose a challenge due to these motors’ non-linear behaviours, such as saturation,
temperature effects, parameter variations, etc. Extensive research exists in the literature
for finding the most desirable techniques to meet these challenges.
Most of these models, though, are complex, and depend upon particular
parameters. Furthermore, they incorporate assumptions that decrease the accuracy of the
mathematical model, which is not desirable.
Thus, it clearly still remains desirable within the motor control industry to design control
algorithms which achieve simplicity, better tracking performance, robustness against
parameter variations, saturation, load disturbance rejection, fast-tracking convergence
and adaptability in real time to variations in drive system behaviour.

Therefore,

advanced control algorithms are developed to address these challenges. This chapter thus
introduces a novel control scheme for induction motor drives based on a Finite Element
Controller Map Method (FECMM). This technique allows an approximate solution using
a linear combination of simpler functions. These simpler functions are called shape
functions. This approach of FECMM has the capability to provide high performances
including high efficiency, robustness, stability and fast convergence rate and creates a
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complex contour that provides a high potential for adaptation for industrial drives.
Furthermore, this FECM technique can also be upgraded to develop the algorithm for
offline tuning to adjust the values of element nodes for sudden changes in operating
conditions of the induction motor drives.
Before explaining this FECMM approach, it is necessary to define some of the concepts
associated with this technique.

7.2 Nodes
The boundaries of an element are identified by selected nodes, which are specific,
selected points used to determine basic unknowns by using approximation, interpolation,
or shape function. Any unknown point within the element can be identified using these
interpolation functions. There are two kinds of nodes: external and internal.
External nodes include nodes that are located either on the corners or along the sides of
an element. Internal nodes, rather, are located inside the element.

7.3 Coordinate Systems
The following terms are commonly referred to in FECMM:
(i)

Global coordinates

(ii)

Local coordinates

(iii)

Natural

coordinates
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7.3.1

Global coordinates

The global coordinates system is the system used to determine an entire structure’s
points. The Cartesian global coordinates system is often used to define ordinary cases.

7.3.2

Local coordinates

A local coordinates system is a different coordinate system employed for each element to
attain element properties in a convenient manner.

7.3.3

Natural coordinates

A natural coordinates system allows a point to be specified in an element using a set of
numbers with no dimensions, the magnitude of which is never greater than 1. The
coordinates of any point inside the element can be defined by assigning weight to those
coordinates. Therefore, this system has a feature such that the value for any particular
node has to be unity, while 0 is the value at all other nodes. When any element is
mapped according to the natural coordinates system, finding the properties for individual
nodes within the element is an easier process than with the Cartesian system, because the
algebra involved is simpler.
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7.4 Shape Functions
To obtain an approximate solution as close as possible to the exact solution, it is
necessary to assume the approximate solution, using a linear combination of simpler
functions. These simpler functions are called shape functions. The sum of all the shape
functions at any node must be equal to unity at that node, and zero at other nodes. This
condition has to be satisfied for all nodes on the element. The solution accuracy is only
ensured by the number of nodes assigned to the discrete element. Introducing additional
nodes results in increasing the order of the polynomial function, which consequently
improves the accuracy of the results, but the price is the amount of computational burden
(time) required.
The known values of the nodes in the field variable can be employed to determine the
approximate value of the unknown nodes within the element, using the interpolation
function of the nodal values. The finite element method formulation of the problem
domain results in interpolation functions which are usually expressed as polynomial
forms with independent variables. These functions are used to achieve necessary nodal
requirements [136-141].
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7.5 Isoperimetric Element
Assume the quadrilateral element that is illustrated in figure 7-1.

I

Y, I

I
E

4

E
3

I
0

I
1 E

X, E

2

E

Figure 7-1: Construction of quadrilateral element
To construct the expression for the shape function which relates to the quadrilateral
element, mapping this element directly in the Cartesian coordinates system is technically
difficult because the shape functions obtained will be complicated. Therefore, mapping
the element into natural coordinates (  ,  ) makes it easier to construct the shape
functions for any nodes within the element.
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7.6 Lagrange Interpolation Functions: Linear Rectangular Element

β

(-1,1)
4

4

3

(1,1)
3
α

1

2

1
(-1,-1)

2
(1,-1)

Figure 7-2Four-node quadrilateral element of Lagrange interpolation functions

Figure 7-3: Four-node quadrilateral element of Lagrange interpolation functions
The element shape and local coordinates for the four-node quadrilateral element are
shown in Figure 7-2.
In order to construct the shape functions, consider node 1 as an example. Node 1
disappears over nodes 2, 3 and 4, and must be made equal to unity at node 1 by adjusting
c in equation (7.1). Node 1 vanishes on the lines 1    0 , 1    0 .

Therefore, 𝑁1 takes the form
N 1  ,    c L23 L34

(7.1)

where the symbol L23 , L3 4 denotes the local coordinate line that passes through nodes
2 and 3, nodes 3 and 4 respectively
N 1  ,    c 1   1   
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(7.2)

To find 𝑐, the shape function at node 1 ( N1 ) must be equal to unity, and the natural
coordinates  ,   have to be made equal to their corresponding point, which in this
case is (–1, –1). This leads to
N 1  1,  1  c *2*2  4c  1  c  1/ 4

(7.3)

N1  ,    1/ 4 1   1   

(7.4)

Next, to construct the shape function for node 2, N 2 vanishes along the lines 1    0 ,

1    0 Let
N 2  ,    c 1   1   

(7.5)

N 2  1 at  ,    1,  1 , this leads to c  1/ 4
N 2  ,    1/ 4 1   1   

(7.6)

Similarly, applying the same principle as above,
N 3  ,    1/ 4 1    (1   )

(7.7)

N 4  ,    1/ 4 1   1   

(7.8)

Once shape functions have been identified, formulation of higher order polynomial
functions for quadrilateral elements is developed according to Pascal’s triangle for the
Lagrange quadrilateral elements, as shown in figure 7-3.
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Figure 7-4: Triangle used to determine binomial coefficients
Pascal’s triangle reveals the number of required nodes for modeling the solution region
of the field problem for any order with great accuracy.
Figure 7-3 illustrates the triangle, which defined as the array of the missing binomial
coefficients. For example, for a polynomial having four terms, the missing binomial
coefficients can be obtained if the following expression is selected from the triangle.

E  ,    a1  a2  a3   a4
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(7.9)

7.7 Finite Element Controller Map Method
Normally, a Finite Element Method (FEM) is used to find the solution of the boundary
conditions problem governed by partial differential equations (PDE). Many PDEs cannot
be solved analytically but are usually solved using numerical methods to obtain an
approximate solution. The solution generated by this method is an approximation of the
real solution to the PDEs. However, in this study, the FEM is used to construct a
controller map. The finite element controller map method depends on the number of
nodes assigned within the discrete finite elements.

However, in this study a finite

element controller differs from what has been published, and is used to create a map of
the output response. This map has more degrees of freedom and a more local character.
At a point within a finite element, the control signal Q is given as the sum of scaled
shape functions:
Q  N. m

(7.10)

where m is the control signal at a node and N is a shape function. The shape functions are
generally given in terms of local coordinates. Each local coordinate has a range -1 to +1.
For a PI controller, the global coordinates would be the error E and the integral of error I.
At a point within an element, the global coordinates can be written as
E  N.a

(7.11)

I  N. b

(7.12)

where a and b are nodal values of E and I respectively. At any instant in time, the current
values of E and I would be known. Simple geometry can be used to determine which
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element contains the operating point. Then the E and I equations can be used to find the
local coordinates of the operating point. Once the local coordinates are known, the
control signal Q can be calculated.

For a three-dimensional (3-D) PID element, the shape functions are as follows:

N1  1/ 8 1   1   1   

N 2  1/ 8 1   1   1   

N3  1/ 8 1   1   1   

N 4  1/ 8 1   1   1   

N5  1/ 8 1   1   1   

N 6  1/ 8 1   1   1   

N 7  1/ 8 1   1   1   

N8  1/ 8 1   1   1   

(7.13)

where  ,  and  are local coordinates. Each has a range -1 to +1.
The global coordinates are the error ( E ), the integral of error ( I ), and the derivative of
error ( D ). The local versus global connection is shown as follows:

E   N .a
I   N .b

(7.14)

D   N .c
where a, b and c are nodal values of E, I and D.
Higher order PID shape functions would produce a more complex PID map.

Linear PI shape functions for a 2-D finite element are expressed in the equations given
below:
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N1  1/ 4 1   1   
N 2  1/ 4 1   1   
N 3  1/ 4 1   1   

(7.15)

N 4  1/ 4 1   1   
The local versus global connection is given as follows:
E   N .a
I   N .b

(7.16)

Linear P shape functions for a 1-D finite element are expressed as follows:
N1  1/ 2 1   
N 2  1/ 2 1   

(7.17)

The global coordinate is the error ( E ). The local versus global connection is given
as
E   N .a
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(7.18)

7.8 Finite Element Maps
A classic controller is commonly used in order to regulate the motor speed in a closed
loop and achieve decoupled rotor flux and torque control. The PI speed controller
generates the reference torque command. These torque and rotor flux reference
commands are utilized to generate the motor d-q reference currents as indicated in figure
7-4. Consequently, the rotor flux angle 𝜃𝑒 for field orientation is obtained from adding
the measured rotor speed to the calculated slip angle based on motor parameters. The
classical PI controller was used to generate data to the finite element controller. Two
typical types of FECMM are used in this study. One of them has nine elements, while the
other has only five elements to minimize the computational burden (time) required by the
scheme.
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Figure 7-5: Schematic diagram of vector control of induction motor
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7.8.1

Nine Element Controller Map

A finite element system map links inputs to outputs using scaled shape functions. For
example, typical mapping of a two-input and one-output finite element controller can be
depicted in a 3-D plot. The plot is often referred to as the control surface plot, such as the
one shown in figure 7-5. The typical finite element inputs are the signals of error  E 
and integral speed error ( I ). The finite element output ( Q ) is the controller action
obtained from a sum of scaled finite element shape functions. Figure 7-5 shows the entire
output controller surface of the system based on the 2-D PI shape function. The map has
9 rectangular elements with 16 nodes. Sets of elements are interconnected with a set of
specified nodes as shown in figure 7-6.

Figure 7-6: Output surface of proposed finite element controller based on 2-D PI shape
function (speed controller)
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Figure 7-7: Sets of elements interconnected with a set of specified nodes

Table 7-1: Control Signal at Nodes
E

–30

–10

10

30

–0.50

dd11
–97.8

dd12
–33.8

dd13
30.2

dd14
94.2

–0.15

dd21
–96.54

dd22
–32.54

dd23
31.46

dd24
95.46

+0.15

dd31
–95.46

dd32
–31.46

dd33
32.54

dd34
96.54

+0.50

dd41
–94.2

dd42
-30.2

dd43
33.8

dd44
97.8

I
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7.9 Simulation Results and Discussion

7.9.1

Nine Element Results
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed intelligent finite element

based on vector control of the IM drive, simulations are carried out under a variety of
operating conditions. The ratings and parameters for the tested induction motor are listed
in Appendix A. Several tests were performed to evaluate the performance of the
proposed method to ensure that it can operate in a wide range of conditions, in
MATLAB/SIMULINK. The speed responses were observed under different operating
conditions such as a sudden change in command speed, step change in load, etc. The
results are presented in this section.
Several tests were performed in this research to evaluate the performances of both the PIcontroller and the Finite Element Controller Map technique for IM motor drives. Speed
and current responses under various operating conditions, such as change in reference
speed, step change in load, parameter variations, etc., were observed. Tests were
performed to obtain the speed response for various reference speeds with full load.
Figures 7-7 and 7-10 demonstrate the responses of the FECM-based drive under the same
operating conditions. It is observed from Figure 7-10 that the performances of the
FECM-based IM motor drive system are comparable to those of the PI-controller-based
system. However, the PI controller-based drive system can experience overshooting
when a change in reference speed occurs. Although the PI constants are chosen to
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provide the critically damped speed response based on the available motor design
parameters, the motor parameters undergo change in actual operation. The designed PI
controller provides the speed responses with slight overshooting. The design values of
the PI controller were not modified because they provide reasonable rise times, which are
comparable with those of the FECM-based system. The PI controller may be redesigned
under damped conditions to reduce overshooting. In that case, the rise time becomes
sluggish. The speed response of the FECM-based system can be robust against the
change in operating conditions of step change in reference speed, or parameter variations,
if the nodes which created the shape function map are updated automatically.
As visible from Figure 7-7, the motor was running at no-load until the moment 1.04
seconds when the constant load torque (2N.m) was applied suddenly. A slight dip was
caused by the load, but it quickly and successfully recovered from load disturbance.
The FECM adjusts its output to this changing condition of sudden load impact and
provides appropriate control voltage so that the drive system responds according to the
reference speed. Figure 7-10 shows comparable responses between traditional PI and
proposed FECM-based systems. It is quite evident from figure 7-10 that the performances
of the FECM-based system are equivalent to those of the PI-controller-based system.
Since FECM nodes and output controller signal is calculated to mimic the conventional
PI, the good agreement is not surprising. While speed difference affects the torque and
current performance, this relationship is demonstrated explicitly in figures 7-8, 7-9, 7-11
and 7-12, which correspond to the speed command illustrated in figures 7-7 and 7-10.
Small disturbances of currents occurred at initial start-up of the motor from standstill. At
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step change the current response also changed significantly, but within a short time it
recovers and at the sudden load disturbance there was a slight change in currents. In
figure 7-12 phase currents blue and red lines converge eventually, since the speed
command is going to zero after 1 sec.
The FECM again is equivalent to the PI controller, as is evident from figure 7-10. This is
expected, as the FECM is designed to mimic the existing PI controller. It tracks the
desired speed quite accurately.
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Figure 7-8: Speed tracking response for
FECM technique with load (2 Nm)
applied at 1.04 sec.
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Figure 7-9: Developed torques of the
FECM technique corresponding to the
speed command given in Fig. 7-7 under
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Figure 7-12: Developed torques by FECM
and PI controllers corresponding to the
speed command given in figure7-10 under
the application of load (2 Nm) at 0.5 sec.
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Figure 7-10: Stator Phase Current of the
FECM technique corresponding to the
speed command given in Fig. 7-7 under
the application of load (2.0 Nm) at 1.04s
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Figure 7-13: Stator Phase Currents of the
FECM and PI controllers corresponding to
the speed command given in figure 7-10
under the application of load at 0.5 sec.
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7.10 Five Element Controller Map Method

7.10.1 Five Element with Four Nodes for each Element
The scheme strategy needs to determine where the global coordinates error
(𝐸) and integral of error (𝐼) are located. Then a logical statement can be used to
determine the suitable element corresponding to the error and integral of error. Then
local coordinates 𝛼 and 𝛽 each need to be computed. Once the local coordinates are
identified, the control function 𝑄𝑂 is calculated as a sum of the scaled shape. The control
strategy requires specifying the control signal as a sum of scaled shape functions.
This section is a complement to the previous section of chapter 7, but it will focus on the
five elements controller map instead of the nine elements map.
The location of global coordinates is determined to take advantage of controller
studies, particularly the PI controller. Regarding the elements, after determining the total
number of elements required, they need to be identified. Every single element is
specified by four nodes placed in its corners. Each node is determined by the following
formulae

 V V 
Vb  V1   3 1   h  h1 
 h3  h1 

(7.19)

 V V 
Vt  V7   5 7   h  h7 
 h5  h7 

(7.20)
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 V V 
VB  V4   2 4   h  h4 
 h2  h4 

(7.21)

 V V 
VT  V6   8 6   h  h6 
 h8  h6 

(7.22)

To specify each single element, and to make it simple and easy to be understood,
it is assumed that some points are placed as indicated in figure (7.13).

(h7, v7)

(h8, v8)

(h5, v5)

1

(h6, v6)

4

(h3, v3)

(h4, v4)
2

(h1, v1)

vB

vb

3

x

x

vT

x

x

vt

5

(h2, v2)

Figure 7-14: Four Node configurations for five discrete elements
For instance, when the error is greater than point 𝑉𝑏 while the integral error is lower than
a certain value, for example V3  0.15 , then the global coordinates will be considered to
be located in the element numbered one. The same principle is repeated with the other
four elements. Therefore, a logic statement is used to determine in which elements the
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global error coordinates are located. After specifying the element, it is necessary to
identify the local coordinates (𝛼, 𝛽). In order to do that, the following formula is used:

E0  M1E1  M 2 E2  M 3 E3  M 4 E4

(7.23)

where E0 represents the error that comes from Simulink and E1 , E2 , E3 , E4 represent the
error at each node located in the corners of all five elements.
In order to calculate the local coordinate 

, it is necessary to plug in the

corresponding value for each variable and then evaluate the expression. The expression
of E0 is given as:

E 0  1 / 4 1  α  β  αβ  E1  1/ 4 1  α  β  αβ  E 2
 1/ 4 1  α  β  αβ  E3  1/ 4 1  α  β  αβ  E 4

(7.24)

Combining like terms simplifies the polynomial expression given above. This creates the
form
G  E0  1/ 4  E1  E 2  E3  E 4 

(7.25)

X  1/ 4  E1  E 2  E3  E 4 

(7.26)

Y  1/ 4  E1  E 2  E3  E 4 

(7.27)

Z  1/ 4  E1  E 2  E3  E 4 

(7.28)

By replacing an expression consisting of multiple variables with a single given variable,
G  Xα  Yβ  Zαβ

(7.29)

α   G  Yβ  Zαβ  / X

(7.30)

The same method is used for integral error I0:
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I0  M1I1  M2 I2  M3I3  M4 I4

(7.31)

where I0 represents the integral error that comes from Simulink and I1 , I2 , I3 , I4 represent
the integral errors at each node located in the corners of all five elements.
For the purpose of determining the local coordinate 𝛽, it is necessary to insert the
corresponding value for each variable and then evaluate the expression. Expansion of I0
gives the following formulae:

I0  1 / 4 1        I1  1/ 4 1        I 2
 1/ 4 1        I3  1/ 4 1        I 4

The N

(7.32)

H  I0  1/ 4  I1  I2  I3  I 4 

(7.33)

U  1/ 4  I1  I2  I3  I4 

(7.34)

V  1/ 4  I1  I2  I3  I4 

(7.35)

W  1/ 4  I1  I2  I3  I4 

(7.36)

N  Uα  Vβ  Wαβ

(7.37)

   N  Uα  Wαβ  / V

(7.38)

of equation (7.37) has two unknowns,  and  . Once the local

coordinates  ,  are known, the control function QO is computed as follows:
QO  M iQi

(7.39)

In other words, QO is the sum of the scaled shape, where Qi are control nodal values, and

M i is a shape function.
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7.10.2 Five Discrete Elements with Eight Nodes

There are five discrete elements which are used with eight nodes placed in the corner
and the mid-sides of a quadrilateral element. Each node in an element corresponds to a
shape function which has a unit value at that node and 0 at all other nodes. Local
coordinates (  ,  ) are used to define the shape functions.
β
β

(-1,1)
4

4

7

5

1-α+β=0

1+α+β=0

6

8
1

3

1-β=0 (1,1)
3 1-α=0
7

8

α

2

1+α-β=0
1+α=0

1

(-1,-1) Δ α

6
5

α

1-α-β=0
2 Δβ
1+β=0
(1,-1)

Figure 7-15 Element geometry and local coordinate system for eight node quadrilateral
configration

The image on the left side of Figure 7-14 illustrates the element geometry and
node configuration of the quadrilateral elements. The image on the right depicts the local
coordinate system for an 8 node quadrilateral element. The relationship between the
local coordinates  ,   and global coordinates (E, I) is given by the following equations:
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8

E  ,    Ni Ei

(7.40)

i 1

8

I  ,    Ni Ii

(7.41)

i 1

Writing the sum in expanded form gives
E  ,    N1E1  N2 E2  N3E3  N4 E4  N5E5  N6 E6  N7 E7  N8E8

(7.42)

I  ,    N1I1  N2 I2  N3I3  N4 I4  N5I5  N6 I6  N7 I7  N8I8

(7.43)

where 𝐸 and I are the error and integral error anywhere on the element, Ni is the shape
function, Ei and Ii are the error and integral error at the node i within the element, and
error and integral error nodal values are unknowns which should be determined from the
discrete global equation system.

The Lagrange shape functions for an 8-noded quadrilateral element are quadratics. The
corresponding shape functions are

N1  1/ 4 1   1        1 

N 2  1/ 4 1   1       1 
N 3  1/ 4 1   1       1 

N 4  1/ 4 1   1        1 

N 5  1/ 2 1   2  1   



N 6  1/ 2 1    1   2 


N 7  1/ 2 1   2  1   


N8  1/ 2 1    1   2 


Expansion gives
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(7.44)

E  ,    a1  a 2  a 3   a 4  a 5 2  a 6  2  a 7 2   a 8 2

(7.45)

I  ,    b1  b2  b3   b4  b5 2  b6  2  b7 2   b8 2

(7.46)

Where 𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , 𝑎3 , 𝑎4 , 𝑎5 , 𝑎6 , 𝑎7 , 𝑎8 , 𝑏1 , 𝑏2 , 𝑏3 , 𝑏4 , 𝑏5 , 𝑏6 , 𝑏7 and 𝑏8 are eight
generalized degrees of freedom of the element.
The given shape functions are inserted into the formulae (7.37) and (7.38), and simplified
by grouping all like terms together in order to calculate the local coordinates  ,   .
To solve the challenge under investigation, the following steps of the FECMM
are employed. First the full region of the relevant error and integral error variables is
discretized into quadrilateral elements. This can be accomplished by many controller
techniques, but in the current study the conventional PI controller is used to define the
full region. The developed algorithm generates the finite element grid. The grid is made
up of several arrays, of which the principle arrays are nodal coordinates. Element
connectivity arrays in the counter clockwise direction are used for the assembly process.
Second, to interpolate the field variables within the element, designated interpolation
functions in polynomials are employed. The polynomial’s order is determined according
to the number of nodes assigned to the element. Third, a logic statement is used in the
developed program to determine in which element the field variable is located. After
some manipulation to define all the coefficients required by the used polynomial
function, the local coordinates  ,   have to be defined.
Finally, in order to determine the control action, all the shape functions at each node
must be combined. Iterative methods are used in order to modify and update the local and
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global coordinates  ,   , (E, I), because they do not require much computational
burden (time) along with fast convergence, and are therefore preferable.
The color contours in figure 7-15 illustrates the geometry of the five element
configuration for curve sides with eight nodes. These are employed to develop the
algorithm. This could also be beneficial in generating a more complicated map with more
degrees of freedom. The three dimensional (3-D) is illustrated in figure 7-16.

Figure 7-16: Five Element for an eight node curve sides quadrilateral
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Figure 7-17: Finite element controller map (FECM) with eight nodes.
The FECM is used in the proposed application to control the induction motor drive,
and to confirm the validity of efficient algorithm. The proposed algorithm is first used to
mimic PI controllers, which require fixed nodes to be constrained to follow precise
speeds. Furthermore, numerous simulation tests have been applied to determine the
algorithm’s ability to lend itself towards being developed as an self-tuning controller.
This test is run based on the integrated squared difference over a set period of time. To
confirm the self-tuning capacity of this controller, arbitrary values are typically assigned
to two nodes located on the corner of the middle element, which have a higher
probability of being subjected to error. These nodes have been chosen because they are
more sensitive due to the fact that they are connected to two other elements, along with
their location in the element which takes place in the middle of the solution region,
making them more sensitive to error.
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In order to compare tracking speed at fast convergence rates, a PI controller-based IM
drive system has also been employed and tested. Additionally, drives at different
dynamic operating conditions have been assessed for performance by conducting a series
of simulation tests.
In order to validate the efficacy of the proposed approach, simulation and laboratory
experimental results are presented and discussed.
Through the use of this proposed technique, high performance speed tracking is
achieved. This technique can also be upgraded to develop the algorithm for offline tuning
to adjust the element nodes’ values for sudden changes in various operating conditions.

7.11 Grid Search Optimization
The finite element controller map method is integrated with the grid search
method. In this proposed work, it is used to determine the optimum values of the nodal
(𝑄𝑖 ) for different types of speed control and to continually adapt these nodal values
automatically in real-time. To minimize learning time and serve as a starting point,
initial gains are given to the nodal values corresponding to the minimum value of the
objective function over the grid, and then step size is set to arbitrary values for the nodal
𝑑3 and 𝑑6 , respectively. Figure 7-17 provides the flowchart of how the program is
organized to adjust two nodes.
The algorithm is relatively simple to program compared to other optimization algorithms,
and also has the advantages of fast convergence and no requirement of accurate
knowledge of the system model. However, it is very inefficient in that it requires
extended computational time.
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The performance of the proposed grid search method to optimize specified corner nodes
with vector control is simulated and compared with that of the conventional fixed gain
proportional-integral controller under different speed commands, repetitive operations,
parameter variations, and load disturbances. The computer simulation and experimental
laboratory results are given to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed PID learning
controller, showing its superiority to the conventional fixed PI controller.
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Start

Read the Parameters ∆d3 , ∆d6
d3(max), d6(max)

Set d6=d6O

Set d3=d3O

Calculate e2

d3=d3+∆d3

Store d3 , d6, e2

d6=d6+∆d6

Yes

If
d3 < d3(max)
No

Yes

If
d6 < d6(max)
No
Process for Minimization

Figure 7-18: Flowchart of adjusting nodes using grid search optimization method
Initial numbers are given to node three (𝑑3) and node six (𝑑6), for instance, with value 1
and 2 going to these nodes respectively. After running the system, the desired response
will be compared with the actual output response generated by the five elements
controller map method. The resulting error will be squared and integrated through the
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objective function, and then stored as data. This process will be repeated numerous times.
The eventual data size will be determined by the step size of the grid. For each step, the
nodal value of d3 and d6 of the element varies based upon the corresponding amount of
error. Once this process has been repeated sufficient times, the nodal will attain a value
that results in the least error and makes the actual output converge and track the desired
output.
The optimum value, which has been attained from the process previously described, is
then plugged into the system, rather than a random value, to test the system response.
Additionally, another test is applied to further examine the system response when it is
being run by the five elements. In this test, instead of using a reference system, the input
step command is directly fed to the actual system, and the error between the step
command and actual system response is again squared and integrated. Then the same
sequence described in the flowchart is repeated many times to compare the optimum
value obtained by each test.
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7.12 Five Element Results with four nodes for each element

Figure 7-19: Initial speed tracking
response with FECMM without load

Figure 7-22: Speed tracking response
with FECMM controller without load

Figure 7-20:. Initial speed tracking
response with FECMM for load (2 Nm)

Figure 7-23: Speed tracking response
with FECMM controller for load (2 Nm)

Figure 7-21: Initial motor torque
corresponding to the speed given in
figure 7-18

Figure 7-24: Developed motor torque
corresponding to the speed given in
figure 7-21.
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Figure 7-26: Stator current
corresponding to the speed given in
figure 7-21

Figure 7-25: Initial stator current
corresponding to the speed given in
figure 7-18
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In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm, a series of simulation tests was
carried out on an indirect vector controlled induction motor drive using both a
conventional tuned PI controller and FECMM controller combined with the grid search
method to find and automatically adapt the optimum controller corner nodes. The speed
and current responses of the induction motor have been observed under different
operating conditions, such as sudden change in reference speed and step change in load.
Figures 7-18 and 7-19 show the speed of the proposed technique in the initial
stage and have fluctuations. This represents the response of the algorithm at initial startup, using semi-arbitrary gains and before the controller has had time to execute its selftuning process. Performance then improves gradually before reaching optimization, as
illustrated in figures 7-21, and 7-22, where motor speed is shown to converge to the
desired speed. It is also clear from the figures that the algorithm has high precision in
tracking the command speed and is able to recover quickly from load disturbances.
Figure 7-20 and 7-23 is the torque response obtained by the developed algorithm.
However, these two responses seems almost same. These two torques correspond to the
same speed command. However, two nodes were initially set to an arbitrary plus and
minus value, after a certain amount of time the system response was gradually improved.
That is why the simulation results obtained for both developed torques corresponding to
the same speed command were quite close in their response.
Figure 7-24 shows that a small disturbance of stator current occurred at the initial
startup of the motor from standstill. At step change, the current response also fluctuated
significantly but recovered within a short time, and at the sudden load disturbance there
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was also current fluctuation. These disturbances are eliminated after the self-tuning
process, as shown in figure 7-25. Along with these figures 7-21 and 7-22 show that after
the self-tuning process, the controller has reached a performance standard at least equal
to that of an optimally tuned fixed gain PI controller. The GSM based controller has
located the optimum proportional and integral gains corresponding to the minimum
objective function over the grid for the self-tuning PI controller.

7.13 Five Element Results with Eight Nodes

Figure 7-27: Initial start of speed tracking
response for PI & FECM controllers
without load

Figure 7-28: Simulation response for
speed tracking of PI & FECM controllers
at the end of the time period without load

Figure 7-29: Initial start of speed tracking
response for PI & FECM controllers with
load torque (2 Nm)

Figure 7-30: response for speed tracking
of PI & FECM controllers at the end of
the time period with load torque (2 Nm)
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Figure 7-31: Initial speed tracking
response for PI & FECM controllers with
load torque (1 Nm) of full rated load

Figure 7-32: Simulation response for
speed tracking of PI & FECM controllers
at the end of the time period with load
torque (1 Nm)

Figure 7-33: Simulated torques of the PI
& FECM controllers corresponding to the
speed command given in figure 7-30
under the load torque (1 Nm)

Figure 7-34: Simulated currents of the
PI & FECM controllers corresponding
to the speed command given in figure
7-30 under the load torque (1 Nm)

The speed control of the vector control in figure 7-4 is achieved using an FECM
algorithm. The conventional PI controller is replaced by the FECM and the fixed eight
nodes located on corners and mid-sides of a quadrilateral element are assigned based on
corresponding PI gains in order to mimic PI control. The aim of using FECMM is to
create an intricate map of the output response. To train a controller based on the
integrated squared difference over a set period of time, it is preferable to develop a model
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of the system and train it before uploading the controller to the actual system. For online
training it would be best to select the most sensitive parameters based on simulation and
only gradually adjust those parameters step by step in time. With fixed nodes these
inputs would seem to produce control which is proportional-like and integral-like,
respectively.
For comparative evaluation purposes, a PI controller-based IM drive system has
been carried out and tested. Furthermore, extensive simulations have been done in order
to evaluate the performances of both the FECM and PI techniques at different operating
conditions. The performances of the IM drive for both the conventional and proposed
speed controllers are investigated for step changes in command speeds and load torque.
Simulation tests have been conducted on a vector control for an IM drive, using a
traditional PI controller and an FECMM controller, to evaluate the effectiveness of the
proposed algorithm based speed controller for the IM drive. The IM speed and current
response have been investigated under conditions including sudden change in step
reference speed and step load change. It is obvious from figure 7-26 that there is no
significant difference between the traditional PI controller and the proposed technique
during the motor’s performance without load, and that both techniques accurately follow
the desired speed. Further, when load test is applied to the motor, both controller and the
proposed algorithm can track speed commands when rated load is applied to the IM, as
seen in figures 7-28, 7-30. There is only a slight dip in the speed performance at the
moment of applying load, and the only difference is the time to recover from load
disturbance, but both schemes converge to follow the desired speed. To examine the
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robustness and adaptability of the developed algorithm, simulation tests are run by giving
arbitrary values to two nodes. The results of this test, as shown in figures (7-27) and (729) indicate the capability of this technique to converge to the desired speed without
issue. Initially, it can be observed from the figure that the algorithm does not discretely
converge to the correct speed, and requires a slight extra rise time to do so. This is
because an arbitrary value was given to the two nodes, as already mentioned. Figure (732) and (7-33) show a developed motor torque and stator phase current corresponding to
the step speed command that has been shown in figure (7-29). The preceding simulation
results reflect the features of self-tuning the finite element controller map.
From these results, it is clear that the FECMM controller has been successfully
tuned, via the off-line PI-referenced method presented in this paper, to exhibit
performances equal to those obtained with the conventional PI controller upon which it is
based. The results show that under the conditions presented here, the FECMM controller
is, in fact, producing control signals in agreement with the reference PI controller.

7.14 Experimental Results and Discussion
To minimize complexity and computational capacity requirements, the output of
the control (Q) is the summation of all scaled shape functions used as indicated in
equation (7.6) Speed error can be used at each iteration to modify the local and global
coordinates  ,  , error (E) and integral speed error (IE) to produce the precise
command torque to minimize error. The drive signals for the inverter power switches are
derived from the output signals of the controller. In the current controller, the three-phase
current commands (i∗abc ) are compared with the actual stator currents (Iabc ), and then the
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resulting errors are used to switch the PWM inverter. The output of the inverter is
supplied to the stator of the induction motor.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed FECM algorithm, a series of
simulation tests are conducted and observed under different operating conditions using
MATLAB/SIMULINK. A picture of the experimental setup for an IM drive using DSP
board DSS1104 is illustrated in figure 7-34. In addition, real time experimentation is
carried out to confirm the efficacy of the developed algorithm for high performance
industrial ac drives. To evaluate the robustness of the proposed approach, the FECMM is
investigated under a sudden change in command speed and then the approach is verified
by carrying it out experimentally. It should be noted that the impact of sudden load
change on the speed performance of the proposed algorithm based IM drive was
determined solely by computer simulation, as illustrated in figures 7-28, and 7-30.
It is obvious from the experimental results demonstrated in figures 7-37 and 7-38
that performance of the proposed algorithm FECMM precisely follows the command
speed. However, while it currently experiences a slight delay, the aim is to soon develop
a still faster conversion rate. Generally, the results show that under the conditions
presented here, the FECMM controller is, in fact, producing satisfactory control signals.
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7.15 Experimental Drive Configuration
The control algorithm in this work is executed through the dSPACE DSP board
DSS1104, connected into a PC computer. The development software of the algorithm
works in a Matlab/Simulink environment. It is composed of two principle components.
Real Time interface (RTI) is its implementation software. The RTI is a Simulink toolbox.
It enables the configuration of the model by providing model blocks, which permit users
to access the dSPACE hardware. The IM parameters are listed in the table in Appendix
A. The IM is supplied by a three phase full bridge inverter using six IGBT’s and a gate
driver board. The control is done using dspace-DS1104 control board, which is interfaced
with a personal computer (PC) through the control panel. This panel has several
instrument devices such as digital to analog (D/A) converters which are required to read
the motor currents, analog-to-digital (A/D) converters to generate PWM pulses that are
needed to fire the gate of the IGBT, and position encoder interfaces. It also provides the
required digital input/output (I/O) ports and timer function such as input and output
captures, and generation of inverter pulses. The inverse Park’s transformations are used
to attain the three-phase reference motor currents from the reference direct and
quadrature axis currents. The motor currents are measured by the current transducers and
represent the input to the DSP control board. The hysteresis current controller uses the
difference between the actual motor currents and the equivalent reference motor currents
to create the three-phase PWM pulses to trigger the bridge inverter IGBTs. The output
voltages from the inverter are used to supply the IM with appropriate voltages and
frequency corresponding to the operating condition. An incremental encoder position
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sensor delivering 2500 pulses per revolution is installed on the IM rotor shaft to detect
rotor position and speed. This is then fed back to the DSP board through an encoder
interface. The DC voltage required for VSI (VSI) is obtained from a three phase diode
bridge rectifier. To reduce voltage ripple, a capacitive filter is connected at the end
terminal of the DC link. The Digital to Analog (D/A) channels are used to deliver the
desired signals to the oscilloscope. The DC machine can be coupled to the IM to
represent a load applied to the motor. The sampling frequency utilized in this application
is 15 kHz.

Figure 7-35 Experimental setup for IM drive using DSP board DSS1104
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7.16 Experimental Results and Discussion
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed FECMM algorithm, a series
of simulation tests are conducted and observed under different operating conditions using
MATLAB/SIMULINK. In addition, real time experimentation is carried out to confirm
the efficacy of the developed algorithm for high performance industrial ac drives.
Additionally, a comparative performance analysis between the proposed scheme and a
traditional PI controller is provided to emphasize the validity and robustness of the
algorithm. The results obtained for the FECMM controller with five elements and eight
nodes located around each element are shown in figures 7-38, 7-39, and the result for the
PI controller is shown in figures 7-36, 7-37. To evaluate the robustness of the proposed
approach, FECMM is investigated under a sudden change in command speed and then
verified by carrying it out experimentally. It should be noted that, the effect of sudden
load change on dynamic speed performance and the evaluation of speed with parameter
variation of the proposed algorithm based IM drive were performed solely by computer
simulation, as illustrated in Figures 7-29, 7-31. It is obvious from these experimental
results that the performance of the FECMM follows the command speed more accurately
compared the performance of the PI controller. Additionally, the FECMM has faster
convergence to the desired speed and has no overshoot in contrast with the PI controller.
Generally, the results show that under the conditions presented here, the FECM
controller is, in fact, producing control signals in agreement with the reference PI
controller, and better than the PI experimentally.
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Figure 7-36: Experimental speed
response of the drive for step changes of
command speed based on PI controller,
(div=10 rad/sec)

Figure 7-38: Experimental speed
response of the drive for step changes of
command speed based on FECM
controller for five element, (div=10
rad/sec)
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Command Actual
Speed
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Actual
Speed

Figure 7-39: Experimental speed
response of the drive for the step
changes of the command speed based on
FECM controller for five element,
(div=10 rad/sec)

Figure 7-37: Experimental speed
response of the drive for the step
changes of the command speed based on
based on PI controller, (div=10 rad/sec)
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Other results are obtained when the FECM controller has nine elements and four
nodes are placed at the corner of each element. After initializing the required variables,
the initial set of nodes (d3, d6) acquired from the knowledge of the system were
downloaded. The results obtained for the FECM controller are shown in figures 7-39 and
7-40. This work evaluated the performances of the proposed FECMM based drive
system.
The results show that the proposed drive system has the ability to follow the reference
speed under no load conditions. Iinitially, there is difference between command and
actual speeds, this is delay caused by power was supplied manually to the setup by use of
the switches.
It should be mentioned that the effect of sudden load impact on dynamic speed
response and the evaluation of speed with parameter variation of the FECMM based IM
drive were performed solely by computer simulation, as depicted in figures 7-7, and 710. It can be noted for these experimental results that the dynamic performance of the
FECMM controller shows that the transient associated with startup reveals a delay that
seems to occur before the actual speed begins to track speed command. Then the
transient gradually disappears so that there is a good agreement between actual speed and
speed command. The disturbance caused by the transient might be the result of motor
inertia.

The results show that under the conditions presented here, the FECMM

controller is, in fact, providing satisfactory performance.
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Figure 7-40: Experimental speed response of the drive for the step changes of the
command speed based on FECM controller for nine element, (div=20 rad/sec)
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Figure 7-41: Experimental speed response of the drive for the step changes of the
command speed based on FECM controller for nine element, (div=20 rad/sec)
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7.17 Conclusion
This current work contributes to the development of a novel controller scheme for
IM drives based on an algorithm using higher-order polynomial functions. The algorithm
creates a Finite Element Controller Map (FECM) of the output response of an IM drive
system. The polynomial’s order and map complexity is determined according to the
number of nodes assigned to the discrete element. The proposed control scheme achieves
high accuracy motion-tracking performance in a wide range of speeds, from low to high
even in the presence of load disturbance. In addition, the approach provides fast tracking
convergence and simple formulation functions. A comparison with the classical PI
controller is provided to highlight the superior performance of the proposed approach.
Furthermore, because the algorithm creates a complex map, it has the ability to go
beyond the PI controller. Consequently, the potential for adaptation is higher, as is the
potential for greater efficiency performance, including stability and disturbance load
rejection. Both simulation and laboratory test results are given to verify the validity of
this method.
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7.18 Chapter Summary
This chapter introduces a novel control approach called the Finite Element Control Map.
This map is characterized by multiple degrees of freedom and local character. The
complexity of the map’s shape depends on the number of nodes assigned within the
discrete finite elements. An application of these techniques is applied to an industrial
induction motor drive as a comparison to using the traditional PI controller. The
developed algorithms are applied to the same application by two different strategies. The
difference between the two strategies is the number of elements that are employed: one
uses nine elements, while the other one uses only five. To evaluate these techniques, a
series of simulation tests are conducted under a variety of operating conditions. The
simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed
algorithm. A comparison with other conventional PI controllers shows that the proposed
algorithm has achieved significantly better results for all studied cases. Additionally,
these techniques are implemented in the laboratory and achieve efficient performances.
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Comparative Simulation Results between Conventional PI, Fuzzy logic, Neural
Network and Finite Element Controller Map Based IM Drive

As mentioned early in sections 5.6, 6.5.2 and 7.9.1 that simulation results attained
using a conventional PI controller and developed controller algorithms (FL, NN, FECM)
were very close. However, with unchanged nonlinear IM model and parameters used
throughout the comparisons, a series of simulation tests are conducted to check and
evaluate the performance of the IM drive when operated by different controllers, which
include Conventional PI, Fuzzy logic, Neural Network and Finite Element Controller
Map Based IM Drive. The performance response of the IM drive for all four controllers
are compared and investigated under step changes in command speeds and load torque.
After analyzing figures 8-1, 8-2 and 8-3, it is clear that developed controllers
conventional PI, Neural Network and Finite Element Controller succeeded in converging
and tracking speed command. In contrast, from the same figures, fuzzy logic controller
shows satisfactory simulation results during no load applied to the motor drive, and
exhibits steady state errors when the motor speed is stepped down, and this is noticeable
when the load is applied.
It was also noted that the difference between the performances achieved through these
controllers are rise time, falling time and the fluctuations dip caused by the moment
when the load torque is applied.
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Firstly, the rise time is defined during the speed response rise from 10% to 90% of the
final speed response. Secondly, the rise time is also observed during the speed change
from 100 to 180 rad/sec.

Table 8-1 shows the rise time for conventional PI, fuzzy logic, neural network and finite
element controllers. Though in this application, there is no considerable variation in the
rise time between them,

Table 8-1: Rise time for conventional PI, fuzzy logic, neural network and finite element
controllers

Rise Time (sec)

Rise Time (sec)

0.0-100

100-180

Conventional PI

0.0659

0.0644

Fuzzy Logic

0.0677

0.0721

Neural network

0.0657

0.0645

0.0659

0.0644

Controller Type

Finite Element
Controller Map
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Figure 8-1: Speed tracking responses noload, 180 rad/sec

Figure 8-2: Speed tracking responses at applying load 2 N.m, 180 rad/sec
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Figure 8-3: Speed tracking responses at applying load 4 N.m, 180 rad/sec

Besides that, the settling time (𝑡𝑠 ) is also defined as the time after the actual speed
response remains within 5% of the command speed. It is determined first in the period
when the speed command changes from 0.0 to 100 and then, defined after from 100-180.
During this period the settling time (𝑡𝑠 ) for conventional PI, fuzzy logic, neural network
and finite element controllers are indicated in the table 8-2.
Although there was a very little difference in settling times between all the controllers,
the finite element controller and conventional PI controller are the same settling time,
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they take less time than the other controllers. The neural network was next to follow and
finally the fuzzy logic.

Table 8-2: Settling time for conventional PI, fuzzy logic, neural network and finite element
controllers

Controller Type

Settling Time (sec)
0.0-100

Settling Time (sec)
100-180

Conventional PI

0.390

0.889

Fuzzy Logic

0.395

0.910

Neural network

0.390

0.892

Finite Element
Controller Map

0.390

0.889

In addition, the FL controller response under transient load conditions exhibits a
large dip fluctuation caused by load unlike the other developed controllers; this is
obviously clear in figures 8-2 and 8-3.

Moreover, in order to evaluate between these simulation results, Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE) was used. RMSE is often used as a measure of the deviation between
sample data attained from the actual motor drive and the data speed response obtained
from reference PI. These deviations are called residuals. The calculations are performed
over the data sample that was collected for estimation.
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RMSE 

(R  R

PI

)2

(8.1)

n

RMSE is always positive and shows the accuracy of fit to the data. A lower RMSE
indicates a higher accuracy.

Table 8-3: Root Mean Square Error for Fuzzy logic, neural network and Finite element
controllers

Controller Type

No load

Load Torque
2.0 N.m

Load Torque
4.0 N.m

Fuzzy Logic

1.316

2.062

3.90

Neural network

0.062

0.099

0.11

Finite Element
Controller Map

0

0

0

The RMS results show that the error between the Finite Element controller and the PI
controller is zero whereas for the Neural Network controller the error is small while for
the Fuzzy Logic controller it is large.

A Simulink diagram was created that ran PI, Fuzzy Logic, Neural Network and Finite
Element simulations in parallel. Each simulation had the same blocks for the system and
the same command and disturbance. The only difference between each simulation was
the controller. Each controller had the same saturation limits. With known saturation
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limits and known PI gains, the PI equations were used to find the error and the integral of
the error where the controller hit the saturation limits.

The control signal equation for a conventional PI controller is

Q  KP E  KII

(8.2)

where
I 

 E dt

(8.3)

The error at onset of saturation ES and integral of error at the onset of saturation IS

ES  QPS / K P

(8.4)

IS  QIS / K I

(8.5)

where the control signal saturation levels QPS and QIS as well as the gains K P and K I
are known. Plus and minus these PI saturation values were used to set the corner node
locations of the center element of a 9 element map. The PI control signal equation was
used to set the control signal at these nodes and the nodes of the other elements. This
made the FE and PI maps identical.

The FE equation for each element is

Q  Nm
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(8.6)

where N is the shape function for a node and m is the control signal at the node. This
gave the control signal throughout the element.

For the center element in a 9 element map with 4 corner nodes, the shape functions
for the nodes are

N1  ¼ 1    1  

(8.7)

N2  ¼ 1    1  

(8.8)

N3  ¼ 1    1  

(8.9)

N4  ¼ 1    1  

(8.10)

The control signal Q throughout the element is

Q  N1Q1  N2Q2  N3Q3  N4Q4

Figure 8-4: Four-node quadrilateral element
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(8.11)

Note that at the node corner ( N 3 ) where   1 and   1

Q  0 Q1  0 Q2  1 Q3  0 Q4  Q3

(8.12)

At the center of the element where   0 and   0

Q  ¼

 Q1 

Q2  Q3  Q4 

(8.13)

 ¼ [ - QPS - QIS ]  [+ QPS - QIS ] + [ + QPS  QIS ] +[ - QPS  QIS ]   0
The MATLAB control functions for PI and FE are attached. In these codes LIMIT is the
saturation Q PS and LEVEL is saturation Q IS .

1 % Conventional PI Code
2
3
ONE=KP*ERROR;
4
if(ONE>+LIMIT) ONE=+LIMIT;
5
if(ONE<-LIMIT) ONE=-LIMIT;
6
TWO=KI*SUM;
7
if(TWO>+LEVEL) TWO=+LEVEL;
8
if(TWO<-LEVEL) TWO=-LEVEL;
9
CONTROL=ONE+TWO;

1 %
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

end;
end;
end;
end;

Finite Element Code
dd11=-LIMIT-LEVEL; dd12=-LIMIT-LEVEL;
dd13=+LIMIT-LEVEL; dd14=+LIMIT-LEVEL;
dd21=-LIMIT-LEVEL; dd22=-LIMIT-LEVEL;
dd23=+LIMIT-LEVEL; dd24=+LIMIT-LEVEL;
dd31=-LIMIT+LEVEL; dd32=-LIMIT+LEVEL;
dd33=+LIMIT+LEVEL; dd34=+LIMIT+LEVEL;
dd41=-LIMIT+LEVEL; dd42=-LIMIT+LEVEL;
dd43=+LIMIT+LEVEL; dd44=+LIMIT+LEVEL;
vv2=-LEVEL/KI; vv1=20*vv2; vv3=+LEVEL/KI; vv4=20*vv3;
hh2=-LIMIT/KP; hh1=20*hh2; hh3=+LIMIT/KP; hh4=+20*hh3;
h1=0.0; h2=0.0; v1=0.0; v2=0.0; d1=0.0; d2=0.0; d3=0.0; d4=0.0;
alpha=0.0; beta=0.0;
for j=1:3
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16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

for i=1:3
if (j==1) v2=vv2;v1=vv1;end;
if (j==2) v2=vv3;v1=vv2;end;
if (j==3) v2=vv4;v1=vv3;end;
if (i==1) h2=hh2;h1=hh1;end;
if (i==2) h2=hh3;h1=hh2;end;
if (i==3) h2=hh4;h1=hh3;end;
if (error<h2 && error>h1) alpha=2*(error-h1)/(h2-h1)-1;end;
if (sum<v2 && sum>v1) beta=2*(sum-v1)/(v2-v1)-1;end;
if (j==1 && i==1) d1=dd11; d2=dd12; d3=dd21; d4=dd22; end;
if (j==1 && i==2) d1=dd12; d2=dd13; d3=dd22; d4=dd23; end;
if (j==1 && i==3) d1=dd13; d2=dd14; d3=dd23; d4=dd24; end;
if (j==2 && i==1) d1=dd21; d2=dd22; d3=dd31; d4=dd32; end;
if (j==2 && i==2) d1=dd22; d2=dd23; d3=dd32; d4=dd33; end;
if (j==2 && i==3) d1=dd23; d2=dd24; d3=dd33; d4=dd34; end;
if (j==3 && i==1) d1=dd31; d2=dd32; d3=dd41; d4=dd42; end;
if (j==3 && i==2) d1=dd32; d2=dd33; d3=dd42; d4=dd43; end;
if (j==3 && i==3) d1=dd33; d2=dd34; d3=dd43; d4=dd44; end;
if (error<h2 && error>h1 && sum<v2 && sum>v1) break; end;
end
if (error<h2 && error>h1 && sum<v2 && sum>v1) break; end;
end
CONTROL=1/4*(1-alpha)*(1-beta)*d1+1/4*(1+alpha)*(1-beta)*d2 ...
+1/4*(1-alpha)*(1+beta)*d3 +1/4*(1+alpha)*(1+beta)*d4;

The finite element controller had 9 linear elements. The center element had error and
integral of error corner node coordinates corresponding to the saturation limits of the PI
controller. The PI equations were used to calculate the control signal at each node. So the
performance of the FE controller should exactly match that of the PI controller.

The weights of the Neural Network controller were chosen so that its gains at zero
error and zero integral of error matched the PI gains and it had the same saturation levels
as PI. The only difference between the Neural Network controller and the PI controller is
for PI the transition to saturation is abrupt or has a sharp edge where it hits saturation
while for NN the transition is gradual because of the S shaped squashing function. So
basically the NN controller should be close to the PI controller.
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The breakpoints of the Fuzzy Logic controller were chosen to make it
approximately match PI. Because of the minimum fuzzy logic rule, each component of
the controller does not necessarily contribute to the control signal. So an exact match
with PI is not possible. Only 4 rules were used for Fuzzy Logic. More rules would
greatly improve its performance.
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Conclusions, Contributions and Future Work

9.1 Conclusions

Induction machines are widely used in industrial applications. Consequently, much
attention has been given to the design and development of induction machine control.
Open loop control systems maintain the stator v/f ratio at a predetermined level to
establish the desired machine flux. The ratio is satisfied only at low or moderate dynamic
requirements. Field orientation technology can provide high performance control of the
induction motor by aligning a revolving reference frame with a space vector of selected
flux and allowing the induction motor to emulate a separately excited DC machine.
This thesis presents a field oriented control of the induction motor. The method of field
oriented control is widely used in controlling electric machines. The theory behind the
field oriented control has been described. The application of the theory of the field
oriented control on the induction motor has been demonstrated. The model of the
induction motor was derived from the “abc” coordinate frame through a conversion into
the “d-q” rotating coordinate frame. The demonstration shows that the electromagnetic
torque and the magnetizing field can be controlled by the q-axis and the d-axis current,
respectively.
A high performance motor drive should possess good command tracking and fast
dynamic responses, and these responses should be unaffected by the operating
conditions. Uncertainties are usually associated with motor parameter variations, external
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load disturbances and nonlinear dynamics of the motor. With the conventional PI speed
controller, the limits of the controller gains and the rate at which the gains change have to
be appropriately chosen. This makes the PI gains very sensitive to operating conditions,
and it is necessary to retune the gains manually at each operating condition to achieve the
desired response. Classical adaptive algorithms were applied to automatically adjust the
gains of the PI controller in this research in order to make the PI speed controller more
robust and responsive to changes in the operating conditions and to avoid manual
retuning. Though the use of adaptive controllers has been reported in the literature, this
research demonstrates the automated tuning of their gains in order to progress into more
advanced controllers, such as artificial neural network (ANN) controllers and the finite
element controller map.
An adaptive controller adjusts parameters based on the difference between the
desired response of the system and the actual response. Usually an integrated squared
difference is calculated and parameters are adjusted to minimize the error. In the basic
PID controller, the parameters that can be adjusted are its three gains. Another controller
parameter that is usually fixed is the saturation limit, however, there is a limited amount
of adjustment that can be done with only three parameters. A nonlinear polynomial type
PID can be developed with more parameters that can provide a more complex map, and
thus a better fit to the desired response. A piecewise PID can also be used where the
gains change when PID inputs cross certain thresholds. When the gains are made a
function of disturbance levels, the process is generally referred to as gain scheduling.
In this research ANN is used to develop a complex map that has many degrees of
freedom and a more local character. To train a controller based on the integrated squared
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difference over a set period of time, it would be best to develop a model of the system,
train it and then upload the controller to the actual system. For online training, the most
sensitive parameters are selected based on simulation and are adjusted step by step over
time.
Most researchers see neural network controllers as fundamentally different from the
classical PI controller. However, this study has shown that at the lowest level they are
basically the same. This is a new contribution. The network has one neuron for each
input. For PI, saturation is abrupt. For NN, it is gradual. This is really the only difference
between conventional PI and lowest level NN control.
The Finite Element Controller Map (FECM) has also been included in this research,
which is considered an original and main contribution. This type of controller has a
complex map like the ANN, but has more degrees of freedom and a more local character
than ANN which is ideal during real-time implementation when a large variation occurs
in the system. This work is considered to be new. There is no mention of FECM in the
available literature.
The quality of system control depends on the complexity of the controller map.
This thesis proposes to use finite element shape functions to construct a PI map. This is
unique and can be found nowhere else in the literature. The output of the map at finite
element nodes can be adjusted, as can the locations of the finite element nodes in the PI
plane. This makes it possible to construct maps with localized features that have very few
degrees of freedom.
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Initially, work was done with conventional PI controllers to gain experience
making a controller self-tuning. Then neural network squashing functions were used to
create a more complex PI map, which then was made self-tuning. Finally, a finite
element controller map was developed and made self-tuning. In each case, the map was
trained offline using a model of the system and made self-tuning by adjusting only the
most sensitive parameters. The maps were tested in a motor speed control system. To
minimize calculations, the work completed to date has used very simple linear shape
functions in the finite element map.
The thesis developed several intelligent controllers for induction motors, these
controllers were shown to mimic the conventional PI controller. This shows that the
coding for the intelligent controllers was developed properly. Each controller was made
self-tuning. The performance of each controller was checked experimentally.
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9.2 Contributions
1- Developed a simple fuzzy logic controller for an induction motor. Showed that the
break points in the controller determine the effective gains and saturations of the
controller.
2- Developed a simple neural network controller for an induction motor. In this case, the
weights in the controller determine the effective gains and saturations of the
controller.
3- Developed a novel finite element controller for an induction motor. In this situation,
the information at the nodes in the controller determines the effective gains and
saturations of the controller.
4- Simulated the controllers using Matlab SIMULINK. Parameters were chosen to make
them mimic PI. Root mean square error (RMSE) was Zero for FECM and Small for
NN and Large for FL. These results were expected.
5- Developed a simple self-tuning scheme for each controller based on a few parameters
that allowed each controller to be used and easy implemented.
6- Tested each controller in a lab induction motor.
Other researchers have used Matlab tool box for Fuzzy Logic and Artificial Neural
Networks controllers. No other researchers have used finite element controllers which
can have local character and could give robust control. The simple structure of the
intelligent controllers made them easier to make self-tuning.
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9.3 Future Work
1- Make controllers adaptive. Presently, only a few parameters are varied to make the
controllers self-tuning, in future work, more parameters will be allowed to be varied
online. This will make the controller adaptive and more robust.
2- Develop faster self-tuning algorithm. Presently, a simple a grid search technique is
used to make the controller self-tuning, in future work, a faster technique such as
Newton Raphson will be used to obtain an accurate and faster response.
3- Develop better optimum performance. Currently, the conventional PI controller with
optimum gain is used as the optimum performance, in future work, a more realistic
optimum performance will be developed.
4- Make controller maps more complex. Presently, the intelligent controllers are made to
mimic the conventional PI controller; this is a very simple, almost planer map. In
future work, parameters will be adjusted to allow for more complex maps with local
features such as jumps up or down.
5- Explore potential of asymmetric maps. Currently, the intelligent controllers are
symmetric in the sense that for every positive control signal, there is a corresponding a
negative control signals having the same magnitude. In future work, the potential of
maps that have different positive and negative magnitude will be explored.
6- Apply controller to other motors, currently the controller was applied to the induction
motor. In future work, they would be applied to motors like IPM.
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Appendices
Appendix A Parameters of Induction Motors
The parameters of of the 3, 208 V, four poles, 60 Hz squirrel-cage induction motor
used for the simulation studies and experimental work in the thesis are listed below.

Rated power

Prat  0.25 Hp

Rated stator voltage

Vrat LL  208 V

Rated frequency

f  60 Hz

Rated speed

ωr  1670 rev. / min

Rated current

1.2 A

Stator resistance

R s  12.5 Ω

Stator leakage inductance

Lls  0.03611

Rotor resistance

R r  3.833 Ω

Rotor leakage inductance

Llr  0.03611H

Mutual inductance

Lm  0.4955H

Number of pole pairs

P2

Moment of inertia of the rotor

J  0.05 kgm2

Coefficient of friction

B  0.001
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Appendix C

C.1 Command Current

Figure C-9-1Schematic diagram of indirect field oriented control

The Command Current block generates the command currents necessary to maintain the
desired rotor speed of the motor. To do this, rotor speed and rotor angular position are
necessary inputs. The schematic of the Command Current Generator block is shown in
figures C-1 (a) and C-1(b).
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Figure C-1 (a) Current flux and torque components
The command torque necessary to achieve the desired rotor speed is calculated as
explained in chapter 3. This command torque is then used to obtain iqs* and sl

,

equation (3.23), (3.25). Then, iqs* , ids* and ia* , ib* , and ic* are calculated. This block is
shown in figures C-1(a) and C-1(b).

Figure C-1 (b) Rotor flux angle
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C.2 Current Controller
The next block in the model represents the controller for the voltage source inverter.

Figure C-2 Hysteresis current controller

C.3 Voltage Source Inverter
The next block in the model represents the voltage source inverter which designed
according to the following equation, as indicated in the equation (C.1) and illustrated in
figure C-3.
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Van 
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Vcn 
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 1

 1
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Figure C-3 voltage source inverter
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C.4 Transformation to Stationary Frame
The IM model equations require V s and V s to give the outputs r and  r . Therefore,

Van , Vbn and Vcn , as obtained from the VSI, must be transformed to the stationary
reference frame (also known as α - β axes) . This is done using equation (C.2).
v  2 1
  
v  3 0

1 2
3 2

va 
1 2   
  vb 
 3 2   
 vc 
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Appendix D
D.1 Fuzzy logic controller for four rules

Figure D-1: Matlab function which generate the Fuzzy logic Program

1 function Q = fcn(E,I)
2 NE=0; NI=0; PI=0; PE=0; NN=0; NP=0; PN=0; PP=0;
3 % Fuzzy Logic
4 % PI Controller
5 % 4 Fuzzy Rules
6 % BE Error Break Point
7 % BI Integral Break Point
8 % Signal Break Points
9 % BQ1 BQ2
10 % Error E Integral D Control Q
11 % IF E IS N && I IS N THEN Q IS NN
12 % IF E IS N && I IS P THEN Q IS NP
13 % IF E IS P && I IS N THEN Q IS PN
14 % IF E IS P && I IS P THEN Q IS PP
15 % Data
16 BE=15; BI=0.5;
17 BQ1=10; BQ2=40;
18 GQ1=BQ1; GQ2=BQ2-BQ1;
19 HQ1=BQ1/2;HQ2=BQ1+(BQ2-BQ1)/2;
20 % Calculations
21 % Input Membership Values
22 if(E<-BE) NE=1.0; PE=0.0; end;
23 if(E>+BE) NE=0.0; PE=1.0; end;
24 if(E>=-BE && E<=+BE)
25 NE=1-(E+BE)/(2*BE);
26 PE=(E+BE)/(2*BE);
27 end;
28 if(I<-BI) NI=1.0; PI=0.0; end;
29 if(I>+BI) NI=0.0; PI=1.0; end;
30 if(I>=-BI && I<=+BI)
31 NI=1-(I+BI)/(2*BI);
32 PI=(I+BI)/(2*BI);
33 end;
34 % Output Membership Values
35 if(NE<NI) NN=NE; end;
36 if(NE>=NI) NN=NI; end;
37 if(NE<PI) NP=NE; end;
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38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

if(NE>=PI) NP=PI; end;
if(PE<NI) PN=PE; end;
if(PE>=NI) PN=NI; end;
if(PE<PI) PP=PE; end;
if(PE>=PI) PP=PI; end;
% Defuzzification
Q=(-NN*GQ2*HQ2-NP*GQ1*HQ1+PN*GQ1*HQ1+PP*GQ2*HQ2)/(NN*GQ2+NP*GQ1 ...
+PN*GQ1+PP*GQ2)
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D.2 Fuzzy logic controller with nine rules used instead of PI controller

Figure D-2: Matlab function which generate 9 rules Fuzzy logic Program

1 function Q = fcn(E,I)
2 NE=0; NI=0; PI=0; PE=0;NZ=0;ZN=0;PZ=0;ZP=0;ZZ=0; NN=0; NP=0; PN=0;
PP=0;
3 % Fuzzy Logic
4 % PI Controller
5 % 9 Fuzzy Rules
6 NE=0;ZE=0;ZI=0; NI=0; PI=0; PE=0; NN=0; NP=0; PN=0; PP=0;
7 % BE Error Break Point
8 % BI Integral Break Point
9 % Signal Break Points
10% BQ1 BQ2 NQ3 BQ4 BQ5
11% Error E Integral I Control Q
12% IF E IS N && I IS N THEN Q IS NN
13% IF E IS N && I IS Z THEN Q IS NZ
14% IF E IS N && I IS P THEN Q IS NP
15% IF E IS Z && I IS N THEN Q IS ZN
16% IF E IS Z && I IS Z THEN Q IS ZZ
17% IF E IS Z && I IS P THEN Q IS ZP
18% IF E IS P && I IS N THEN Q IS PN
19% IF E IS P && I IS Z THEN Q IS PZ
20% IF E IS P && I IS P THEN Q IS PP
21% Data
22 BE=10; BI=1;
23 BQ1=10.0; BQ2=20.0; BQ3=30.0; BQ4=40.0; BQ5=50.0;
24 GQ1=BQ1*2; GQ2=BQ2-BQ1;
25 GQ3=BQ3-BQ2; GQ4=BQ4-BQ3;
26 GQ5=BQ5-BQ4; HQ1=0.0; HQ2=BQ1+(BQ2-BQ1)/2;
27 HQ3=BQ2+(BQ3-BQ2)/2; HQ4=BQ3+(BQ4-BQ3)/2;
28 HQ5=BQ4+(BQ5-BQ4)/2;
29 % Calculations
30% Input Membership Values
31 if(E<-BE) NE=1.0; ZE=0.0; PE=0.0; end;
32 if(E>+BE) NE=0.0; ZE=0.0; PE=1.0; end;
33 if(E>=-BE && E<=0.0)
34
NE=1-(E+BE)/BE;
35
ZE=(E+BE)/BE;
36
PE=0.0;
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38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55%
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74%
75
76
77
78
79
80

end;
if(E>0.0 && E<=+BE)
NE=0.0;
ZE=(BE-E)/BE;
PE=1-(BE-E)/BE;
end;
if(I<-BI) NI=1.0; ZI=0.0; PI=0.0; end;
if(I>+BI) NI=0.0; ZI=0.0; PI=1.0; end;
if(I>=-BI && I<=0.0)
NI=1-(I+BI)/BI;
ZI=(I+BI)/BI;
PI=0.0;
end;
if(I>0.0 && I<=+BI)
NI=0.0;
ZI=(BI-I)/BI;
PI=1-(BI-I)/BI;
end;
Output Membership Values
if(NE<NI) NN=NE; end;
if(NE>=NI) NN=NI; end;
if(NE<ZI) NZ=NE; end;
if(NE>=ZI) NZ=ZI; end;
if(NE<PI) NP=NE; end;
if(NE>=PI) NP=PI; end;
if(ZE<NI) ZN=ZE; end;
if(ZE>=NI) ZN=NI; end;
if(ZE<ZI) ZZ=ZE; end;
if(ZE>=ZI) ZZ=ZI; end;
if(ZE<PI) ZP=ZE; end;
if(ZE>=PI) ZP=PI; end;
if(PE<NI) PN=PE; end;
if(PE>=NI) PN=NI; end;
if(PE<ZI) PZ=PE; end;
if(PE>=ZI) PZ=ZI; end;
if(PE<PI) PP=PE; end;
if(PE>=PI) PP=PI; end;
Defuzzification
AREA=NN*GQ5+NZ*GQ4+NP*GQ3+ZN*GQ2+ZZ*GQ1+ZP*GQ2+PN*GQ3+PZ*GQ4+PP*GQ5;
MOMENT=-NN*GQ5*HQ5-NZ*GQ4*HQ4 ...
-NP*GQ3*HQ3-ZN*GQ2*HQ2 ...
+ZP*GQ2*HQ2+PN*GQ3*HQ3 ...
+PZ*GQ4*HQ4+PP*GQ5*HQ5;
Q=MOMENT/AREA
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Appendix E
Neural Network Controller

1 % This is the code for Neural Network Controller used to imitate PI
Controller
2 function o = fcn(i,j)
3 wbo=-100; wbx=0.0;
4 wby=0.000; wbz=0.0;
5 wix=0.128; wjx=0.0;
6 wiy=0.0; wjy=0.144;
7 wiz=0.0; wjz=0.0;
8 wxo=100.0; wyo=100.0;
9 wzo=0.0;
10 x=wix*i+wjx*j+wbx;
11 y=wiy*i+wjy*j+wby;
12 z=wiz*i+wjz*j+wbz;
13 xx=1.0/(1.0+exp(-x));
14 yy=1.0/(1.0+exp(-y));
15 zz=1.0/(1.0+exp(-z));
16 aa=wxo*xx;
17 bb=wyo*yy;
18 cc=wzo*zz;
19 o=aa+bb+cc+wbo;
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Appendix F
F.1 Finite Element Controller Map for Nine Elements with Four Nodes
1 function control = fcn(error,sum)
2 LIMIT=50.0;
3 LEVEL=50.0;
4 KP=3.2; KI=3.6;
5
%dd11=-149.6; dd12=-53.6; dd13=10.4; dd14=106.4;
6
%dd21=-135.2; dd22=-39.2; dd23=24.8; dd24=120.8;
7
%dd31=-120.8; dd32=-24.8; dd33=39.2; dd34=135.2;
8
%dd41=-106.4; dd42=-10.4; dd43=53.6; dd44=149.6;
9
%vv1=-6; vv2=-2; vv3=2; vv4=6;
10 %hh1=-40; hh2=-10; hh3=+10; hh4=+40;
11 dd11=-LIMIT-LEVEL; dd12=-LIMIT-LEVEL; dd13=+LIMIT-LEVEL;
dd14=+LIMIT-LEVEL;
12 dd21=-LIMIT-LEVEL; dd22=-LIMIT-LEVEL; dd23=+LIMIT-LEVEL;
dd24=+LIMIT-LEVEL;
13 dd31=-LIMIT+LEVEL; dd32=-LIMIT+LEVEL; dd33=+LIMIT+LEVEL;
dd34=+LIMIT+LEVEL;
14 dd41=-LIMIT+LEVEL; dd42=-LIMIT+LEVEL; dd43=+LIMIT+LEVEL;
dd44=+LIMIT+LEVEL;
15 vv2=-LEVEL/KI; vv1=20*vv2; vv3=+LEVEL/KI; vv4=20*vv3;
16 hh2=-LIMIT/KP; hh1=20*hh2; hh3=+LIMIT/KP; hh4=+20*hh3;
17 h1=0.0; h2=0.0; v1=0.0; v2=0.0;
18 d1=0.0; d2=0.0; d3=0.0; d4=0.0;
19 alpha=0.0; beta=0.0;
20 for j=1:3
21 for i=1:3
22 if (j==1) v2=vv2;v1=vv1;end;
23 if (j==2) v2=vv3;v1=vv2;end;
24 if (j==3) v2=vv4;v1=vv3;end;
25 if (i==1) h2=hh2;h1=hh1;end;
26 if (i==2) h2=hh3;h1=hh2;end;
27 if (i==3) h2=hh4;h1=hh3;end;
28 if (error<h2 & error>h1) ...
29
alpha=2*(error-h1)/ ...
30
(h2-h1)-1;end;
31 if (sum<v2 & sum>v1) ...
32
beta=2*(sum-v1)/ ...
33
(v2-v1)-1;end;
34 if (j==1 & i==1) d1=dd11; ...
35
d2=dd12; d3=dd21; d4=dd22; end;
36 if (j==1 & i==2) d1=dd12; ...
37
d2=dd13; d3=dd22; d4=dd23; end;
38 if (j==1 & i==3) d1=dd13; ...
39
d2=dd14; d3=dd23; d4=dd24; end;
40 if (j==2 & i==1) d1=dd21; ...
41
d2=dd22; d3=dd31; d4=dd32; end;
42 if (j==2 & i==2) d1=dd22; ...
43
d2=dd23; d3=dd32; d4=dd33; end;
44 if (j==2 & i==3) d1=dd23; ...
45
d2=dd24; d3=dd33; d4=dd34; end;
46 if (j==3 & i==1) d1=dd31; ...
47
d2=dd32; d3=dd41; d4=dd42; end;
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48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

if (j==3 & i==2) d1=dd32; ...
d2=dd33; d3=dd42; d4=dd43; end;
if (j==3 & i==3) d1=dd33; ...
d2=dd34; d3=dd43; d4=dd44; end;
if (error<h2 & error>h1 & ...
sum<v2 & sum>v1) break; end;
end
if (error<h2 & error>h1 & ...
sum<v2 & sum>v1) break; end;
end
control=1/4*(1-alpha)*(1-beta)*d1 ...
+1/4*(1+alpha)*(1-beta)*d2 ...
+1/4*(1-alpha)*(1+beta)*d3 ...
+1/4*(1+alpha)*(1+beta)*d4;

F.2 Finite Element Controller Map for five Elements with Four Nodes
1 % this code is Finite elements controller map for 5 elements with 4
nodes
2
3 function control = fcn(error,sum)
4 d1=-149.6; d2=106.4;
5 d3=-39.2;d4=24.8;
6 d5=-24.8;d6=39.2;
7 d7=-106.4; d8=149.6;
8 v1=-6; v2=-2; v3=2; v4=6;
9 h1=-40; h2=-10; h3=10; h4=40;
10
11 %element=1;E0=0; I0=0; E1=0; E2=0; E3=0; E4=0;
12 %I1=0; I2=0; I3=0; I4=0;
13 i=error;
14 j=sum;
15
16 element=0;
17 % Slope between Elements 1#2 (v3-v1)/(h3-h1)=(vb-v1)/(h-h1);
18 h=error;
19 vb=v1+((v2-v1)*(h-h1)/(h2-h1));
20 % Slope between Elements 2#5 (v5-v7)/(h5-h7)=(vt-v7)/(h-h7);
21 vt=v4+((v3-v4)*(h-h1)/(h2-h1));
22 % Slope between Elements 1#4 (v4-v2)/(h4-h2)=(vB-v2)/(h-h2);
23 vB=v1+((v2-v1)*(h-h4)/(h3-h4));
24 % Slope between Elements 4#5 (v8-v6)/(h8-h6)=(vT-v6)/(h-h6);
25 vT=v3+((v4-v3)*(h-h3)/(h4-h3));
26 % if logical statement for finding Element #
27 if(error>h1 && error<h2)
28 if(sum>vb && sum<vt)
29 element=2;
30 end
31 if(sum<vb)
32 element=1;
33 end
34 if(sum>vt)
35 element=5;
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38
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40
41
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45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

end
end
if(error>h2 && error<h3)
if(sum<v2)
element=1;
end
if(sum>v2 && sum<v3)
element=3;
end
if(sum>v3)
element=5;
end
end
if(error>h3 && error<h4)
if(sum<vB)
element=1;
end
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56
57
58
59
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64
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67
68
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75
76
77
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if(sum>vB && sum<vT)
element=4;
end
if(sum>vT)
element=5;
end
end
% FINITE ELEMENTS
E0=0; E1=0; E2=0; E3=0; E4=0;
I0=0; I1=0; I2=0; I3=0; I4=0;
alpha=0; beta=0;
if (element == 1)
E1=h1; E2=h4; E3=h3; E4=h2;
I1=v1; I2=v1; I3=v2; I4=v2;
E0=error; I0=sum;
end
if (element == 2)
E1=h1; E2=h2; E3=h2; E4=h1;
I1=v1; I2=v2; I3=v3; I4=v4;
E0=error; I0=sum;
end
if (element == 3)
E1=h2; E2=h3; E3=h3; E4=h2;
I1=v2; I2=v2; I3=v3; I4=v3;
E0=error; I0=sum;
end
if (element == 4)
E1=h3; E2=h4; E3=h4; E4=h3;
I1=v2; I2=v1; I3=v4; I4=v3;
E0=error; I0=sum;
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90 end
91
92 if(element == 5)
93 E1=h2; E2=h3; E3=h4; E4=h1;
94 I1=v3; I2=v3; I3=v4; I4=v4;
95 E0=error; I0=sum;
96 end
97 M=E0-1/4*(E1+E2+E3+E4);
98 X=1/4*(-E1+E2+E3-E4);
99 Y=1/4*(-E1-E2+E3+E4);
100 Z=1/4*(E1-E2+E3-E4);
101 N=I0-1/4*(I1+I2+I3+I4);
102 U=1/4*(-I1+I2+I3-I4);
103 V=1/4*(-I1-I2+I3+I4);
104 W=1/4*(I1-I2+I3-I4);
105
106 for IT=1:60
107 %
108 alpha=(M-Y*beta-Z*alpha*beta)/X;
109 beta=(N-U*alpha-W*alpha*beta)/V;
110 end
111
112 D=[d1 d2 d4 d3;d1 d3 d5 d7;d3 d4 d6 d5;d4 d2 d8 d6;d5 d6 d8 d7];
113
114 control=1/4*(1-alpha)*(1-beta)*D(element,1) ...
115 +1/4*(1+alpha)*(1-beta)*D(element,2) ...
116 +1/4*(1+alpha)*(1+beta)*D(element,3) ...
117 +1/4*(1-alpha)*(1+beta)*D(element,4);
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F.3 Finite Element Controller for Five Elements with Eight Nodes

1 % This program is Finte Element Controller Map for Five Elements with
streight eight
nodes
2 function control = fcn(error,sum)
3 d1=-149.6; d2=-21.6;d3=106.4; d4=65.6;
4 d5=24.8; d6=-7.2; d7=-39.2; d8=-94.4;
5 d9=128; d10=149.6; d11=94.4;d12=39.2;
6 d13=32; d14=7.2;d15=-24.8; d16=-32;
7 d17=21.6; d18=-106.4; d19=-65.6; d20=-128;
8
9 v1=-6; v2=-4; v3=-2; v4=0;v5=2; v6=4; v7=6;
10 h1=-40; h2=-25; h3=-10; h4=0; h5=10; h6=25; h7=40;
11
12 element=0;
13 % Slope between Elements 1#2 (v3-v1)/(h3-h1)=(vb-v1)/(h-h1);
14 h=error;
15 vb=v1+((v3-v1)*(h-h1)/(h3-h1));
16 % Slope between Elements 2#5 (v5-v7)/(h5-h7)=(vt-v7)/(h-h7);
17 vt=v7+((v5-v7)*(h-h1)/(h3-h1));
18 % Slope between Elements 1#4 (v4-v2)/(h4-h2)=(vB-v2)/(h-h2);
19 vB=v1+((v3-v1)*(h-h7)/(h5-h7));
20 % Slope between Elements 4#5 (v8-v6)/(h8-h6)=(vT-v6)/(h-h6);
21 vT=v5+((v7-v5)*(h-h5)/(h7-h5));
22 % if logical statement for finding Element #
23 if(error>h1 && error<h3)
24 if(sum>vb && sum<vt)
25 element=2;
26 end
27 if(sum<vb)
28 element=1;
29 end
30 if(sum>vt)
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element=5;
end
end
if(error>h3 && error<h5)
if(sum<v3)
element=1;
end
if(sum>v3 && sum<v5)
element=3;
end
if(sum>v5)
element=5;
end
end
if(error>h5 && error<h7)
if(sum<vB)
element=1;
end
if(sum>vB && sum<vT)
element=4;
end
if(sum>vT)
element=5;
end
end
% FINITE ELEMENTS
E0=0; E1=0; E2=0; E3=07; E4=0; E5=0; E6=0; E7=0; E8=0;
I0=0; I1=0; I2=0; I3=0; I4=0; I5=0; I6=0; I7=0; I8=0;
alpha=0; beta=0;
if (element == 1)
E1=h1; E2=h4; E3=h7; E4=h6; E5=h5; E6=h4; E7=h3; E8=h2;
I1=v1; I2=v1; I3=v1; I4=v2; I5=v3; I6=v3; I7=v3; I8=v2;
E0=error; I0=sum;
end
if (element == 2)
E1=h1; E2=h2; E3=h3; E4=h3; E5=h3; E6=h2; E7=h1; E8=h1;
I1=v1; I2=v2; I3=v3; I4=v4; I5=v5; I6=v6; I7=v7; I8=v4;
E0=error; I0=sum;
end
if (element == 3)
E1=h3; E2=h4; E3=h5; E4=h5; E5=h5; E6=h4; E7=h3; E8=h3;
I1=v3; I2=v3; I3=v3; I4=v4; I5=v5; I6=v5; I7=v5; I8=v4;
E0=error; I0=sum;
end
if (element == 4)
E1=h5; E2=h6; E3=h7; E4=h7; E5=h7; E6=h6; E7=h5; E8=h5;
I1=v3; I2=v2; I3=v1; I4=v4; I5=v7; I6=v6; I7=v5; I8=v4;
E0=error; I0=sum;
end
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87
88 if(element == 5)
89 E1=h3; E2=h4; E3=h5; E4=h6; E5=h7; E6=h4; E7=h1; E8=h2;
90 I1=v5; I2=v5; I3=v5; I4=v6; I5=v7; I6=v7; I7=v7; I8=v6;
91 E0=error; I0=sum;
92 end
93
94 M=E0+1/4*(E1+E3+E5+E7)-1/2*(E2+E4+E6+E8);
95 C2=1/2*(E4-E8);
96 C3=1/2*(-E2+E6);
97 C4=1/4*(E1-E3+E5-E7);
98 C5=1/4*(E1+E3+E5+E7)-1/2*(E2+E6);
99 C6=1/4*(E1+E3+E5+E7)-1/2*(E4+E8);
100 C7=-1/4*(E1+E3-E5-E7)+1/2*(E2-E6);
101 C8=-1/4*(E1-E3-E5+E7)-1/2*(E4-E8);
102
103 N=I0+1/4*(I1+I3+I5+I7)-1/2*(I2+I4+I6+I8);
104 B2=1/2*(I4-I8);
105 B3=1/2*(-I2+I6);
106 B4=1/4*(I1-I3+I5-I7);
107 B5=1/4*(I1+I3+I5+I7)-1/2*(I2+I6);
108 B6=1/4*(I1+I3+I5+I7)-1/2*(I4+I8);
109 B7=-1/4*(I1+I3-I5-I7)+1/2*(I2-I6);
110 B8=-1/4*(I1-I3-I5+I7)-1/2*(I4-I8);
111
112
113 for IT=1:36
114 %
115 alpha=(M-C3*beta-C4*alpha*beta-C5*(alpha^2)-C6*(beta^2)...
116 -C7*beta*(alpha^2)-C8*alpha*(beta^2))/C2;
117
118 beta=(N-B2*alpha-B4*alpha*beta-B5*(alpha^2)-B6*(beta^2)...
119 -B7*beta*(alpha^2)-B8*alpha*(beta^2))/B3;
120
121 end
122
123 D=[d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7 d8;d1 d8 d7 d16 d15 d19 d18 d20;
124 d7 d6 d5 d13 d12 d14 d15 d16;d5 d4 d3 d9 d10 d11 d12 d13;
125 d15 d14 d12 d11 d10 d17 d18 d19];
126
127 control=-1/4*(1-alpha)*(1-beta)*(1+alpha+beta)*D(element,1) ...
128 +1/2*(1-alpha)*(1+alpha)*(1-beta)*D(element,2) ...
129 -1/4*(1+alpha)*(1-beta)*(1-alpha+beta)*D(element,3) ...
130 +1/2*(1+alpha)*(1+beta)*(1-beta)*D(element,4)...
131 -1/4*(1+alpha)*(1+beta)*(1-alpha-beta)*D(element,5)...
132 +1/2*(1-alpha)*(1+alpha)*(1+beta)*D(element,6)...
133 -1/4*(1-alpha)*(1+beta)*(1+alpha-beta)*D(element,7)...
134 +1/2*(1-alpha)*(1+beta)*(1-beta)*D(element,8);
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F.4 Finite Element Controller Map for Five Elements with Eight Nodes when the
middle element takes a parabolic shape

1 % This is the Code for Finite % Element Controller Map for Five
elements with eight
nodes when the middle element takes a parabolic shape.
2 function control = fcn(error,sum)
3 d1=-149.6; d2=-21.6;d3=106.4; d4=65.6; d5=24.8; d6=-3.6; d7=-39.2;
4 d8=-94.4;d9=128; d10=149.6; d11=94.4; d12=39.2; d13=28.8; d14=3.6;
5 d15=-24.8; d16=-28.8; d17=21.6; d18=-106.4; d19=-65.6; d20=-128;
6
7 v1=-6; v2=-4; v3=-2; v4=-1;v5=0; v6=1; v7=2; v8=4; v9=6;
8 h1=-40; h2=-25; h3=-10; h4=-9; h5=0; h6=9; h7=10; h8=25; h9=40;
9
10 element=0;
11
12 % Slope between Elements 1#2 (v3-v1)/(h3-h1)=(vb-v1)/(h-h1);
13 h=error;
14 vb=v1+((v3-v1)*(h-h1)/(h3-h1));
15 % Slope between Elements 2#5 (v5-v7)/(h5-h7)=(vt-v7)/(h-h7);
16 vt=v9+((v7-v9)*(h-h1)/(h3-h1));
17 % Slope between Elements 1#4 (v4-v2)/(h4-h2)=(vB-v2)/(h-h2);
18 vB=v1+((v3-v1)*(h-h9)/(h7-h9));
19 % Slope between Elements 4#5 (v8-v6)/(h8-h6)=(vT-v6)/(h-h6);
20 vT=v9+((v7-v9)*(h-h9)/(h7-h9));
21 % if logical statement for finding Element #
22 if(error>h1 && error<h4)
23 if(sum>vb && sum<vt)
24 element=2;
25 end
26 if(sum<vb)
27 element=1;
28 end
29 if(sum>vt)
30 element=5;
31 end
32 end
33
34 if(error>h4 && error<h6)
35 if(sum<v4)
36 element=1;
37 end
38 if(sum>v4 && sum<v6)
39 element=3;
40 end
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if(sum>v6)
element=5;
end
end
if(error>h6 && error<h9)
if(sum<vB)
element=1;
end
if(sum>vB && sum<vT)
element=4;
end
if(sum>vT)
element=5;
end
end
% FINITE ELEMENTS
E0=0; E1=0; E2=0; E3=07; E4=0; E5=0; E6=0; E7=0; E8=0;
I0=0; I1=0; I2=0; I3=0; I4=0; I5=0; I6=0; I7=0; I8=0;
alpha=0; beta=0;
if (element == 1)
E1=h1; E2=h5; E3=h9; E4=h8; E5=h7; E6=h5; E7=h3; E8=h2;
I1=v1; I2=v1; I3=v1; I4=v2; I5=v3; I6=v4; I7=v3; I8=v2;
E0=error; I0=sum;
end
if (element == 2)
E1=h1; E2=h2; E3=h3; E4=h4; E5=h3; E6=h2; E7=h1; E8=h1;
I1=v1; I2=v2; I3=v3; I4=v5; I5=v7; I6=v8; I7=v9; I8=v5;
E0=error; I0=sum;
end
if (element == 3)
E1=h3; E2=h5; E3=h7; E4=h6; E5=h7; E6=h5; E7=h3; E8=h4;
I1=v3; I2=v4; I3=v3; I4=v5; I5=v7; I6=v6; I7=v7; I8=v5;
E0=error; I0=sum;
end
if (element == 4)
E1=h7; E2=h8; E3=h9; E4=h9; E5=h9; E6=h8; E7=h7; E8=h6;
I1=v3; I2=v2; I3=v1; I4=v5; I5=v9; I6=v8; I7=v7; I8=v5;
E0=error; I0=sum;
end
if(element == 5)
E1=h3; E2=h5; E3=h7; E4=h8; E5=h9; E6=h5; E7=h1; E8=h2;
I1=v7; I2=v6; I3=v7; I4=v8; I5=v9; I6=v9; I7=v9; I8=v8;
E0=error; I0=sum;
end
M=E0+1/4*(E1+E3+E5+E7)-1/2*(E2+E4+E6+E8);
C2=1/2*(E4-E8);
C3=1/2*(-E2+E6);
C4=1/4*(E1-E3+E5-E7);
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97 C5=1/4*(E1+E3+E5+E7)-1/2*(E2+E6);
98 C6=1/4*(E1+E3+E5+E7)-1/2*(E4+E8);
99 C7=-1/4*(E1+E3-E5-E7)+1/2*(E2-E6);
100 C8=-1/4*(E1-E3-E5+E7)-1/2*(E4-E8);
101
102 N=I0+1/4*(I1+I3+I5+I7)-1/2*(I2+I4+I6+I8);
103 B2=1/2*(I4-I8);
104 B3=1/2*(-I2+I6);
105 B4=1/4*(I1-I3+I5-I7);
106 B5=1/4*(I1+I3+I5+I7)-1/2*(I2+I6);
107 B6=1/4*(I1+I3+I5+I7)-1/2*(I4+I8);
108 B7=-1/4*(I1+I3-I5-I7)+1/2*(I2-I6);
109 B8=-1/4*(I1-I3-I5+I7)-1/2*(I4-I8);
110
111 for IT=1:36
112 %
113 alpha=(M-C3*beta-C4*alpha*beta-C5*(alpha^2)...
114 -C6*(beta^2)-C7*beta*(alpha^2)-C8*alpha*(beta^2))/C2;
115
116 beta=(N-B2*alpha-B4*alpha*beta-B5*(alpha^2)...
117 -B6*(beta^2)-B7*beta*(alpha^2)-B8*alpha*(beta^2))/B3;
118
119 end
120
121 D=[d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7 d8;d1 d8 d7 d16 d15 d19 d18 d20;
122 d7 d6 d5 d13 d12 d14 d15 d16;d5 d4 d3 d9 d10 d11 d12 d13;
123 d15 d14 d12 d11 d10 d17 d18 d19];
124
125 control=-1/4*(1-alpha)*(1-beta)*(1+alpha+beta)*D(element,1) ...
126 +1/2*(1-alpha)*(1+alpha)*(1-beta)*D(element,2) ...
127 -1/4*(1+alpha)*(1-beta)*(1-alpha+beta)*D(element,3) ...
128 +1/2*(1+alpha)*(1+beta)*(1-beta)*D(element,4)...
129 -1/4*(1+alpha)*(1+beta)*(1-alpha-beta)*D(element,5)...
130 +1/2*(1-alpha)*(1+alpha)*(1+beta)*D(element,6)...
131 -1/4*(1-alpha)*(1+beta)*(1+alpha-beta)*D(element,7)...
132 +1/2*(1-alpha)*(1+beta)*(1-beta)*D(element,8);
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